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Abstract

Object detection is a robot perception task that requires classifying objects in the

scene into one of many predefined categories, as well as localizing these objects

through estimating their tightest fitting bounding boxes. Modern deep object de-

tectors produce point estimates of object categories and bounding boxes in the scene,

making it difficult for subsequent components of a robot system from quantifying the

trustworthiness of the objects detected in the scene. A solution to this problem is

to construct probabilistic object detectors, models that can predict probability dis-

tributions rather than point estimates of object categories and bounding boxes in

the scene. In this dissertation, we present several contributions to deterministic and

probabilistic object detectors. We first present AVOD, one of the first determinis-

tic object detectors to efficiently solve the 3D object detection problem. We then

present BayesOD, a probabilistic object detector that provides a Bayesian treatment

for every step of the neural network inference procedure. We show the effectiveness

of AVOD and BayesOD on multiple standard object detection datasets in 2D and

3D. We then highlight statistical issues with training and evaluation trends followed

by modern probabilistic object detectors and propose novel training and evaluation

metrics to avoid the pitfalls of these trends. We demonstrate the effectiveness of

our solutions on in-distribution, domain-shifted, and out-of-distribution 2D object

detection datasets.
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Preface

Although the work described in this dissertation represents the author’s novel con-

tributions, numerous portions of the work have been carried out in collaboration

with others and have appeared in co-authored publications. Each chapter will clearly

distinguish the novel contributions of the author and give appropriate credit to co-

authors when applicable. Throughout this dissertation, the “we” voice is used to

denote both the work done primarily by the author and work done with collaborators

and co-authors.
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Notation

a A scalar (integer or real)

a A vector

A A matrix

A A tensor

In Identity matrix with n rows and n columns

I Identity matrix with dimensionality implied

by context

diag(a) A square, diagonal matrix with diagonal en-

tries given by a

a A scalar random variable

a A vector-valued random variable

A A matrix-valued random variable

A A set

R The set of real numbers

{0, 1} The set containing 0 and 1

{0, 1, . . . , n} The set of all integers between 0 and n

[a, b] The real interval including a and b

(a, b] The real interval excluding a but including b

A\B Set subtraction, i.e., the set containing the el-

ements of A that are not in B
ai Element i of vector a, with indexing starting

at 1

a−i All elements of vector a except for element i

Ai,j Element i, j of matrix A

ai Element i of the random vector a

1



2

dy

dx
Derivative of y with respect to x

∂y

∂x
Partial derivative of y with respect to x

∇xy Gradient of y with respect to x
∂f

∂x
Jacobian matrix J ∈ Rm×n of f : Rn → Rm∫

f(x)dx Definite integral over the entire domain of x∫
S
f(x)dx Definite integral with respect to x over the set

S
P (a) A probability distribution over a discrete vari-

able

p(a) A probability distribution over a continuous

variable, or over a variable whose type has not

been specified

p(a; θ) A probability distribution over a continuous

variable, or over a variable whose type has not

been specified, parameterized by θ

a ∼ P Random variable a has distribution P

Ex∼P [f(x)] Expectation of f(x) with respect to P (x)

Var(f(x)) Variance of f(x) under P (x)

Cov(f(x), g(x)) Covariance of f(x) and g(x) under P (x)

H(x) Shannon entropy of the random variable x

N (x;µ,Σ) Gaussian distribution over x with mean µ and

covariance Σ

f : A→ B The function f with domain A and range B
f ◦ g Composition of the functions f and g

f(x;θ) A function of x parametrized by θ.

log x Natural logarithm of x

σ(x) Logistic sigmoid,
1

1 + exp(−x)

||x||p Lp norm of x

||x|| L2 norm of x

x+ Positive part of x, i.e., max(0, x)

1condition is 1 if the condition is true, 0 otherwise



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

[We must avoid] false confidence bred from

an ignorance of the probabilistic nature of

the world, from a desire to see black and

white where we should rightly see gray.

Immanuel Kanta

a As paraphrased by Maria Konnikova.

Object detection is a robot perception task that requires classifying objects in

the scene into one of many predefined categories, as well as localizing these objects

through estimating their tightest-fitting bounding boxes (Figure 1.1). In the last

decade, deep object detectors, algorithms built using deep neural networks, have

become standard components of robot perception stacks. Detection with neural net-

works has exhibited tremendous success when it comes to performing the object de-

tection task using 2D scene representations such as images [126, 101, 97] and Bird’s

eye view maps [23, 79, 135, 157], or 3D scene representations such as 3D voxel grids

[160, 134, 155, 87, 37], or raw point clouds [123, 154, 133].

Modern deep object detectors produce deterministic estimates of object categories

and locations in the scene. Such a deterministic approach does not allow subsequent

components of a robot system to quantify the trustworthiness of information provided

by deep object detectors. In addition, many components of robotic systems treat

their respective subproblem in a probabilistic manner, making probabilistic thinking

fundamental to the robotic perception pipeline. In fact, probabilistic modeling can

be thought of as the language used by robot systems to propagate information that

is essential for deciding the next step of the operation. This dissertation is primarily

concerned with enabling deep object detectors to speak the language of probabilistic

3
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Class PersonClass Person

Class HorseClass Horse

Class CowClass Cow

Figure 1.1: Object detection includes category classification, as well as localization using the tightest
fitting bounding box. The RGB camera images are from the COCO dataset [98].

modeling to enable their communication with other components in a robot system.

In particular, our contributions enable deep object detectors to generate accurate and

reliable probability distributions that describe the category, location, and extent of

each object in the scene.

Probabilistic Object Detection

Object detectors that provide (predictive)1 probability distributions are referred to as

probabilistic object detectors. The output of such detectors consists of two predictive

probability distributions, one describing the object’s category and the other describing

the object’s bounding box location and extent. Figure 1.2 provides a visualization of

the expected output of a probabilistic object detector.

Probabilistic object detection is a recent research problem, with the first paper

on this topic appearing in literature less than three years ago, where Feng et al. [43]

(2018) adapted the seminal work of Kendall et al. [74] (2017) to estimate predictive

distributions in deep object detectors. Subsequent work [89, 38, 66, 78, 109, 26, 39,

64, 90] followed a standard approach for building probabilistic detectors summarized

as follows: First choose a deterministic object detection backend, then modify this

backend with the work of Kendall et al. [74] to estimate the object category and

bounding box predictive distributions. It has also been common for these methods

to use the same accuracy-based metrics that are used for quantitatively evaluating

deterministic object detectors to assess the performance of the proposed probabilistic

object detectors as well.

It is clearly not sufficient for probabilistic object detectors to be evaluated through

deterministic accuracy-based metrics, which only evaluate a fraction of the favorable

1 In machine learning literature, learned probability distributions are commonly referred to as predictive distribu-
tions.
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Class Car

Obj. Prob. 98%

Location Certain

Class Van

Obj. Prob. 87%

Location Uncertain

Class Pedestrian

Obj. Prob. 56%

Location Uncertain

Figure 1.2: A conceptual illustration of probabilistic object detection in an urban driving scenario.
Each object is assigned two probability distributions: one for category classification, and another
for bounding box regression. The RGB camera image is from the BDD100k dataset [159].

characteristics of the output predictive probability distributions. For a probabilistic

object detector to be useful, the uncertainty associated with their outputs should

be meaningful2, reflecting the level of trustworthiness of the measurement produced.

When the level of trustworthiness is inaccurate, the reliability and safety of robot op-

eration can be compromised. As an example, overconfidence in inaccurate predictions

can lead to suboptimal decision-making in planning tasks, while underconfidence in-

accurate predictions can lead to under-utilizing information in sensor fusion. On the

other hand, a probabilistic object detector can afford errors in its output predictions

if their associated probability distributions reflect a high enough level of uncertainty.

Equipped with this short summary on the state of probabilistic object detection in

the literature, we are now ready to present the main contributions of this dissertation.

1.2 Original Contributions

This dissertation is formed of multiple published contributions related to both deter-

ministic and probabilistic object detection.

1.2.1 AVOD: Aggregate View 3D Object Detection

We present AVOD, one of the first deterministic object detectors to efficiently solve

the 3D object detection problem. AVOD relies solely on 2D object detection by using

2 We provide a more detailed explanation of what a meaningful distribution is and how to measure its qualities in
Section 2.3.
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as input the 2D Bird’s Eye View (BEV) projection of the 3D LiDAR point cloud.

Specifically, AVOD uses BEV and RGB images to generate features that are shared

by two subnetworks: a region proposal network (RPN) and a second stage detec-

tor network. The proposed RPN uses a novel architecture capable of performing

multimodal feature fusion from both BEV and RGB images to generate reliable 3D

object proposals for multiple object classes in road scenes. Using these proposals,

the second stage detection network performs accurate oriented 3D bounding box re-

gression and category classification to predict the location, extents, orientation, and

classification of objects in 3D space. At the time of publication, AVOD was shown

to produce state-of-the-art results on the KITTI 3D object detection benchmark [48]

while running in real-time with a low memory footprint, making it a suitable candi-

date for deployment on autonomous vehicles. AVOD is associated with the following

conference publication:

J.Ku, M.Mozifian, J.Lee, A. Harakeh, and S.L. Waslander, “Joint 3D Proposal

Generation and Object Detection From View Aggregation”, 2018 IEEE/RSJ

International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems , (IROS 2018).

1.2.2 Probabilistic Object Detection Survey and BayesOD

We survey existing methods and the evaluation metrics designed specifically for prob-

abilistic object detection. We follow the standard formula of modifying a deterministic

object detection backend with the work of Kendall et al. [74] to create BayesOD, a

probabilistic object detector that provides a Bayesian treatment through every step of

the inference procedure for anchor-based object detectors. BayesOD allows the incor-

poration of anchor-level and object-level priors in closed form by defining a probabilis-

tic replacement to the anchor-grid component used in standard deterministic object

detectors. BayesOD also replaces standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with

Bayesian inference, preventing an object detector from discarding predicted infor-

mation as is common when using NMS post-processing. We perform comprehensive,

controlled experiments using multiple probabilistic object detection baselines to quan-

tify the quality of the estimated predictive distributions on five commonly used 2D

object detection datasets: COCO, Pascal VOC, Berkeley Deep Drive (BDD), KITTI,

and the Lyft datasets. We show that BayesOD provides higher-quality predictive

distributions when compared to existing methods in literature when evaluated with

commonly used metrics.

BayesOD is associated with the following published conference paper:

A. Harakeh, M. Smart and S. L. Waslander, “BayesOD: A Bayesian Approach

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02294.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02294.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.03838.pdf
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for Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Object Detectors”, 2020 IEEE International

Conference on Robotics and Automation , (ICRA 2020).

The survey on probabilistic object detectors is associated with the following peer-

reviewed journal article:

D. Feng*, A. Harakeh* (*co-first authors), S. L. Waslander and K. Diet-

mayer, “A Review and Comparative Study on Probabilistic Object Detection in

Autonomous Driving”, To appear in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Trans-

portation Systems T-ITS, (2021).

1.2.3 Probabilistic Detection – Issues and Solutions

We assess ongoing trends in probabilistic object detection, including the reliance on

modifying deterministic object detection architectures using methods in [74] to pro-

vide predictive distributions, as well as the widespread use of accuracy-based deter-

ministic metrics for evaluating the predictive distribution output from these detectors.

We show that blindly following these trends can hide performance limitations and hin-

der progress in probabilistic object detection research. In particular, we provide an

evaluation of probabilistic object detection from a statistical point of view, focusing

on theoretically founded proper scoring rules for evaluating output predictive dis-

tributions. We also show that the negative log likelihood loss is not appropriate for

training bounding box regressors since it produces high-entropy distributions, heavily

penalizing overconfident predictions during learning. We propose an alternative to

learn multivariate Gaussian predictive distributions by using the energy score [52] as

a minimization objective for training bounding-box regressors. Finally, we demon-

strate that the most common approaches to the selection of bounding box regression

targets during training are detrimental to the quality of predictive distributions es-

timated for output bounding boxes, by showing that state-of-the-art deterministic

object detectors overtly restrict the types of errors a network is allowed to observe

during training.

This work is associated with the published conference paper:

A. Harakeh and S. L. Waslander, “Estimating and Evaluating Regression

Predictive Uncertainty in Deep Object Detectors”, International Conference on

Learning Representations , (ICLR 2021).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.03838.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.03838.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.10671
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.10671
https://openreview.net/forum?id=YLewtnvKgR7
https://openreview.net/forum?id=YLewtnvKgR7
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1.3 Thesis Organization

We begin the dissertation with an introduction to the mathematical foundations

(Chapter 2) required to understand our contributions, then present an introduction

to the object detection problem (Chapter 3) emphasizing solutions based on deep

neural networks. We then present AVOD in Chapter 4 followed by BayesOD in

Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the evaluation of probabilistic object detection from a

statistical point of view, focusing on using the Energy Score as an evaluation metric

and a loss function for training probabilistic object detectors. Finally, Chapter 7 ends

this dissertation with a conclusion and future directions that are yet to be explored

in probabilistic object detection.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Foundations

This chapter provides a summary of background concepts on deep neural networks,

uncertainty in deep learning, and proper scoring rules that are used throughout this

dissertation. This chapter does not present any of the novel contributions of the

author.

2.1 Deep Neural Networks

The majority of the work in this dissertation is realized using deep neural networks.

This section presents a brief summary of concepts from deep neural networks used

throughout the rest of this dissertation. For a more thorough treatment of these

topics, refer to the work of Goodfellow et al. [54].

2.1.1 Deep Feedforward Networks

Let x ∈ Rm be a set of m-dimensional input features. Let f ∗ : Rm → Rd be a function

such that z = f ∗(x) where z ∈ Rd. The goal of a deep neural network is to learn

a mapping f(x;θ) parameterized by the neural network parameters θ that leads to

the best approximation of f ∗(x). In general, the mapping f(x;θ) with output z is

defined as a function composition z = fI ◦ fI−1 ◦ . . . f3 ◦ f2 ◦ f1(x), where I is the

depth of the neural network, and z is referred to as the output of the neural network.

The parameters θ are modified using a training dataset D = {(xn, zn)}Nn=1
1 such

containing N noisy input-output pairs sampled from f ∗ at various input locations

xn | n ∈ [1, N ]. We will refer to the set {x1, . . . ,xN} as the input data support.

The dataset D only enforces constraints on the final output layer of the composi-

tion; intermediate layers are referred to as hidden layers and can be freely chosen to

1 Throughout the remainder of this dissertation, we denote random variables with bold characters. The associated
ground truth instances of random variables that are realized in the dataset D are italicized.

9
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Activation Function Equation

Logistic Sigmoid σ(x) =
1

1 + exp(−x)

Hyperbolic Tangent tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x

Rectified Linear Unit ReLU(x) = max(x, 0)

Table 2.1: Activation functions commonly used in modern neural networks.

best represent f ∗(x). A hidden layer hi | i ∈ {1, . . . , I} can be written as

hi = φ(W ᵀ
i hi−1 + bi), (2.1)

where {Wi, bi} = θi are the weights and biases of the ith layer of the neural network,

and φ is an element-wise nonlinear activation function.

The choice of activation function, φ(·), depends on the neural network architecture

and remains an active area of research. Some examples of φ(·) are shown in Table 2.1

and include the logistic sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent, and the rectified

linear unit. For a comprehensive survey of modern trainable and fixed activation

functions, we refer the reader to the work of Apicella et al. [3].

2.1.2 Training Neural Networks with Gradient Descent

The parameters, θ, of the neural network are modified to minimize a loss function

L(f(x;θ), f ∗(x)), usually derived using maximum likelihood [54]. The non-linearity

of neural networks induced by φ(·) results in the most interesting loss functions being

non-convex. As such, neural networks are usually trained using iterative gradient

descent to drive the loss function to low values without global convergence guarantees.

The loss function decomposes as a sum over all training examples [54] and may be

written as

L(f(x;θ), f ∗(x)) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

L(f(xi;θ), f ∗(xi)). (2.2)

The parameters θ are updated iteratively according to:

θ ← θ − ε · ∇θ
1

N

N∑
i=1

L(f(xi;θ), (2.3)

where ε is referred to as the step size or the learning rate. In practice, the size of

D is too large to compute ∇θ 1
N

N∑
i=1

L(f(xi;θ) at every update iteration. Instead, the
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gradient can be computed using N ′ ≤ N i.i.d samples from the dataset D, a subset

of training examples referred to as a minibatch. Since the loss in Equation (2.2)

is an expectation, the loss’s standard error has a denominator dependant on
√
N .

As such, there is a less than linear reduction in error as the number of training

samples used for gradient computation increases from N ′ to N . The size N ′ of the

minibatch is usually a hyperparameter selected based on the specific task to be solved

as well as available graphics processing unit (GPU) memory. Using stochastic gradient

estimates over minibatches for iterative parameter updates is referred to as stochastic

gradient descent (SGD). Multiple improvements to SGD have been proposed in the

literature, with adaptive methods such as AdaGrad [33] and Adam [76] providing

a reliable approach for training novel neural networks with minimal tuning of the

learning rate parameter.

2.2 Uncertainty in Deep Learning

To recap the notation introduced earlier in Section 2.1.1, we denote a labelled training

dataset of N data pairs as D = {xn, zn}Nn=1, where xn are input features and zn

are output classification or regression targets. The pair xn, zn is assumed to be an

i.i.d. sample from a true conditional probability distribution p∗(z|x). In classification

tasks, z ∈ {0, 1}K , with
K∑
i=1

zi = 1, is a one-hot random vector representing the

correct category from K unordered and mutually exclusive categories. In regression

tasks, z ∈ Rd is multivariate continuous random vector. Let p(z|x;θ) be the output

predictive (conditional) distribution parameterized by neural network parameters θ.

Uncertainty estimation in deep learning is concerned with providing the best estimate

of p∗(z|x) for novel input features at test time, using p(z|x,D;θ)2 as a model, and

the samples in dataset D for training.

Estimating predictive distributions with deep neural networks has long been a

topic of interest for the research community. Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) [104]

quantify predictive uncertainty by approximating a posterior distribution over a set of

network parameters, θ, given a predefined prior distribution. Variance networks [118]

capture predictive uncertainty [74] by assuming p(z|x,D;θ) to be Gaussian and es-

timating its mean and variance through separate neural network branches, which

are usually trained using maximum likelihood estimation [30]. Deep ensembles [86]

train multiple copies of the variance networks from different network initializations

to estimate predictive distributions from output sample sets. Monte Carlo (MC)

2 p(.|.;θ) is usually written as pθ(.|.) in literature. We will be using both interchangeably to describe predictive
distributions parameterized by θ.
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Dropout [46] provides predictive uncertainty estimates based on output samples gen-

erated by activating dropout layers at test time. We expand on each of these methods

below.

2.2.1 Bayesian Neural Networks

Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) were first introduced in the 1990s [104, 115] to infer

predictive distributions over a neural network parameters. Given an input feature x,

BNNs produce a predictive distribution p(z|x,D) by integrating over the space of all

possible values of neural network parameters θ according to:

p(z|x,D) =

∫
θ

p(z|x,D;θ)p(θ|D)∂θ. (2.4)

Here, p(z|x,D;θ) is the observation likelihood, while p(θ|D) is the weight posterior

distribution over the dataset D. Analytically calculating the posterior distribution

is intractable due to the high dimensionality and multimodal nature of the parame-

ter space, as well as the non-linear activation function between consecutive layers of

deep neural networks [132]. Multiple techniques for generating approximate solutions

of the posterior distribution in Equation (2.4) have been proposed in the litera-

ture, including Variational Inference (VI) [10, 55, 29], Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) [116, 151, 18] methods, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) approxima-

tions [19, 107, 105], and Laplace approximations [128]. Although of high theoretical

importance, approximation techniques for estimating the integral in Equation (2.4)

are highly sensitive to hyperparameters and are hard to scale to large datasets and

network architectures, with the selection of an appropriate prior over parameters θ

remaining as an additional open research problem [105].

2.2.2 Direct Modeling

Direct Modeling approaches assume a particular probability distribution over z, and

use the network output layers to directly predict parameters describing that distri-

bution. Unlike Bayesian Neural Networks, which perform marginalization over θ,

direct modeling uses point estimates of θ to directly generate the predictive probabil-

ity distribution p(z|x,D;θ). When z is a discrete variable, p(z|x,D;θ) is commonly

assumed to be a categorical distribution Cat(p1(x;θ), . . . , pK(x;θ)) where the param-

eters pk(x;θ) ∈ [0, 1],
K∑
k=1

pk(x;θ) = 1 and can be estimated via a softmax function

after the final neural network output layers. The neural network is then trained using

the negative log likelihood, also called the cross-entropy loss, which is written for a
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single example as

LNLL(p(z|xn,D;θ), zn) =
K∑
k=1

−znk log pk(xn;θ). (2.5)

When z is a continuous variable, the predictive distribution p(z|x,D;θ) is usually

assumed to be a Gaussian distribution [74] written as

p(z|x;θ) = N (z;µ(x;θ),Σ(x;θ)) (2.6)

The neural networks with parameters θ that predict the mean µ(x;θ) and the covari-

ance matrix Σ(x;θ) are referred to as variance networks [118, 30] in the literature.

Variance networks are usually trained using the negative log likelihood loss, which

can be written for a multivariate Gaussian predictive distribution as

LNLL(p(z|xn,D;θ), zn) =
1

2
(zn − µ(xn;θ))ᵀΣ(xn;θ)−1(zn − µ(xn;θ))

+
1

2
log det Σ(xn;θ).

(2.7)

In addition to directly predicting the output probability distributions, several

works propose to estimate their higher-order conjugate priors. Malinin et al. [106]

and Sensoy et al. [132] predict the Dirichlet prior for the softmax function in classi-

fication. Amini et al. [1] place a Gaussian prior on the mean and an Inverse-Gamma

prior on the variance for the probability distribution in regression, which is assumed

to be Gaussian distributed. Finally, Gustafsson et al. [60] use a deep neural network

to directly predict the conditional target density of an energy-based model.

Since Direct Modeling requires one inference run, it brings little additional com-

putation cost when used to capture uncertainty, but requires modifications to the

network’s output layers and training with a new loss function. Direct Modeling has

also been shown to be prone to produce miscalibrated probabilities for both classifi-

cation [46, 57] and regression [81] tasks.

2.2.3 Dropout as a Bayesian Approximation

Dropout [141] is a regularization method commonly used in deep neural networks

where a portion of the parameter vector θ is randomly dropped at every training

iteration, temporarily removing the parameters from the network, along with all

their incoming and outgoing connections. The decision to drop/keep is determined

independently by comparing a sample from a uniform distribution U(0, 1) for every

element of the parameter vector against a threshold pdrop.
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Recently, Gal et al. [46] proposed a practical approach that links dropout-based

neural network training to Variational Inference (VI) in Bayesian neural networks.

Gal et al. show that training a network with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

while dropout is enabled is equivalent to optimizing a posterior distribution that

approximates Equation (2.4), a method referred to in the literature as Monte-Carlo

Dropout. The method is later extended in [47] to find an optimal dropout rate by

treating the dropout probability as a hyperparameter. During test time, samples from

the approximate posterior distribution are generated by running the network multiple

times with dropout enabled. Let T be the total number of feed-forward passes with

dropout enabled, and θt be a sample of network parameters after dropout. The

predictive probability can be approximated from T generated samples as

p(z|x,D) = Eθ∼p(θ|D)[p(z|x,D;θ)] ≈ 1

T

T∑
t=1

p(z|x;θt). (2.8)

For classification, Equation (2.8) corresponds to averaging the T number of predicted

classification probabilities, such as softmax scores. For regression tasks, the output

of T stochastic dropout runs {f(x,θt)|t ∈ T} can be used to compute the sample

mean and covariance matrices of p(z|x,D) as

µ(x) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

f(x,θt)

Σ(x) =
1

T

(
T∑
t=1

f(x,θt)f(x,θt)
ᵀ

)
− µ(x)µ(x)ᵀ.

(2.9)

MC-Dropout provides a practical way to perform approximate inference in Bayesian

Neural Networks (BNNs), and is scalable to large datasets and network architectures

such as in image classification [6], semantic segmentation [9, 59], and object detec-

tion [111]. However, MC-Dropout requires multiple stochastic runs during test time,

usually 10 to 50 runs as shown in [46]. Therefore, estimating uncertainty with the

MC-dropout is still infeasible for real-time critical systems due to its high computa-

tional cost.

2.2.4 Deep Ensembles

Deep Ensembles, proposed by Lakshminarayanan et al. [86], estimate predictive prob-

ability distributions using an ensemble of T networks where the output from each net-

work is treated as independent samples from a mixture-of-distributions model. Each

network in the ensemble follows the same architecture but is trained with randomly
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shuffled training data using a different initialization of its parameters θt. For clas-

sification tasks, ensembles use Equation (2.9) in a similar manner to Monte-Carlo

dropout. In fact, Monte-Carlo dropout can be interpreted as an ensemble model

combination [86], where the ensemble members share a subset of their parameters.

For regression tasks, Lakshminarayanan proposed to construct ensembles of vari-

ance networks, where the final predictive probability distribution is approximated as

a uniformly-weighted Gaussian mixture model with T components and a mean and

covariance matrix computed as

µ(x) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

f(x,θt)

Σ(x) =
1

T

(
T∑
t=1

f(x,θt)f(x,θt)
ᵀ

)
− µ(x)µ(x)ᵀ +

1

T

T∑
t=1

Σ(x,θt),

(2.10)

where Σ(x,θt) is the covariance matrix estimated from the tth ensemble member.

In practice, an ensemble of 5 networks has been shown to be sufficient to approxi-

mate predictive probabilities [86, 139] on large scale image classification problems.

Although easy to implement, the computation and memory costs of deep ensembles

scale linearly with the number of networks both during training and inference, limiting

its applicability for large network architectures, as discussed in [59].

2.2.5 Epistemic and Aleatoric Uncertainty

Predictive uncertainty in deep neural networks can be decomposed into epistemic un-

certainty and aleatoric uncertainty [74]. Epistemic, or model uncertainty, indicates

the model’s lack of knowledge in its parameters θ when used to describe an observed

dataset. For instance, detecting an unknown object previously unseen in the training

dataset is expected to show high epistemic uncertainty. On the other hand, aleatoric,

or data uncertainty, reflects intrinsic (irreducible) stochasticity in the input-output

mapping. For example, detecting a distant object with only sparse LiDAR reflections,

or using RGB cameras at night should produce high aleatoric uncertainty. Although

capturing both types of uncertainty in a perception system is crucial for safety-critical

applications, separately estimating both kinds of uncertainty is difficult [74]. In Chap-

ter 5, we will distinguish between aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty as is done by

Kendall [74]. In Chapter 6, we instead focus on predictive uncertainty [30] which

reflects both types.
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2.3 Evaluating Predictive Distributions

With the increase in interest surrounding the estimation of predictive distributions

in recent deep learning literature, correctly evaluating such distributions given mem-

bers of a test dataset is of utmost importance. More formally, given a predictive

distribution p(z|x,D;θ) learned using a training dataset D, and a testing dataset

D′ = {x′n, z′n} | n ∈ {1, . . . , N ′}, we need a scoring rule S that assigns a numeri-

cal score to the predictive distribution p(z|x′n,D;θ) given the actual event z′n that

materialized in the testing dataset. The distinction between x′n and xn is only em-

phasized in this chapter; we will use those interchangeably throughout the rest of the

dissertation to avoid cluttering the notation.

2.3.1 Calibration and Sharpness

A question naturally arises as to the qualities of the predictive distributions that are

needed to be captured by the scoring rule, S. Geinting et al. [52] contend that the

goal of a predictive distribution is to maximize the sharpness around the material-

ized event z′n subject to calibration. Calibration [81, 83] is a joint property of the

estimated predictive distribution, as well as the events or values that materialized

that reflect their statistical consistency [52]. In simple terms, if a well-calibrated

predictive distribution assigns a 0.8 probability to an event, the event should occur

around 80% of the time. In the case of binary classification z = {0, 1}, we say that a

forecaster F (x) : x ∈ Rm → [0, 1] is perfectly calibrated if for all possible probabilities

p ∈ [0, 1] [82]:

P (y = 1|F (x) = p) = p. (2.11)

From this definition, one can see that calibration by itself is not enough to guarantee

useful predictive distributions. As an example, a predictive distribution that always

outputs the marginal class probabilities P (y = 1) is perfectly calibrated, but is useless

for accurate predictions. Sharpness on the other hand quantifies the concentration

of the predictive distribution around the true materialized event z′n and is a property

of the predictive distribution only. Good predictions need to be sharp, but ideal

predictions should be both sharp and well-calibrated. We would like our scoring rules

S to capture both the sharpness and the calibration of a predictive distribution.

2.3.2 Evaluating Calibration

A calibration plot is a common tool to evaluate the uncertainty calibration quality of a

probabilistic model. To reiterate the above discussion, a well-calibrated probabilistic
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Figure 2.1: A calibration plot. The horizontal axis rep-
resents the predictive probability, and the vertical axis
the empirical probability. A miscalibrated network can
make over-confident or under-confident predictions, as
indicated in blue and orange curves, respectively.

model should provide uncertainty estimates that match the natural frequency of cor-

rect predictions. A calibration plot reflects this information by drawing a curve with

the predicted probability on the horizontal axis and its corresponding empirical prob-

ability on the vertical axis, as shown in Figure 2.1. A well-calibrated deep network

produces a diagonal line. However, Guo et al. [57] and Kuleshov et al. [81] have em-

pirically identified that deep neural networks generally provide over/under-confident

predictive distributions in many classification and regression problems. Uncertainty

recalibration techniques, such as isotonic regression [81] and temperature scaling [57],

can be used as post-processing steps to refine the predictive distribution to be bet-

ter calibrated. Note that calibration plotting provides a natural representation of

the quality of uncertainty estimation for a whole dataset, but cannot represent the

uncertainty performance for each data point individually.

To draw a calibration plot for an evaluation dataset with the size N , the machine

learning model needs to perform probabilistic predictions for all data samples. For

classification tasks, the predicted probability values are partitioned into T intervals

(or quantiles), i.e., 0 < p1 < ... < pt < ... < 1, corresponding to the values in the

horizontal axis of Figure 2.1. In each interval, the normalized empirical frequency

denoted by p̂t is calculated by computing the frequency of correct predictions in that

interval when compared to ground truth. The empirical frequencies are plotted on

the vertical axis of Figure 2.1.

From the calibration plot, one can derive several evaluation metrics. For example,

Expected Calibration Error (ECE) [57] measures the weighted absolute error between

the actual calibration curve and the optimal calibration curve (i.e., the diagonal line).

A ECE score is given by:

ECE =
T∑
t=1

Nt

N
|pt − p̂t|, (2.12)

In Chapters 5 and 6, We will be using both MCE and regression calibration error for
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evaluating the calibration quality of probabilistic object detectors.

2.3.3 Proper Scoring Rules

This section follows the work of Gneiting et al. [52] to provide a formal definition

of proper scoring rules. Let Ω be a general sample space, A be a σ-algebra of Ω,

and P be a convex class of probability measures on (Ω,A) such that {p, p∗ ∈ P}. A

scoring rule S : P × Ω → R is written as S(p(z|x′n,D;θ), z′n) and maps a predictive

distribution and a materialized event to a scalar value. Throughout the rest of this

dissertation, scoring rules will be negatively oriented, that is the lower the score, the

closer the predictive distribution is to the data generating distribution.

With some abuse of notation, given the real data generating distribution p∗(z|x′n),

we write the expected score under p∗ as

S(p(z|x′n,D;θ), p∗(z|x′n)) =

∫
S(p(z|x′n,D;θ), z′n) d p∗(z′n|x′n). (2.13)

A scoring rule is said to be proper relative to P if:

S (p∗(z|x′n), p∗(z|x′n)) ≤ S (p(z|x′n,D;θ), p∗(z|x′n)) ∀ p, p∗ ∈ P , (2.14)

and strictly proper relative to P if Equation (2.14) holds with equality only if p = p∗.
In simple words, a strictly proper scoring rule is minimized only if the predictive

distribution is exactly equal to the true data generating distribution. In both cases,

the lower score signifies predictive distributions that are closer to the data generating

distribution.

Brocker [13] noted that proper scoring rules decompose into components depen-

dent on calibration as well as sharpness, taking both into account when used for

evaluating the quality of predictive distributions. Lakshminarayanan et al. [86] also

noted the utility of using proper scoring rules as neural network loss functions for

learning predictive distributions. We will be using proper scoring rules to propose

novel training and evaluation schemes for probabilistic object detectors in Chapter 6

of this dissertation.



Chapter 3

Deep Object Detection

Class PersonClass Person

Class HorseClass Horse

Class CowClass Cow

Figure 3.1: Object detection includes category classification, as well as localization using the tightest
fitting bounding box. The RGB camera images are from the COCO dataset [98].

Object detection is a multi-task learning problem that requires a model to jointly

classify multiple objects in a scene into one of K predefined categories and to lo-

calize these objects using the tightest fitting bounding box. An illustration of the

expected output of object detection models in 2D images is shown in Figure 3.1. For

comprehensive surveys on state-of-the-art object detection approaches, we refer the

reader to [99] for 2D and [58] for 3D object detection. To be able to model uncer-

tainty in object detectors, we first require high-performing models that can solve the

task deterministically. This chapter does not contain any of the contributions of this

dissertation and serves to provide an introduction to the deterministic object detec-

tion problem in 2D camera coordinates through a summary of common pipelines,

state-of-the-art architectures, and evaluation metrics. If the reader is unfamiliar with

convolutional neural networks or transformers, we provide an introduction to these

topics in Appendix B.
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IOU = 0.4034 IOU = 0.7330 IOU = 0.9264 
Figure 3.2: Real IOU values of pairs of bounding boxes ranging from a large difference to the left
to a slight difference to the right.

3.1 Intersection-Over-Union (IOU)

We begin this chapter by introducing the Intersection-over-union (IOU), also known

as the Jaccard index. IOU forms the basis of many evaluations, post-processing,

and training algorithms used in deep object detectors. As its name suggests, IOU is

calculated as the area of intersection of two 2D bounding boxes divided by the area

of their union. IOU values range between 0 and 1, with 0 representing two boxes

that do not intersect, and 1 representing boxes that fully overlap. IOU can also be

calculated for two 3D bounding boxes by replacing areas with volumes. Figure 3.2

shows different pairs of bounding boxes alongside their computed IOU. We will be

using IOU to represent the error between two boxes throughout this dissertation,

mainly because of its invariance to scale.

3.2 Single-Stage and Two-Stage Architectures for 2D Object

Detection

State-of-the-art object detectors using deep learning can be categorized into single-

stage, two-stage, or the recently-proposed sequence-to-sequence-mapping detection

pipelines. Figure 3.3 provides a visualization of the architectural diagram of examples

of the three categories, mainly RetinaNet [97] for single-stage, Faster-RCNN [126] for

two-stage, and DETR [16] for sequence-to-sequence-mapping detection pipelines. We

provide a more detailed description of these three categories below.
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Figure 3.3: The architectural diagram of the single-stage object detector RetinaNet [97] (Top),
the two-stage object detector Faster-RCNN [126] (Middle), and the sequence-to-sequence-mapping
object detector DETR [16] (Bottom).
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3.2.1 Single-Stage Object Detectors

In the single-stage object detection pipeline (Figure 3.3, Top), a deep learning model

is employed to directly map the input data to bounding boxes and classification scores

in a single shot. Typical architectures include YOLO [125], SSD [101], and RetinaNet

[97]. Figure 3.3 show the main components of a single-stage object detection archi-

tecture. Starting from an image, a single-stage object detector processes the image’s

RGB channels using convolutional feature extractors based on architectures such as

Vgg-16 [136] or residual networks [64] (ResNets), projecting the raw scene represen-

tation into more expressive feature maps. For each cell of the extracted feature map,

a set of prior object bounding boxes, referred to as prior grids or anchor grids, are

usually defined for every spatial location (grid cell) of the output feature map at

multiple scales and sizes [101, 97]. Each pre-defined box in the anchor grid is used

along with the features in its vicinity to provide a refined estimate of its location and

extent, as well as to assign it one of K category labels. One of these predefined K

categories is usually the background class, and any predicted objects associated with

this category are discarded before proceeding to subsequent steps [101]. Even after

discarding background-classified objects, multiple prior boxes in the anchor grid can

still be mapped to a single object in the image. A common efficient post-processing al-

gorithm to eliminate redundant output objects is Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS),

and is usually the final step of a single-stage object detector.

3.2.2 Two-Stage Object Detectors

Two-stage object detection pipelines begin with a single-stage detector, referred to

as the Region Proposal Network (RPN), which extracts several class-agnostic object

candidates called regions of interest (ROIs) or region proposals (RPs). The main

difference between an RPN and the single-stage detectors described in Section 3.2.1

is that an RPN classifies prior anchors into two categories, “objects of interest” and

“background”. A second stage detection head operates on features belonging to re-

gion proposals to classify them into one of K categories of interest and to refine their

bounding box estimates. The second stage detection head shares the same convolu-

tional feature extractor as the RPN, resulting in a slight increase in computational

requirements when compared to single-stage detectors. As with single-stage detec-

tors, the final step of two-stage detectors is NMS post-processing. A well-known

example of a two-stage detection architecture is Faster-RCNN [126], which is shown

in Figure 3.3.

Two-stage object detectors extract region proposal features using ROI pooling
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Figure 3.4: Two examples of the ROI max pooling operation with different sized regions of interest
are shown in black. The pooling operation generates a fixed-size feature map regardless of the spatial
extent and aspect ratio of the input region of interest.

operations. The implementation of ROI pooling layers is very similar to general

pooling layers used in convolutional neural networks1, with the main difference of

being applied within the extent of the projection of a region proposal on a feature

map rather than on the whole feature map. In addition to the benefits offered by

general pooling layers, ROI pooling operations are required in two-stage architectures

as RPNs produce region proposals of varying spatial extents and aspect ratios. ROI

pooling layers summarize the diversely shaped features of different-shaped region

proposals into a single consistent feature shape to be provided for further processing

in the second-stage detection head. Figure 3.4 shows a visualization of the ROI

pooling operation, specifically using the max function to aggregate features. The

projection of region proposals is shown in black. It can be seen that a 3 × 3 square

region proposal and a 4× 2 rectangular region proposal result in the same size 2× 2

feature map when ROI pooling is performed.

3.2.3 Feature Pyramid Networks and Prior Anchor Grids

Most recent object detectors use feature pyramid networks (FPNs) [96] instead of

standard single-resolution convolutional feature extractors to generate feature maps

at multiple resolutions, as shown in Figure 3.5. FPNs leverage the naturally occurring

pyramidal feature hierarchy in ConvNets to generate a feature pyramid with strong

semantics at all scales by adding top-down (Figure 3.5, Orange) and lateral (Figure

3.5, Green) pathways to common feature extractors such as ResNets.

Feature pyramid networks are tightly connected to how object detectors define

their anchor grids. Specifically, the original implementation of FPN [96] uses anchor

boxes defined on each grid cell of a pyramid feature map Pi |i ∈ {2, . . . , 6}, as bound-

ing boxes with areas 2(4+i) and aspect ratios {1 : 2, 1 : 1, 2 : 1} for a total of 15 anchor

shapes over the 5 levels of the pyramid. A single detection head is usually passed

1 Convolutional and Pooling layers are described in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.5: The building blocks of a Feature Pyramid Network. The Detection Head is applied for
every feature map in the pyramid independently.

overall levels of the feature pyramid, as shown in Figure 3.5, learning to refine differ-

ent anchor shapes at different pyramid levels. Most of the architectures discussed in

later chapters will be using an FPN as a feature extractor. We propose in Chapter 5 a

probabilistic alternative to anchor grids suitable for predictive distribution estimation

in deep object detection.

3.2.4 Non-Maximum Suppression

Object detectors that use a densely sampled anchor grid will necessarily generate mul-

tiple output detection results for a single object in the scene. Greedy Non-Maximum

Suppression (NMS) is a post-processing tool designed to eliminate such redundant

output, keeping only one single estimated detection result per object in the scene.

The most common NMS procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. NMS takes as an input

a set of bounding boxes B along with their corresponding ranking scores S. NMS also

requires the user to define an affinity threshold, where the affinity measure is usually

the IOU between two boxes, δIOU for determining whether two boxes belong to the

same object in the scene. The NMS procedure begins by selecting the top-scoring

bounding box bm (line 3) and adding it to the output set O (line 5). For all boxes

in the initial bounding box set B, the IOU with bm is computed (line 7-8). Any box

with an IOU ≥ δiou is removed alongside its score from the initial bounding box and

score sets B, S. The process is repeated until the initial box list B becomes empty,

or if the final output detection list O reaches in size a predefined maximum num-

ber of elements. In Chapter 5, We propose Bayesian Inference as an alternative to

Non-Maximum Suppression to be used in probabilistic object detection.
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Algorithm 1 The Greedy NMS algorithm.

Input: Bounding box set B = {b1, . . . , bn}, with their ranking score set S = {s1, . . . , sn}, and the
IOU threshold δiou.

1: O⇐ ∅
2: while B 6= ∅ do
3: m⇐ arg maxS
4: M⇐ bm
5: O⇐ O

⋃
M

6: B⇐ B\M
7: for b ∈ B do
8: if IOU(M , bi) ≥ δiou then
9: B⇐ B\bi

10: S⇐ S\si
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while

Return: O, S

3.3 Sequence-To-Sequence Mapping for 2D Object Detection

A major problem in single and two-stage detectors was identified by Carion et al. [16]

to be the abundance of hand-engineered components such as prior anchor grids and

NMS, which are meant to encode prior knowledge about the object detection task.

Carion et al. [16] removed the need for explicit encoding by proposing an end-to-end

streamlined object detection method based on transformers.

The resulting object detector, DETR (Figure 3.3, Bottom), reformulates the object

detection task as a sequence-to-sequence mapping problem by mapping a sequence

of query points directly to ground truth objects in the scene. The method also

avoids post-processing steps such as NMS by eliminating the generation of duplicate

detections by training with the optimal positive-negative target assignment.

Although DETR provided very competitive results on standard datasets when com-

pared to single and two-stage detectors, it exhibits several disadvantages associated

with the lack of inductive biases in its end-to-end transformer-based architecture.

Specifically, the original DETR implementation required very long training sched-

ules, 500 epochs, to achieve its competitive performance on standard object detection

datasets. Faster-RCNN on the other hand can achieve good performance in as little

as 30 epochs, an order of magnitude less training iterations when compared to DETR.

Fortunately, the research community very recently realized solutions to this problem

in the form of Deformable DETR [161], a modification to transformers used in DETR

to achieve comparable performance with only 50 epochs of training.
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3.4 Training Deep Object Detectors

Deep object detectors are trained as multitask learners using stochastic gradient de-

scent. Specifically, the neural network optimizes a combined multitask loss comprising

of a regression component Lreg, and a classification component Lcls, written as

Ldetection(θ) = λregLreg(θ) + λclsLcls(θ), (3.1)

where λreg, λcls are the weights of the regression and classification components respec-

tively. Lreg can be either a norm loss (L2, Huber), a scale invariant IOU loss [127],

or a mixture of both [16]. Lcls is usually the cross-entropy loss presented in Equa-

tion (2.5).

Unlike standard machine learning tasks, which consist of learning a one-to-one

mapping between input and output, object detection maps many anchors (or queries)

to a single object in the scene. As such, object detectors need a target selection

mechanism during training to match ground truth labels associated with each prior

anchor/query so that the losses in Equation (3.1) can be computed.

There is no one approach agreed upon by the research community for target se-

lection in deep object detectors. Single and two-stage detectors usually use an IOU-

driven selection mechanism where anchors are matched with ground truth objects if

their IOU is greater than a predetermined threshold, usually 0.5. Anchors that are

matched to ground truth objects are referred to as positive anchors and are mapped

to the category of the ground truth object as well as the bounding box coordinates.

Anchors that do not match any ground truth object are given the background cat-

egory label when computing the classification loss but are ignored when computing

the regression loss. A visual representation of positive anchors is shown in Red in

Figure 3.6. We show in Chapter 6 that IOU-based ad-hoc target assignment mecha-

nisms hurt the quality of predictive distributions generated by single and two-stage

probabilistic object detectors.

On the other hand, DETR [16] uses an optimal assignment scheme by assigning

each query the ground truth, which minimizes the total loss in Equation (3.1).

As such, DETR’s assignment scheme allows regression targets with IOUs ranging

between 0 and 1. Although not widely adopted as the two target assignment schemes

presented so far, alternatives such as pixel masking [157], and Euclidean distance

between corners [88] have also been successfully used to choose training targets in

object detection.

Finally, modern object detectors do not estimate bounding box absolute coor-

dinates directly, but work on learning a transformed bounding box representation
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(a) ground truth objects in the scene. (b) Positive anchors.

Figure 3.6: ground truth objects in a photo from the COCO [98] dataset plotted in Green with prior
anchors selected as positive classification and regression targets plotted in Red.

b = T (z) where T : Rd → Rd is a bijective function with inverse T−1(·). In single

and two-stage detectors, T modifies the learning problem to be defined on residuals

between ground truth boxes and prior anchors or region proposals. As an example,

FasterRCNN [126] estimates the difference between proposals generated from a region

proposal network and ground truth bounding boxes, while RetinaNet [97] estimates

the difference between anchors and ground truth bounding boxes. On the other hand,

DETR’s [16] transformation produces an absolute normalized coordinates represen-

tation to be learned by the network. During inference, all networks apply T−1(.) to

recover a canonical bounding box form used to compute evaluation metrics.

3.5 Evaluation Metrics for Object Detection

3.5.1 Precision, Recall, and the F1-Score

In the context of object detection, only predictions above a pre-defined classification

score threshold2, δcls ∈ [0, 1], are considered for evaluation. They are further divided

into True Positives (TP) and False Positives (FP), based on their Intersection over

Union (IOU) scores with ground truth samples. True positives are defined as any

detection D that: 1) has a classification score greater than a predetermined thresh-

old δcls and 2) has an intersection-over-union (IOU) with any ground truth instance

greater than a predetermined threshold, δiou. False positives, on the other hand, are

the set of detections that have failed either of the above two criteria and also include

duplicate detections that satisfy both criteria. False Negatives (FN) are further de-

fined as those ground truth bounding boxes which are either missed or unassociated

with predictions due to low IOU scores.

2 Scores are usually normalized to be between 0 and 1.
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Based on TP, FP, and FN, the evaluation metrics Precision, Recall, and the F1-

Score can be defined as

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, Recall =

TP

TP + FN

F1-Score = 2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
.

(3.2)

3.5.2 Mean Average Precision (mAP)

The issue with using precision and recall as metrics to evaluate object detection is

related to their dependence on thresholds δcls and δiou. The dependence on δcls was

resolved by Everingham et al. [36] through defining Average Precision (AP), which

is the area under the continuous precision-recall (PR) curve, approximated through

numeric integration over a finite number of sample points [36]. The PR curve is

constructed by computing the precision and recall at all δcls thresholds between 0

and 1. AP is usually computed independently for each class, with the average overall

classes referred to as Mean AP (mAP). Finally, the dependence on δiou was also

resolved by averaging mAP across multiple IOU thresholds δiou ∈ [0.5, . . . , 0.95] as

proposed in [98], a measure referred to as the COCO mAP. We will rely on the COCO

mAP throughout the remainder of this dissertation, and refer to it simply as mAP.



Chapter 4

Aggregate View Object Detection

(AVOD)

As discussed in the previous chapter, an efficient process to estimate predictive dis-

tributions would be to design deep neural network models capable of solving required

tasks deterministically, then endow these deep neural network models with uncer-

tainty estimation capabilities. This chapter is concerned with designing deep neural

network models that deterministically solve the object detection problem in 3D world

coordinates using LiDAR point clouds as an input.

Specifically, we will be presenting AVOD, the Aggregate View 3D Object Detection

network for autonomous driving scenarios. AVOD relies solely on 2D object detec-

tion layers described in Chapter 3 by using as input the 2D Bird’s Eye View (BEV)

projection of the 3D LiDAR point cloud. Specifically, AVOD uses BEV and RGB

images to generate features that are shared by two subnetworks: a region proposal

network (RPN) and a second-stage detector network. The proposed RPN uses a

novel architecture capable of performing multimodal feature fusion from both BEV

and RGB images to generate reliable 3D object proposals for multiple object classes

in road scenes. Using these proposals, the second stage detection network performs

accurate oriented 3D bounding box regression and category classification to predict

the extents, orientation, and classification of objects in 3D space. At the time of pub-

lication, AVOD was shown to produce state-of-the-art results on the KITTI 3D object

detection benchmark [48] while running in real-time with a low memory footprint,

making it a suitable candidate for deployment on autonomous vehicles.

Contributions and Associated Publications

At the time of publication of this work, very few methods were performing 3D ob-

ject detection and showing competitive AP numbers on the KITTI 3D object detec-

29
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tion benchmark. In addition, many of the previously proposed methods were hand-

engineered and were seen to be too slow for deployment on autonomous vehicles. To

that end, I collaborated with three Masters students, Jason Ku, Melissa Mozifian,

and Jungwook Lee, to create AVOD, a fusion architecture for 3D object detection

with the following contributions :

• Inspired by feature pyramid networks (FPNs) [96] for 2D object detection, we

proposed a novel feature extractor that produces high-resolution feature maps

from LIDAR point clouds and RGB images, allowing for the localization of small

classes in the scene.

• We proposed a feature fusion Region Proposal Network (RPN) that utilizes mul-

tiple modalities to produce high-recall region proposals for small road-scene cat-

egories such as pedestrians and cyclists.

• The proposed neural network architecture exploits 1 × 1 convolutions at the

RPN stage, allowing high computational speed and a low memory footprint

while maintaining detection performance.

• We proposed a novel 3D bounding box encoding that conforms to box geometric

constraints, allowing for higher 3D localization accuracy.

I was the primary designer of the fusion architecture, with a main focus on building

the memory-efficient fusion RPN (first contribution) of AVOD. My coauthors designed

the novel 3D bounding box encoding and were the main developers of the code. Our

work was published as

J.Ku, M.Mozifian, J.Lee, A. Harakeh, and S.L. Waslander, “Joint 3D Proposal

Generation and Object Detection From View Aggregation”, 2018 IEEE/RSJ

International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems , (IROS 2018).

This chapter is a reproduction of this conference publication. The code was released

as open-source software and is available here. Qualitative results of AVOD running

in snow and night scenes on a real autonomous vehicle are provided in video format

here.

4.1 Motivation and Related Work

At the time of publication of AVOD, most 3D object detection methods leveraged

multimodal input from cameras and 3D range sensors. Methods using LIDAR point

clouds [23, 92, 91, 34], stereo depth maps [21], or RGBD sensor depth maps [140] in

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02294.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02294.pdf
https://github.com/kujason/avod
https://youtu.be/Q1f-s6_yHtw
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addition to images have been shown to outperform image-only methods [23, 113, 17]

on the 3D object detection task. Multimodal object detectors have been previously

discussed in the literature [23, 21], but to our knowledge (at the time of publication of

AVOD), no previous work had exploited features from both point cloud and RGB data

to generate region proposals. Ignoring either source discards important information

that can be used for generating better region proposals, and in particular, leads

to lower performance when targeting small object classes such as pedestrians and

cyclists. The remainder of this section describes 3D object detectors available in the

literature up to the publication of our work [79], and highlights their differences from

AVOD.

Hand-crafted Features For Proposal Generation

Before the emergence of 3D RPNs, 3D proposal generation algorithms typically used

hand-crafted features to generate a small set of candidate boxes that retrieve most of

the objects in 3D space. 3DOP [20] and Mono3D [22] used a variety of hand-crafted

geometric features from stereo point clouds and monocular images to score 3D sliding

windows in an energy minimization framework. The top K scoring windows are

selected as region proposals, which are then consumed by a modified Fast-RCNN [50]

to generate the final 3D detections. AVOD uses a region proposal network that learns

features from both BEV and image spaces to generate higher-quality proposals in an

efficient manner.

Proposal Free Single Shot Detectors

Single-shot object detectors have also been proposed as RPN-free architectures for

the 3D object detection task. VeloFCN [92] projects a LIDAR point cloud to the front

view, which is used as an input to a fully convolutional neural network to directly

generate dense 3D bounding boxes. 3D-FCN [91] extends this concept by applying

3D convolutions on 3D voxel grids constructed from LIDAR point clouds to generate

better 3D bounding boxes. Our two-stage architecture uses an RPN to retrieve most

object instances in the road scene, providing higher AP when compared to both

single-shot methods. VoxelNet [160] extends 3D-FCN further by encoding voxels

with point-wise features instead of occupancy values. However, even with sparse 3D

convolution operations, VoxelNet’s computational speed is still 3× slower than our

proposed architecture, which provides higher AP on the car and pedestrian classes.
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Monocular-Based Proposal Generation

Another direction in the state-of-the-art is using mature 2D object detectors for pro-

posal generation in 2D, which are then extruded to 3D through amodal extent regres-

sion. This trend started with [85] for indoor object detection, which inspired Frustum-

based PointNets (F-PointNet) [122] to use point-wise features of PointNet [123] in-

stead of point histograms for extent regression. While these methods work well for

indoor scenes and brightly lit outdoor scenes, they are expected to perform poorly in

more challenging outdoor scenarios. Any missed 2D detections will lead to missed 3D

detections and therefore, the generalization capability of such methods under such

challenging conditions has yet to be demonstrated. LIDAR data is much less variable

than image data and we show later in this chapter that AVOD is robust to noisy

LIDAR data and lighting changes, as it was tested in snowy scenes and in low light

conditions.

Monocular-Based 3D Object Detectors

Another way to utilize mature 2D object detectors is to use prior knowledge to per-

form 3D object detection from monocular images only. Deep MANTA [17] proposes

a many-task vehicle analysis approach from monocular images that optimizes region

proposal, detection, 2D box regression, part localization, part visibility, and 3D tem-

plate prediction simultaneously. The architecture requires a database of 3D models

corresponding to several types of vehicles, making the proposed approach hard to

generalize to classes where such models do not exist. Deep3DBox [113] proposes to

extend 2D object detectors to 3D by exploiting the fact that the perspective projec-

tion of a 3D bounding box should fit tightly within its 2D detection window. However,

in Section 4.3, these methods are shown to perform poorly on the 3D detection task

compared to methods that used point cloud data.

3D Region Proposal Networks

3D RPNs have previously been proposed in [140] for 3D object detection from RGBD

images. However, to the best of our knowledge (at the time of publication), MV3D [23]

was the only architecture that proposed a 3D RPN targeted at autonomous driving

scenarios. MV3D extends the image-based RPN of Faster R-CNN [126] to 3D by cor-

responding every pixel in the BEV feature map to multiple prior 3D anchors. These

anchors are then fed to the RPN to generate 3D proposals that are used to create

view-specific feature crops from the BEV, front view of [91], and image view feature

maps. A deep fusion scheme is used to combine information from these feature crops
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to produce the final detection output. However, this RPN architecture does not work

well for small object instances in BEV. When downsampled by convolutional feature

extractors, small instances will occupy a fraction of a pixel in the final feature map,

resulting in insufficient data to extract informative features. Our RPN architecture

aims to fuse full resolution feature crops from the image and the BEV feature maps as

inputs to the RPN, allowing the generation of high recall proposals for smaller classes.

Furthermore, our feature extractor provides full resolution feature maps, which are

shown to greatly help in localization accuracy for small objects during the second

stage of the detection framework.

4.2 Architecture

Image Feature Maps

3D Anchor grid
Detected Objects

Image Input

1 x 1 Conv

Fusion

BEV Input BEV Feature Maps

1 x 1 Conv

Crop and  
Resize

Crop and  
Resize

Fully 
Connected 

Layers

NMS

Crop and  
Resize

Crop and  
Resize

Top K Proposals 

Top K Proposals

NMS
Fully 

Connected 
Layers

Fusion

Feature 
Extractor

Feature 
Extractor

Figure 4.1: The proposed method’s architectural diagram. The feature extractors are shown in Blue,
the region proposal network in Pink, and the second stage detection network in Green.

AVOD’s architecture, depicted in Figure 4.1, uses feature extractors to generate

feature maps from both the BEV map and the RGB image. Both feature maps are

then used by the RPN to generate non-oriented region proposals, which are passed to

the detection network for dimension refinement, orientation estimation, and category

classification.

4.2.1 Generating Feature Maps from Point Clouds and Images

We follow the procedure described in [23] to generate a six-channel BEV map from a

voxel grid representation of the point cloud at 0.1 meter resolution. The point cloud

is cropped at [−40, 40] × [0, 70] meters to contain points within the field of view of

the camera. The first five channels of the BEV map are encoded with the maximum

height of points in each grid cell, generated from five equal slices between [0, 2.5]

meters along the Z-axis. The sixth BEV channel contains point density information
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computed per cell as min(1.0, log(N+1)
log 16

), where N is the number of points in the cell.

4.2.2 The Feature Extractor

The proposed architecture uses two identical feature extractor architectures, one for

each input view. The full-resolution feature extractor is shown in Figure 4.2 and is

comprised of two segments: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is modeled after

VGG-16 [137] with some modifications, mainly a reduction of the number of channels

by half, and cutting the network at the conv-4 layer. The encoder therefore takes as

an input an M×N×D image or BEV map, and produces an M
8
× N

8
×D∗ feature map

F . F has high representational power but is 8× lower in resolution compared to the

input. An average pedestrian in the KITTI dataset occupies 0.8× 0.6 meters in the

BEV. This translates to an 8× 6 pixel area in a BEV map with 0.1 meter resolution.

Downsampling by 8× results in these small classes occupying less than one pixel

in the output feature map, that is without taking into account the increase in the

receptive field caused by convolutions. Inspired by the Feature Pyramid Network

(FPN) [96], we create a bottom-up decoder that learns to upsample the feature map

back to the original input size, while maintaining run time speed. The decoder takes

as an input the output of the encoder, F , and produces a new M×N×D̃ feature map.

Figure 4.2 shows the operations performed by the decoder, which includes upsampling

of the input via a conv-transpose operation, concatenation of a corresponding feature

map from the encoder, and finally fusing the two via a 3 × 3 convolution operation.

The final feature map is of high resolution and representational power and is shared

by both the RPN and the second stage detection network.

4.2.3 Multimodal Fusion Region Proposal Network

Similar to 2D two-stage detectors, the proposed RPN regresses the difference between

a set of prior 3D boxes and the ground truth. These prior boxes are referred to

as anchors and are encoded using the axis-aligned bounding box encoding shown in

Figure 4.3. Prior anchors are parameterized by the centroid (tx, ty, tz) and axis aligned

dimensions (dx, dy, dz). To generate the 3D anchor grid, (tx, ty) pairs are sampled at

an interval of 0.5 meters in BEV, while tz is determined based on the sensor’s height

above the ground plane. The dimensions of the anchors are determined by clustering

the training samples for each class. Anchors without 3D points in BEV are removed

efficiently via integral images resulting in 80K − 100K non-empty anchors per frame.
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2x Up c 3x3 Conv

Figure 4.2: The architecture of the FPN used by AVOD as a feature extractor, shown here for the
image branch. Note that the main difference between the original FPN implementation from [96]
(Figure 3.5) and AVOD’s implementation is the usage of learnable upsampling layers instead of
standard bilinear upsampling, as well as the concatenation operation rather than the standard sum
operation for fusion.

Extracting Feature Crops Via Multiview Crop And Resize Operations.

To extract feature crops for every anchor from the view-specific feature maps, we use

the crop and resize operation [72]. Given an anchor in 3D, two regions of interest

are obtained by projecting the anchor onto the BEV and image feature maps. The

corresponding regions are then used to extract feature map crops from each view,

which are then bilinearly resized to 3 × 3 to obtain equal-length feature vectors.

This extraction method results in feature crops that abide by the aspect ratio of the

projected anchor in both views, providing a more reliable feature crop than the 3× 3

convolution used originally by Faster-RCNN.

Dimensionality Reduction Via 1× 1 Convolutional Layers.

In some scenarios, the region proposal network is required to save feature crops for

100K anchors in memory. Attempting to extract feature crops directly from the high

dimensional output feature maps imposes a large memory overhead per input view.

As an example, given a feature map of depth 256, extracting 7× 7 feature crops for

100K anchors requires around 5 gigabytes1 of memory assuming 32-bit floating-point

representation. Furthermore, processing such high-dimensional feature crops with the

RPN greatly increases its computational requirements.

We propose to apply a 1×1 convolutional kernel on the output feature maps from

each view, as an efficient dimensionality reduction mechanism. The 1×1 convolutions

can be thought of as strictly linear coordinate-dependent transformations in the filter

1 100, 000× 7× 7× 256× 4 bytes.
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space, followed by a non-linear activation function, a ReLU in this case. By learning

these transformations, the RPN reduces the dimensionality of its input feature maps

while retaining information deemed useful for the proposal generation task. From a

computational point of view, 1× 1 convolutions are dot products across the depth of

the feature map and can be computed efficiently on GPUs. The result is a feature

selection mechanism that reduces the memory overhead for computing anchor-specific

feature crops by 256× per view, allowing the RPN to process fused features of tens

of thousands of anchors using only a few megabytes of additional memory.

3D Proposal Generation.

The outputs of the crop and resize operation are equal-sized feature crops from

both views, which are fused via an element-wise mean operation. Two task-specific

branches [126] of fully connected layers of size 256 use the fused feature crops to regress

axis-aligned object proposal boxes and output an object/background “objectness”

score. 3D box regression is performed by computing (∆tx,∆ty,∆tz,∆dx,∆dy,∆dz),

the difference in centroid and dimensions between anchors and ground truth bound-

ing boxes. Smooth L1 loss is used for 3D box regression, and cross-entropy loss for

“objectness”. Similar to [126], background anchors are ignored when computing the

regression loss. Background anchors are determined by calculating the 2D IoU in

BEV between the anchors and the ground truth bounding boxes. For the car class,

anchors with IoU less than 0.3 are considered background anchors, while ones with

IoU greater than 0.5 are considered object anchors. For the pedestrian and cyclist

classes, the object anchor IoU threshold is reduced to 0.45. To remove redundant

proposals, 2D non-maximum suppression (NMS) at an IoU threshold of 0.8 in BEV

is used to keep the top 1024 proposals during training. At inference time, 300 pro-

posals are used for the car class, whereas 1024 proposals are kept for pedestrians and

cyclists.

4.2.4 Second Stage Detection Network

3D Bounding Box Encoding.

Chen et al. [23] claims that 8 corner box encoding provides better results than the

traditional axis-aligned encoding previously proposed in [140]. However, an 8 corner

encoding does not take into account the physical constraints of a 3D bounding box,

as the top corners of the bounding box are forced to align with those at the bottom.

To reduce redundancy and keep these physical constraints, we propose to encode

the bounding box with four corners and two height values representing the top and
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Figure 4.3: A visual comparison between the two common box encoding schemes (left and middle)
available in the literature at the time of publication of AVOD, compared to our proposed four corner
+ heights scheme (right).

bottom corner offsets from the ground plane, determined from the sensor height.

Our regression targets are therefore (∆x1...∆x4,∆y1...∆y4,∆h1,∆h2), the corner and

height offsets from the ground plane between the proposals and the ground truth

boxes. To determine corner offsets, we correspond the closest corner of the proposals

to the closest corner of the ground truth box in BEV. The proposed encoding reduces

the box representation from an overparameterized 24 dimensional vector to a 10

dimensional one. A visual comparison of the three encoding schemes can be seen in

Figure 4.3.

Explicit Orientation Vector Regression.

To determine orientation from a 3D bounding box, MV3D [23] relies on the extents

of the estimated bounding box where the orientation vector is assumed to be in the

direction of the longer side of the box. This approach suffers from two problems.

First, this method fails for detected objects that do not always obey the rule pro-

posed above, such as pedestrians. Secondly, the resulting orientation is only known

up to an additive constant of ±π radians. Orientation information is lost as the

corner order is not preserved in closest corner to corner matching. Our architec-

ture remedies this problem by computing (xθ, yθ) = (cos(θ), sin(θ)). This orientation

vector representation implicitly handles angle wrapping as every θ ∈ [−π, π] can be

represented by a unique unit vector in the BEV space. We use the regressed orienta-

tion vector to resolve the ambiguity in the bounding box orientation estimate from

the adopted four corner representation, as this was experimentally found to be more

accurate than using the regressed orientation directly. Specifically, we extract the

four possible orientations of the bounding box, and then choose the one closest to the

explicitly regressed orientation vector.
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Generating The Final Detection Output.

Similar to the RPN, the inputs to the multiview detection network are feature crops

generated from projecting the proposals into the two input views. As the number of

proposals is an order of magnitude lower than the number of anchors, the original

feature map with a depth of D̃ = 32 is used for generating these feature crops. Crops

from both input views are resized to 7× 7 and then fused with an element-wise mean

operation. A single set of three fully connected layers of size 2048 process the fused

feature crops to output box regression, orientation estimation, and category classifi-

cation for each proposal. Similar to the RPN, we employ a multi-task loss combining

two Smooth L1 losses for the bounding box and orientation vector regression tasks,

and a cross-entropy loss for the classification task. Proposals are only considered in

the evaluation of the regression loss if they have at least a 0.65 or 0.55 2D IoU in BEV

with the ground truth boxes for the car and pedestrian/cyclist classes, respectively.

To remove overlapping detections, NMS is used at a threshold of 0.01.

Training.

We train two networks, one for the car class and one for both the pedestrian and cyclist

classes. The RPN and the detection networks are trained jointly in an end-to-end

fashion using mini-batches containing one image with 512 and 1024 ROIs, respectively.

The network is trained for 120K iterations using an ADAM optimizer with an initial

learning rate of 0.0001 that is decayed exponentially every 30K iterations with a decay

factor of 0.8.

4.3 Experiments

We test AVOD’s performance on the proposal generation and object detection tasks

on the three classes of the KITTI Object Detection Benchmark [48]. We follow

[23] to split the provided 7481 training frames into a training and a validation set

at approximately a 1 : 1 ratio. For evaluation, we follow the easy, medium, hard

difficulty classification proposed by KITTI. We evaluate and compare two versions

of our implementation, Ours with a VGG-like feature extractor similar to [23], and

Ours (Feature Pyramid) the proposed high-resolution FPN feature extractor. At the

time of publication, large-scale 3D object detection datasets such as NuScenes [15]

were not released yet, and as such, a comparison was only performed on the KITTI

dataset. In addition, we present only a comparison to methods that were state-of-the-

art at time of publication (2017-2018). The most recent 3D object detection methods
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Figure 4.4: RPN recall vs. number of proposals at a 3D IoU threshold of 0.5 for the three classes
evaluated on the validation set at moderate difficulty

(2020-2021) substantially outperform AVOD and all the baselines presented in this

work on the KITTI dataset.

We also perform ablation studies by studying the effect of varying different hyper-

parameters on the performance measured by the AP, the number of model parameters,

and the FLOP count of the proposed architecture (Table 4.1). The base network uses

hyperparameter values described throughout this chapter up to this point, along with

the feature extractor of MV3D. We study the effect of the RPN’s input feature vector

origin on both the proposal recall and final detection AP by training a network using

BEV-only features as input to the RPN stage. We also study the effect of different

bounding box encoding schemes shown in 4.3, and the effects of adding an orientation

regression output layer on the final detection performance in terms of AP. Finally,

we study the effect of our high-resolution feature extractor, compared to the original

low-resolution one proposed by MV3D.

3D Proposal Recall

3D proposal generation is evaluated using 3D bounding box recall at a 0.5 3D IoU

threshold. We compare three variants of our RPN against the proposal generation

algorithms 3DOP [20] and Mono3D [22]. Figure 4.4 shows the recall vs number of

proposals curves for our RPN variants, 3DOP and Mono3D. It can be seen that our

RPN variants outperform both 3DOP and Mono3D by a wide margin on all three

classes. As an example, our Feature Pyramid based fusion RPN achieves an 86% 3D

recall on the car class with just 10 proposals per frame. The maximum recall achieved

by 3DOP and Mono3D on the car class is 73.87% and 65.74% respectively. This gap

is also present for the pedestrian and cyclist classes, where our RPN achieves more

than 20% increase in the recall at 1024 proposals. This large gap in performance

suggests the superiority of learning-based approaches over methods based on hand-
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AP3D (%) APBEV (%)

Method Runtime (s) Class Easy Moderate Hard Easy Moderate Hard

MV3D [23] 0.36

Car

71.09 62.35 55.12 86.02 76.90 68.49
VoxelNet [160] 0.23 77.47 65.11 57.73 89.35 79.26 77.39

F-PointNet [122] 0.17 81.20 70.39 62.19 88.70 84.00 75.33
Ours 0.08 73.59 65.78 58.38 86.80 85.44 77.73

Ours (Feature Pyramid) 0.1 81.94 71.88 66.38 88.53 83.79 77.90

VoxelNet [160] 0.23

Ped.

39.48 33.69 31.51 46.13 40.74 38.11
F-PointNet [122] 0.17 51.21 44.89 40.23 58.09 50.22 47.20

Ours 0.08 38.28 31.51 26.98 42.51 35.24 33.97
Ours (Feature Pyramid) 0.1 50.80 42.81 40.88 58.75 51.05 47.54

VoxelNet [160] 0.23

Cyc.

61.22 48.36 44.37 66.70 54.76 50.55
F-PointNet [122] 0.17 71.96 56.77 50.39 75.38 61.96 54.68

Ours 0.08 60.11 44.90 38.80 63.66 47.74 46.55
Ours (Feature Pyramid) 0.1 64.00 52.18 46.61 68.06 57.48 50.77

Table 4.1: A comparison of the performance of AVOD with the state-of-the-art 3D object detectors
evaluated on KITTI’s test set. Results are generated by KITTI’s evaluation server [48]

crafted features. For the car class, our RPN variants achieve a 91% recall at just 50

proposals, whereas MV3D [23] reported requiring 300 proposals to achieve the same

recall. It should be noted that MV3D does not publicly provide proposal results for

cars, and was not tested on pedestrians or cyclists.

3D Object Detection

3D detection results are evaluated using the 3D and BEV AP at 0.7 IoU threshold for

the car class, and 0.5 IoU threshold for the pedestrian and cyclist classes. We compare

the performance of AVOD on the KITTI test set with MV3D, VoxelNet[160], and F-

PointNet[122]. The test set results are provided directly by the evaluation server.

Table 4.1 shows the results of AVOD on KITTI’s test set. It can be seen that even

with only the encoder for feature extraction, our architecture performs quite well on

all three classes, while being twice as fast as the next fastest method, F-PointNet.

However, once we add our high-resolution feature extractor (Feature Pyramid), our

architecture outperforms all other methods on the car class in 3D object detection,

with a noticeable margin of 4.19% on hard (including highly occluded or far) instances

in comparison to the second-best performing method, F-PointNet. On the pedestrian

class, our Feature Pyramid architecture ranks first in BEV AP, while scoring slightly

above F-PointNet on hard instances using 3D AP. On the cyclist class, our method

falls short of F-PointNet. We believe that this is due to the low number of cyclist

instances in the KITTI dataset, which induces a bias towards pedestrian detection in

our joint pedestrian/cyclist network.
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Car Pedestrian Cyclist

Architecture AP AP AP Number Of Parameters FLOPs

Base Network 74.1 39.5 41.6 38,073,528 186,284,945,569
RPN BEV Only 74.1 32.6 32.2 0 -266,641,569

Axis-Aligned Boxes 67.6 36.2 36.6 -8196 0
Non-Ordered 4 Corners, No Orientation 67.8 37.8 41.1 -4,098 -20,418
Non-Ordered 8 Corners, No Orientation 66.9 37.8 40.4 +24,638 +122,879

Feature Pyramid Extractor 74.4 58.8 49.7 -21,391,104 +44,978,386,776

Table 4.2: A comparison of the performance of different variations of hyperparameters, evaluated
on the validation set at moderate difficulty. We use a 3D IoU threshold of 0.7 for the Car class and
0.5 for the pedestrian and cyclist classes. The effect of variation of hyperparameters on the FLOPs
and the number of parameters are measured relative to the base network.

RPN Input Variations

Figure 4.4 also shows the recall vs the number of proposals curves for both the original

RPN and BEV-only RPN without the feature pyramid extractor on the three classes

on the validation set. For the pedestrian and cyclist classes, fusing features from both

views at the RPN stage is shown to provide a 10.1% and 8.6% increase in recall over

the BEV-only version at 1024 proposals. Adding our high-resolution feature extractor

increases this difference to around 10.5% and 10.8% for the respective classes. For the

car class, adding image features as an input to the RPN, or using the high-resolution

feature extractor, does not seem to provide a higher recall value over the BEV-only

version. We attribute this to the fact that instances from the car class usually occupy

a large space in the input BEV map, providing sufficient features in the corresponding

output low-resolution feature map to reliably generate object proposals. The effect

of the increase in proposal recall on the final detection performance can be observed

in the final detection results, where using both image and BEV features at the RPN

stage results in a 6.9% and 9.4% increase in AP over the BEV only version for the

pedestrian and cyclist classes respectively.

We also compare the detection results of our feature extractor to that of the base

VGG-based feature extractor proposed by MV3D. For the car class, our pyramid

feature extractor only achieves a gain of 0.3% in AP. However, the performance gains

on smaller classes is much more substantial. Specifically, we achieve a gain of 19.3%

and 8.1% AP on the pedestrian and cyclist classes respectively. This shows that

our high-resolution feature extractor is essential to achieve state-of-the-art results on

these two classes with a minor increase in computational requirements.

Bounding Box Encoding

We study the effect of different bounding box encodings shown in Figure 4.3 by

training two additional networks. The first network estimates axis-aligned bounding
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boxes, using the regressed orientation vector as the final box orientation. The second

and the third networks use our 4 corner and MV3D’s 8 corner encodings without

orientation vector estimation. As expected, Table 4.2 shows that without orientation

regression to provide orientation angle correction, the two networks employing the 4

corner and the 8 corner encodings provide a lower AP than the base network for all

three classes.

Runtime and Memory Requirements

We use FLOP count and a number of parameters to assess the computational effi-

ciency and the memory requirements of the proposed network. The results are shown

in Table 4.2. Our final Feature Pyramid fusion architecture employs roughly 38.073

million parameters, approximately 16% that of the most efficient 3D object detec-

tor at that time, MV3D [23]. The deep fusion scheme employed by MV3D triples

the number of fully connected layers required for the second stage detection network,

which explains the significant reduction in the number of parameters by our proposed

architecture. Furthermore, our Feature Pyramid fusion architecture requires 231.263

billion FLOPs per frame allowing it to process frames in 0.1 seconds on an Nvidia

TITAN Xp GPU, taking 20ms for pre-processing and 80ms for inference. This makes

it 1.7× faster than F-PointNet while maintaining state-of-the-art results. Finally, our

proposed architecture requires only 2 gigabytes of GPU memory at inference time,

making it suitable to be used for deployment on autonomous vehicles.

4.4 Final Remarks

In this work we proposed AVOD, a 3D object detector for autonomous driving scenar-

ios. The proposed architecture was differentiated from the state-of-the-art at the time

of publication by using a multimodal fusion RPN architecture and is, therefore, able

to produce accurate region proposals for small classes in road scenes. Furthermore,

the proposed architecture employed an explicit orientation vector regression to resolve

the ambiguous orientation estimate inferred from a bounding box. Experiments on

the KITTI dataset show the superiority of our proposed architecture over the state

of the art on the 3D localization, orientation estimation, and category classification

tasks. Finally, the proposed architecture is shown to run in real-time and with a

low memory overhead. As a reminder, qualitative results of AVOD running in snow

and night scenes on a real autonomous vehicle are provided in video format here.

Qualitative results in image format are provided in Figure A.4.

https://youtu.be/Q1f-s6_yHtw
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4.4.1 Reception by Research Community

AVOD continues to be very well received by the research community, primarily due

to its simple architecture, clean code, and reasonable run-time. It has been used as

a stepping stone for many subsequent projects (examples include [149] and [158]),

gathering hundreds of citations in the past few years.

4.4.2 Limitations and Future Work

The primary limitations of AVOD arise from three factors. One limitation arises from

AVOD using hand-engineered BEV input maps, enforcing a sub-optimal upper bound

on performance. Current methods [87] proposing to learn the BEV representation di-

rectly from 3D LiDAR point clouds have shown a substantial performance boost when

compared to AVOD. Another limitation arises from the requirement of pre-computed

ground plane estimates for learning our proposed bounding box representation as well

as for constructing the BEV maps. Subsequent work by Liang et al. [95] provided a

solution to this problem by learning the height from the ground of every voxel in a

BEV map in an end-to-end fashion. A more severe limitation arises from AVOD’s

naive fusion between the image stream and the LiDAR stream without guaranteeing

that fused information is spatially consistent in the two projected views. Although

subsequent work (Deep Continuous Fusion by Liang et al. [94]) has provided solutions

to the spatial consistency problem, more recent work on multi-modal learning [148]

indicates that the problem might be related to an overfitting phenomenon that has

been empirically observed when training classification networks with multiple input

modalities. Future research directions could involve an empirical analysis to determine

if overfitting is present when training multi-modal object detectors. Finally, AVOD

provides point estimates, rather than probability distributions over the category and

location of objects in the scene, a limitation that is common to all deterministic

machine learning algorithms. In the next chapter, we discuss probabilistic object

detectors, models capable of estimating such predictive distributions.
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Probabilistic Object Detection

Class Car

Obj. Prob. 98%

Location Certain

Class Van

Obj. Prob. 87%

Location Uncertain

Class Pedestrian
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Location Uncertain

Figure 5.1: A conceptual illustration of probabilistic object detection in an urban driving scenario.
Each object is assigned two probability distributions: one for category classification, and another
for bounding box regression. The RGB camera image is from the BDD100k dataset [159].

Deep object detectors are being increasingly deployed as perception components

in safety critical robotics and automation applications. For reliable and safe op-

eration, subsequent tasks using detectors as sensors require meaningful predictive

uncertainty estimates correlated with their outputs. As an example, overconfident

incorrect predictions can lead to suboptimal decision making in planning tasks, while

underconfident correct predictions can lead to under-utilizing information in sensor

fusion.

Probabilistic object detection is a fairly recent research topic, where the first pub-

lished work in this domain appeared in literature in 2018 [43]. As such, there is no

systemic survey on methods, training pipelines, or evaluation metrics readily avail-

able in literature for researchers who enter this field. To that end, this chapter

begins by providing an introduction to probabilistic object detectors, extensions of

standard object detectors that estimate predictive distributions for output categories

and bounding boxes simultaneously (Figure 5.1). Specifically, the first part of this

chapter formally defines the probabilistic object detection problem and surveys state-

44
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of-the-art probabilistic object detectors. The second part of this chapter describes

BayesOD, an original contribution of this dissertation that provides a Bayesian treat-

ment for every step of the inference procedure of anchor-based object detectors. We

also explore evaluation metrics used for quantifying the correctness of their predic-

tive distributions in deep object detectors, and provide a comparative study to show

the effectiveness of BayesOD in comparison to surveyed state-of-the-art probabilistic

object detectors.

Contributions and Associated Publications.

This chapter presents the following contributions:

• We survey existing methods and the evaluation metrics designed specifically for

probabilistic object detection (Sections 5.3 and 5.5).

• We propose BayesOD, a probabilistic object detector that provides a Bayesian

treatment for every step of the inference procedure of anchor-based object detec-

tors, allowing the incorporation of anchor-level and object-level priors in closed

form, and replacing standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with Bayesian

inference (Section 5.4).

• We perform controlled comprehensive experiments using multiple probabilistic

object detection baselines to quantify the quality of the estimated predictive

distributions on three commonly used 2D object detection datasets, Berkeley

Deep Drive, Kitti, and the Lyft datasets. We show that BayesOD provides

higher quality predictive distributions when compared to surveyed methods in

literature (Section 5.6).

This chapter is a reproduction of two of my first-author papers. The first paper

proposes BayesOD and was published in ICRA 2020:

A. Harakeh, M. Smart and S. L. Waslander, “BayesOD: A Bayesian Approach

for Uncertainty Estimation in Deep Object Detectors”, 2020 IEEE International

Conference on Robotics and Automation , (ICRA 2020).

The second paper is a collaboration with researchers at Ulm University to present a

survey on probabilistic object detection and is currently under review at the IEEE

Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems:

D. Feng*, A. Harakeh* (*co-first authors), S. L. Waslander and K. Diet-

mayer, “A Review and Comparative Study on Probabilistic Object Detection in

Autonomous Driving”, To appear in IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Trans-

portation Systems T-ITS, (2021).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.03838.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1903.03838.pdf
https://www.uni-ulm.de/en/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.10671
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.10671
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Di Feng and I share first authorship of the survey paper. The survey component was

a joint endeavour with equal contributions from both first authors. I performed the

comparative study on 2D probabilistic object detection in RGB camera images, while

Di was focused on studying the relation of uncertainty estimates to occlusion and

truncation in probabilistic object detectors operating on LiDAR point cloud when

compared to RGB camera images. Models (including BayesOD’s architecture) and

evaluation tools used in the comparative study were released as open-source code and

are available at https://github.com/asharakeh/pod compare.

5.1 Notation and Problem Formulation

Let x ∈ Rm be a set of m-dimensional features, y ∈ {1, . . . , K} be classification

labels for K-way classification, and z ∈ Rd be bounding box regression targets as-

sociated with object instances in the scene1. When the classification labels are rep-

resented with a one-hot vector, we refer to them as y. Given a training dataset

D = {(xn, yn, zn)}Nn=1 of N i.i.d samples from a true joint conditional probability

distribution p∗(y, z|x) = p∗(z|y,x)p∗(y|x), we use neural networks with parameter

vector θ to model pθ(z|y,x) and pθ(y|x). pθ(z|y,x) is fixed to be a multivariate

Gaussian distribution N (µ(x,θ),Σ(x,θ)), and pθ(y|x) as a categorical distribution

Cat(p1(x,θ), . . . , pK(x,θ)). For the remainder of this dissertation, unless mentioned

otherwise, z ∈ R4 is represented as (umin, vmin, umax, vmax) where the (umin, vmin),

(umax, vmax) are the pixel coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right bounding box

corners respectively. As a reminder, throughout this work we will denote random

variables with bold characters. The associated ground truth instances of random

variables that are realized in the dataset D are italicized. A conceptual illustration

of the output of probabilistic object detectors is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2 Motivation for Estimating Predictive Distributions

Predictive distributions that capture epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty in deep ob-

ject detectors are studied by various previous works [38, 152, 78, 8]. These works

were able to relate the estimated epistemic uncertainty to detection outputs that

are different from the training samples (open-set detection), and the aleatoric un-

certainty to noises inherent in sensor observations from distance in 3D LiDAR and

occlusion in 2D images. Researchers have also studied the relation between training

data and uncertainty estimates in object detectors, where Bertoni et al. [8] showed

1 d = 4 in this dissertation.

https://github.com/asharakeh/pod_compare
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that the ambiguity in depth estimation from monocular images relates to estimated

uncertainty in monocular 3D object detection. Wang et al. [150] showed that there

exists uncertainty inherent in ground truth labels when training LiDAR-based object

detectors, and proposes an ad-hoc method to quantify this uncertainty using point

clouds inside 3D bounding box labels. Unfortunately, the presented literature does

not discuss the sharpness and calibration properties of predictive distributions from

probabilistic object detectors.

Many applications of uncertainty from probabilistic object detectors require sharp

and well-calibrated distributions for reliable performance. Predictive distributions

capturing epistemic uncertainty have previously been used by Miller et al. [111] to

detect out-of-distribution (OOD) objects, and by Feng et al. [40] to select samples

with the most amount of information in an active learning framework. On the other

hand, predictive distributions capturing aleatoric uncertainty have been mainly used

in the literature to improve detection accuracy. Gains in accuracy have been achieved

by directly modelling uncertainty in the training loss (e.g. the attenuated regression

loss shown in Equation (2.7)) [43, 44, 66, 119], such that networks learn to handle

noisy data to enhance their robustness. Other methods incorporate uncertainty in the

post-processing step when merging duplicate detections. For example, Choi et al. [26]

rank detections during NMS based on location uncertainty in addition to classification

scores. Meyer et al. [109] adapt the IOU threshold when merging detections to their

location uncertainty instead of a pre-defined value for all detections.

5.3 Common Pipelines

Clustering
Redundancy 
Elimination

Logit Mean

Logit Var

Bbox Mean

Bbox Var

Preprocessing

• MC-Dropout.
• Ensembles.

• Direct Modeling.
• MC-Dropout.
• Ensembles.

• NMS
• Sample Statistics
• Gaussian Mixture
• Bayesian Inference

Sampling 
and 

Softmax

[0.9, 0.1][0.9, 0.1]

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the key building blocks typically present in state-of-the-art probabilistic
object detectors, including the base network, detection head and post-processing stages. A list of
possible variants of each building block is also presented below the architectural diagram. The
output detections on 2D images are visualized as category probabilities (orange), a bounding box
mean (red), and the 95% confidence iso-contours of the bounding box corner covariance matrices
(green).

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provide a list of many published probabilistic object detectors as

of end of the year 2020, along with a summary of their modeling method, regression
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† L: LiDAR, C: RGB Camera, R: Radar ‡ A: Aleatoric uncertainty, E: Epistemic uncertainty

Reference Year Sensor† Unc.
Type‡

Modeling Method

Feng et al. [38] 2018 L E+A Dropout, Direct Modeling
Feng et al. [43] 2018 L A Direct Modeling
Le et al. [89] 2018 C A Direct Modeling, Output Redundancy
Miller et al. [111] 2018 C E Dropout
Choi et al. [26] 2019 C A Direct Modeling
Feng et al. [39] 2019 L A Direct Modeling
He et al. [66] 2019 C A Direct Modeling
Kraus et al. [78] 2019 C E+A Dropout, Direct Modeling
Meyer et al. [109] 2019 L A Direct Modeling
Meyer et al. [108] 2019 L A Direct Modeling
Miller et al. [112] 2019 C E Dropout
Miller et al. [110] 2019 C E Dropout, Deep Ensembles
Wirges et al. [152] 2019 L E+A Dropout, Direct Modeling
Lee et al. [90] 2020 C A Direct Modeling
Chen et al. [24] 2020 C A Direct Modeling
Dong et al. [31] 2020 R A Direct Modeling
Feng et al. [44] 2020 L+C A Direct Modeling
Harakeh et al. [62] 2020 C E+A Dropout, Direct Modeling
He et al. [65] 2020 C A Direct Modeling
Pan et al. [119] 2020 L A Direct Modeling
Wang et al. [150] 2020 L A Direct Modeling

Table 5.1: The year of publication, the sensor modality, the modeled uncertainty type, and the uncertainty modeling method of recent probabilistic
object detectors. BayesOD [62] is highlighted in grey.
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Reference Regression
Loss

Post-processing Evaluation Metrics

Feng et al. [38] NLL NMS F-1 Score
Feng et al. [43] NLL NMS AP
Le et al. [89] NLL NMS, Output Statistics True Positive/False Positive count
Miller et al. [111] Norm Loss NMS, Clustering, Sample Statistics Precision and Recall, Absolute

Open-set Error, F1-Score
Choi et al. [26] NLL Uncertainty-aware NMS AP
Feng et al. [39] NLL NMS AP, Expected Calibration Error
He et al. [66] NLL NMS AP
Kraus et al. [78] NLL NMS Log Average Miss Rate
Meyer et al. [109] NLL Mean-shift clustering, NMS AP
Meyer et al. [108] KL

Divergence
Mean-shift clustering, NMS AP

Miller et al. [112] Norm Loss NMS AP, Uncertainty Error, AUPR
Miller et al. [110] Norm Loss Output Statistics, NMS PDQ
Wirges et al. [152] NLL NMS AP
Lee et al. [90] NLL NMS AP
Chen et al. [24] NLL Pairwise constrain optimization AP
Dong et al. [31] NLL Soft NMS [11] AP
Feng et al. [44] NLL NMS AP
Harakeh et al. [62] NLL Bayesian Inference AP, Uncertainty Error, PDQ
He et al. [65] NLL NMS AP, PDQ
Pan et al. [119] NLL NMS AP
Wang et al. [150] NLL NMS AP, ROC curves, Jaccard-IOU

Table 5.2: The regression loss function, post processing method, and the uncertainty modeling method of recent probabilistic object detectors.
BayesOD [62] is highlighted in grey.
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loss, post-processing method, and the metrics used for evaluating their predictive

distributions. Probabilistic object detectors in recent literature commonly extend

the network architectures described in Chapter 3 to provide uncertainty estimates in

their category classification and bounding box regression outputs. Figure 5.2 provides

an overview of the general building blocks shared among methods in literature to

perform probabilistic object detection. The building blocks mainly consist of a base

network, a detection head, and a post-processing stage.

A base network (Figure 5.2, Left) maps sensor inputs to high-level feature maps,

which will be further processed by a detection head. Probabilistic object detectors

usually adapt base networks from well-studied deterministic object detectors to cap-

ture epistemic uncertainty using Deep Ensembles or Dropout [38, 41, 78, 110, 8].

Typical base networks include Vgg [137], ResNet [64], and Inception [142].

A detection head (Figure 5.2, Middle) takes the feature maps from the base network

as inputs and predicts probabilistic detection outputs. Deep Ensembles [41, 110] and

Dropout [111, 110, 112, 152, 78, 8] are usually used to model epistemic uncertainty in

the detection head. On the other hand, the direct modelling approach (Section 2.2)

models aleatoric uncertainty by introducing additional output layers (variance net-

works) to the detection head for estimating the variance of output bounding boxes [43,

38, 39, 41, 44, 78, 89, 66, 62, 26, 109, 108, 119, 8, 19, 152, 150, 31] or the variance of

output softmax logit vectors [44, 89].

Finally, a post-processing stage is used to suppress or merge redundant detection

outputs as is common in deterministic object detectors. Table 5.2 summarizes the

post-processing step in state-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors. The majority

of methods employ Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS), because it is a common com-

ponent from deterministic object detectors, upon which probabilistic object detectors

are built. Other methods [109, 108, 26] modify NMS to take into account spatial

uncertainty when deciding which redundant object to remove. Finally, [89, 111, 112]

exploit the benefits of redundant detection outputs to compute sample statistics of

probability distributions, instead of directly modeling the output probability and

discarding redundant detections.

This section summarizes state-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors in detail,

and identifies the components improved by BayesOD. We group probabilistic object

detectors based on what kinds of uncertainty are modeled, namely, epistemic uncer-

tainty, aleatoric uncertainty, or both.
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Probabilistic Object Detectors with Epistemic Uncertainty Predictions

Several works model epistemic uncertainty by the Dropout approach. Miller et al. [111]

estimate epistemic uncertainty based on an SSD [101] network. The detection head is

modified with dropout layers to generate samples during test time with dropout infer-

ences. At the post-processing step, output samples from multiple stochastic dropout

runs are gathered, after performing the NMS operation on each stochastic run inde-

pendently. Those redundant detections from multiple inferences are then clustered

using spatial and/or semantic affinity. For every cluster, the probability distribu-

tion describing a single object is modeled using the sample mean and variance of

the cluster members. The same architecture is used in [112] for studying the effect

of various clustering techniques on the quality of epistemic uncertainty. It was con-

cluded that simple clustering techniques, such as the Basic Sequential Algorithmic

Scheme (BSAS), provide higher quality uncertainty values when compared to more

complicated clustering techniques such as the Hungarian algorithm [80].

The subsequent work by Miller et al. [110] avoids the clustering process when com-

puting epistemic uncertainty. They build two detectors based on the Faster-RCNN

[126] and SSD [101] architectures, each generating multiple samples at a certain an-

chor grid locations by dropout inference to be used to compute summary statistics

at every anchor location for quantifying uncertainty. Redundant detections are then

merged via the standard NMS operation. Experimental results show that combining

Dropout inferences from different network architectures outperforms the Dropout in-

ferences from a single POD network, in terms of the epistemic uncertainty estimation.

Finally, Feng et al. [40] use Dropout [46] and Deep Ensemble [86] methods to

estimate epistemic uncertainty for classification only. The classification uncertainty

is employed to train a 3D LIDAR object detector in an active learning framework.

Dropout layers are used only in the detection head of the proposed 3D detection

architecture, and the standard NMS operation is used at the post-processing step.

Probabilistic Object Detectors with Aleatoric Uncertainty Predictions

Most probabilistic object detectors use variance networks as introduced in Section 2.2

to estimate aleatoric uncertainty. These detectors are often built following four steps:

1) selecting a deterministic object detector as the base network, 2) assuming a cer-

tain probability distribution for its outputs, 3) incorporating additional layers at the

detection head to construct variance networks for regressing probability distribution

parameters, and 4) training the modified detector by supervising the probability dis-

tribution parameters in the loss function. This form of direct modeling has been
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successfully used with various deterministic object detection architectures, including

SSD [89], Faster-RCNN [66, 43, 44], FCOS [90], Point-RCNN [119], and PIXOR [39].

The softmax function is widely used to estimate categorical classification predic-

tive distributions. Le et al. [89] and Feng et al. [44] additionally assume a Gaussian

distribution over the logit vector before applying the softmax function. Monte-Carlo

sampling is then used to estimate the categorical distribution by transforming Gaus-

sian logit samples with the softmax function, then calculating sample statistics after-

wards. As for the regression predictive distributions, the majority of works assume

that each bounding box regression variable is independent and follows a simple prob-

ability distribution, such as a univariate Gaussian distribution, Laplace distribution,

or a combination of both. The regression variables usually include the bounding

box centroid positions, extents (length, width, height), orientations, or a transforma-

tion of those, such as corner positions. The independence assumption is simple and

straight-forward, but ignores correlations among regression variables, which might

not reflect situations such as occluded and truncated objects in the scene. Instead,

Pan et al. [119] transform the regression variables back to the eight-corner represen-

tation for 3D bounding boxes, and directly learn redundant predictive distributions

over corners to model cross-correlation. Alternatively, Meyer et al. [109] suggest to

place a mixture of Gaussians on each regression variable in order to capture multi-

modal distributions. In BayesOD [62], we propose to learn a multivariate Gaussian

distribution with the full covariance matrix for regression variables through a modi-

fied negative log likelihood loss function. A more recent work by He et al. [65] propose

a more generic probability distribution which considers both correlations and multi-

modal behaviours. Multivariate mixtures of Gaussians used to describe 2D bounding

boxes are shown to be superior to univariate Gaussians, multi-variate Gaussians, or

univariate mixture of Gaussians.

Training probabilistic object detectors to predict aleatoric uncertainty is usually

achieved by minimizing the Negative Log Likelihood, resulting in the well-known cross

entropy loss for classification, and the attenuated regression loss [74] for bounding

box regression with Gaussian distributions. In contrast, [66, 108] introduce a prior

distribution related to the ground truth bounding box parameters, and minimize the

Kullback-Leibler divergence between the predictive probability distribution and the

prior distribution. In this way, the predictive uncertainty is regularized with the prior

distribution, which helps stabilize training and improve detection performance [108,

42].

In addition to the standard Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) operation, some

works leverage aleatoric uncertainty at the post-processing step to merge duplicate de-
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tections. For instance, Meyer et al. [109] propose to group detections using mean-shift

clustering over corners, and combine the bounding box uncertainty and classification

scores in an uncertainty-aware NMS frawework. Similarly, Choi et al. [26] design a

detection criterion that considers both regression and classification uncertainty. This

criterion is used to rank detections while performing the standard NMS.

Instead of the direct-modeling method, a unique approach based on output redun-

dancy is proposed in [89] to model aleatoric uncertainty. This output redundancy

method replaces the standard NMS with spatial clustering, and uses the Intersection-

Over-Union (IOU) metric as a measure for detection affinity. A single probability

distribution describing each output detection can then be generated by computing

the sample mean and variance of cluster members. Though the output redundancy

method has been shown to produce lower quality uncertainty estimates than the

direct-modeling method (measured with PDQ) when compared to BayesOD [62], it

is time-efficient, and requires only small modifications to the original deterministic

detection network.

Probabilistic Object Detectors with both Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainties

Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties are jointly estimated mainly by the direct-

modeling approach together with the dropout or Deep Ensembles approaches. Given

the detection samples from T stochastic runs of dropout inference (or M models in

an network ensemble), and assuming that bounding boxes are Gaussian distributed,

the mean and variance of a bounding box regression variable can be computed using

a uniformly-weighted Gaussian mixture model as described in Equation (2.10).

While all existing works use the output layers to directly model aleatoric uncer-

tainty, they are different in epistemic uncertainty estimation. For example, Feng et al. [38]

add dropout layers and perform multiple inferences only in the detection head of a

Faster-RCNN object detector. Wirges et al. [152] follow the same network meta-

architecture, and study the effect of adding dropout layers in either the base network

or the detection head. Kraus et al. [78] extend the Yolo-V3 [125] network, and add

dropout inference after each convolutional layer in both the base network and the

detection head. As for the post-processing step, all three use standard NMS [38, 78,

153]. BayesOD [62] proposes to replace NMS with Bayesian inference to combine all

information from redundant detections for generating the final output, and is shown

in Section 5.6 to provide a large increase in uncertainty quality compared to the

methods using standard NMS.

Unlike each of the existing methods described in this section, BayesOD replaces

NMS with Bayesian inference, significantly improving the quality of its predictive
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distributions. In addition, BayesOD is the first method to allow for incorporation of

anchor-level and object-level category and bounding box priors in closed form. Next,

we present BayesOD in detail.

5.4 BayesOD

Clustering
Bayesian 
Inference

Cls 
Params

Bbox 
Mean

Bbox Var

Preprocessing

[0.9, 0.1][0.9, 0.1]

Anchor Priors Object PriorsMC-
Dropout

Figure 5.3: The architectural diagram of BayesOD. The modifications for transforming a determin-
istic anchor-based detector into a probabilistic one are shown in purple.

Figure 5.3 provides an illustration of the main components of BayesOD, with

probabilistic elements shown in purple. BayesOD is distinguished from the previously

proposed probabilistic object detectors through two contributions: 1) It defines a

probabilistic prior anchor grid (Figure 5.4a) that allows a probabilistic detector to

incorporate anchor-level and object-level priors in closed form at multiple stages of the

detection process, and 2) it replaces standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with

Bayesian inference, allowing the detector to retain all predicted information collected

from multiple anchor positions for both the bounding box and the category outputs.

5.4.1 Probabilistic Prior Anchor Grid

The first step of BayesOD (Figure 5.4a) requires us to define a probabilistic prior

anchor grid by assigning each anchor two prior probability distributions, one for the

bounding box regression and one for the category classification outputs. The choice of

these distributions stems from algebraic convenience, we want them to be conjugate

priors to the multivariate Gaussian distribution pθ(z|xn) and the categorical distri-

bution pθ(y|xn). To that end, we define a prior multivariate Gaussian distribution

p0(z′|xn) = N (µ0,Σ0), where µ0 and Σ0 are the prior mean and covariance matrix

respectively. Note that going forward, we will distinguish the final output bounding

box z′ and category y′ (shown in Figure 5.4c) from the neural network prediction z

and y using the prime ′ symbol. This distinction is only important for deriving the

equations of the posterior distributions used in BayesOD. For classification, we choose

a Dirichlet distribution p0(p′|xn) = Dir(α) with parameters α = {α1, . . . , αK} as a
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conjugate prior over the parameters p′ = {p′1, . . . , p′K} of the categorical distribution

pθ(y|xn). The choice of a Dirichlet distribution serves to allow us to include category

priors and perform Bayesian inference in closed form.

The exact choice of anchor priors depends on the application, and whether object

information is actually available a priori. Since no useful bounding box information

is available from our 2D training datasets, a non-informative prior, visually shown

in the left image of Figure 5.4a, is chosen for bounding box multivariate Gaussian

distribution following [49] through centering the prior distribution at an anchor

location while setting its variance to a high value. In a similar manner, we choose a

non-informative Dirichlet prior, equating to a uniform distribution over all possible

categories, for the per-anchor category. Although non-informative, this prior still

serves an essential purpose by allowing the derivation of a Dirichlet posterior for

fusing information from multiple clustered categorical variables at the final stage of

BayesOD.

5.4.2 Computing Per-Anchor Posterior Distributions

The second step of BayesOD is to compute a per-anchor posterior distribution, shown

in Figure 5.4b. We separately describe the computation of the bounding box and

category posteriors.

Computing Per-Anchor Bounding Box Posterior Distribution

BayesOD uses variance networks alongside MC-Dropout to estimate both epistemic

and aleatoric components of uncertainty. As we previously presented in Chapter 2

(Equation (2.10)), the mean and covariance matrix of the output bounding box

predictive distribution pθ(z|xn) can be written as

µ(xn) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

µ(x,θt)

Σ(xn) =
1

T

(
T∑
t=1

µ(x,θt)µ(x,θt)
ᵀ

)
− µ(xn)µ(xn)ᵀ +

1

T

T∑
t=1

Σ(xn,θt),

(5.1)

where T is the total number of MC-Dropout runs of a variance network, and µ(x,θt)

and Σ(xn,θt) are mean and covariance matrix samples from the tth MC-Dropout run.

These equations are derived by assuming that the final distribution is a uniformly

weighted mixture of T Gaussian distributions, with each distribution originating as

the output of one stochastic MC-Dropout run.

Notice that by using MC-Dropout, we eliminated the dependence of our predictive
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(a) Per-anchor prior. (b) Per-anchor posterior. (c) Final output.

Figure 5.4: BayesOD output at various stages on real image data. a) Prior distributions defined for
every anchor. b) Posterior distribution defined for every anchor. c) Output after Bayesian inference
that takes into account multiple per-anchor posterior distributions.

distribution on the parameters θ of the neural network. We now can compute the

mean and the covariance of the posterior distribution:

p(z′|xn, z) ∝ pθ(z|xn)p0(z′|xn) (5.2)

through the multivariate Gaussian conjugate update equations as

Σ′(xn) = (Σ−1
0 + Σ(xn)−1)−1 (5.3)

µ′(xn) = Σ′(xn)(Σ−1
0 µ0 + Σ(xn)−1µ(xn)). (5.4)

Computing Per-Anchor Categorical Posterior Distribution

Since the neural network outputs the parameters of a Categorical distribution rather

than one-hot categorical samples, the parameters for pθ(y|xn) can be computed as

pk(xn) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

pk(xn,θ). (5.5)

Given the Dirichlet prior distribution p0(p′|xn), we want to compute the posterior

distribution of p′, written as

p(p′|xn,p) ∝ p0(p′|xn)pθ(p|xn). (5.6)

This posterior can be computed in closed form as

p(p′|xn,p) ∝
K∏
k=1

pk(xn)αk−1

H∏
h=1

K∏
k=1

pk(xn)ŷhk=1

= Dir(α′1, . . . , α
′
K), (5.7)
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where ŷhk is the element corresponding to category k of the one-hot vector output

ŷh∀h ∈ (1, H), and i.i.d. sample from pθ(y|xn). Note that the parameters of the

Dirichlet posterior distribution can be inferred in closed form as

α′k = αk +
H∑
h=1

ŷhk ∀ k = {1, . . . , K}. (5.8)

5.4.3 Bayesian Inference as a Replacement to NMS

BayesOD modifies lines 9 and 10 of the standard NMS algorithm (Algorithm 1)

to cluster, rather than eliminate outputs from the probabilistic detector using IOU

as a spatial affinity measure. Each cluster will contain M cluster members, with

a cluster center indexed by 1 that is described with the posterior distributions in

Equations 5.2 and 5.6. The choice of cluster center is arbitrary, and is required for

deriving the equations to take into account the prior distribution only once. The

rest of the cluster members are assumed to be measurement outputs from the neural

network described by pθ(p|xm) and pθ(y|xm) where m ∈ (2,M).

Given the M cluster members, the bounding box posterior distribution accumu-

lated over the entire cluster can be written as

p(z′|X, z) ∝ p(z′|x1, z)
M∏
m=2

p(z|xm)

= N (µ′′(X),Σ′′(X)), (5.9)

where X = {x1, . . .xm} are input feature vectors x corresponding to each cluster

member. The mean, µ′′(X),and the covariance matrix, Σ′′(X), can be computed in

closed form as

Σ′′(X) =

(
M∑
m=1

Σ′(xm)−1

)−1

(5.10)

µ′′(X) = Σ′′(X)

(
M∑
m=1

Σ′(xm)−1µ′(xm)

)
. (5.11)

Similarly, we can derive the posterior distribution of the parameter vector p′ ac-

cumulated over the entire cluster as

p(p′|X,p) ∝ p(p′|x1,p)
M∏
m=2

p(y|xm)

= Dir(α′′1, . . . , α
′′
K), (5.12)
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where α′′k can be written as

α′′k = α′k +
M∑
m=2

H∑
h=1

ŷmhk, (∀ k = 1 . . . K). (5.13)

The parameters of the output categorical predictive distribution p(y′|X, y) = Cat(p′′1, . . . , p
′′
K)

can be derived as

p′′k =
α′′k
K∑
j=1

α′′j

. (5.14)

Note that every member of the cluster contributes to the estimation of the final bound-

ing box and category states of the object. Furthermore, the output distributions for

both the category and bounding box can be updated with object-level priors by up-

dating the posterior distributions in Equations 5.2 and 5.6. The final output from

BayesOD is visualized in Figure 5.4c. As a final comment, the predictive distribu-

tions p(y′|X, y) and p(z′|X, z) are just a reinterpretation of the predictive distribution

outputs from probabilistic object detectors describing the category and the bounding

box of the object in the scene. As such, these distributions can be evaluated and

compared to other methods in literature using the same evaluation metrics.

5.5 Metrics for Evaluating Predictive Distributions in Ob-

ject Detection

Based on the papers reviewed, there is currently little agreement on how to evaluate

probabilistic object detectors. Table 5.2 lists the evaluation metrics for each surveyed

probabilistic object detection method, where it can be seen that each method uses

different evaluation metrics, ranging from metrics presented in Section 3.5 used for de-

terministic object detectors (true positives and false positives [89], mAP) to dedicated

metrics such as the minimum uncertainty error (MUE) [112] and the Probability-

based Detection Quality (PDQ) [61]. The following section summarizes the common

evaluation metrics, and discusses their properties when evaluating probabilistic object

detection.

5.5.1 Mean Average Precision

Though mAP is the most common evaluation metric in both deterministic and prob-

abilistic object detection, it does not take the predictive uncertainty estimates into

account. In fact, if two probabilistic object detectors predict bounding boxes with the

same mean values but wildly different predictive uncertainty estimates, they will have
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the same numeric value if measured using mAP. Nevertheless, the majority of recent

work on probabilistic object detection [43, 26, 66, 109, 108, 152, 90, 31, 44, 150] still

use mAP as the only metric to provide a quantitative assessment of their proposed

methods, emphasizing a secondary effect of accuracy improvement when integrating

probabilistic detection methods, instead of focusing on the correctness of the output

distribution. This leads to the need of better and more consistent metrics, which we

investigate in Chapter 6.

5.5.2 Minimum Uncertainty Error

The Uncertainty Error (UE) was first proposed by Miller et al. [112] to evaluate

probabilistic object detectors. UE can be thought of as the probability that a simple

threshold-based classifier makes a mistake when classifying output detections into

true positives and false positives using their predicted uncertainty estimates, written

as

UE(δent) = 0.5
|H(TP ) > δent|

|TP |
+ 0.5

|H(FP ) ≤ δent|
|FP |

, (5.15)

where H(.) is the (differential) entropy of the predictive distributions, and δent is a

predefined entropy threshold. UE ranges between 0 and 0.5, and as the uncertainty

error approaches 0.5, using the predicted uncertainty estimates to separate true posi-

tives from false positives is no better than classifying with an unbiased coin flip. The

best uncertainty error achievable by a detector over all possible entropy thresholds is

called the Minimum Uncertainty Error (MUE), and is used to compare probabilistic

object detectors in [112, 62].

Similar to mAP, MUE requires a threshold over IOU with ground truth to deter-

mine which detection instances are counted as true positives. Furthermore, MUE is

not affected by the scale of uncertainty estimates. In other words, rescaling or shift-

ing the uncertainty values for all detection instances using the same operation would

only lead to the rescaling of the threshold δent, resulting in a constant MUE score.

Therefore, MUE is only capable of providing information on how well the estimated

uncertainty can be used to separate true positives from false positives, but not on the

quality of estimated uncertainty of the posterior distribution.

5.5.3 Probability Detection Quality

Hall et al. [61] proposed the Probability-based Detection Quality (PDQ) as a metric

to measure the quality of 2D probabilistic object detection on images. PDQ was later

used by [62, 112] for uncertainty evaluation. PDQ is designed to jointly evaluate

semantic uncertainties and spatial uncertainties in image-based object detection. The
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semantic uncertainties are evaluated by matching the predicted classification scores

with the ground truth labels for each pixel in images. The spatial uncertainties are

encoded by covariance matrices, by assuming a Gaussian distribution on the top-right

or the bottom-left corner of a bounding box. The optimal PDQ is achieved when a

predicted probability correlates with the prediction error, for example, when a large

spatial uncertainty correlates with an inaccurate bounding box prediction.

More formally, given a matched set of N predicted and ground truth object

instances, as well as NFP false positive detection instances with no ground truth

matches, PDQ can be written as

PDQ =
1

N +NFP

N∑
n=1

pPDQ(yn, pθ(y|xn), zn, pθ(z|y,xn)). (5.16)

pPDQ is referred to as the pair-wise PDQ, and can be written as

pPDQ(yn, pθ(y|xn), zn, pθ(z|y,xn)) =√
QS(zn, pθ(z|y,xn)).QL(yn, pθ(y|xn)), (5.17)

where QS is a spatial quality quantifying the quality of the bounding box predictive

distribution, and QL is the label quality quantifying the quality of the categorical

predictive distribution. The label quality QL ranges between 0 and 1 and can be

thought of as the probability of the correct category provided by the object detector

and is written as

QL(yn, pθ(y|xn)) = pθ(y = yn|xn). (5.18)

The spatial quality is more complex, and is made up of two components: a fore-

ground loss LFG ,and background loss LBG, which are written as

QS(zn, pθ(z|y,xn) = exp(−(LFG(zn, pθ(z|y,xn)) + LBG(zn, pθ(z|y,xn))

LFG(zn, pθ(z|y,xn)) = − 1

|Sn|
∑
x∈Sn

log((P (x ∈ Sn)) (5.19)

LBG(zn, pθ(z|y,xn)) = − 1

|Sn|
∑
x∈Vn

log((1− P (x ∈ Sn)), (5.20)

where Sn are the set of pixels belonging to the ground truth bounding box zn, and

Vn are the set of pixels inside the nth predicted bounding box mean, but are not in

Sn. Finally, P (x ∈ Sn) is probability function that maps a set of pixels to a spatial

probability value between 0 and 1, and can be inferred from pθ(z|y,xn). The fore-

ground loss is minimized if the detector assigns a probability of 1 to every pixel in
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of Sn and Vn used to compute the spatial quality of PDQ. The predicted
bounding box is shown in green, whereas the ground truth bounding box is shown in red.

the bounding box. The background loss term is minimised if all pixels outside the

ground truth bounding box are assigned a spatial probability of 0. PDQ assigns ev-

ery ground truth an optimal corresponding detection using the Hungarian algorithm,

removing the dependency on IOU thresholding that is required for mAP and MUE.

Furthermore, PDQ measures the probability mass assigned by the detector to true

positive detection results, and is evaluated at a single classification score threshold re-

quiring practitioners to filter low scoring output detection results prior to evaluation.

PDQ also assumes 2D Gaussian corner distributions and cannot evaluate methods

assuming a Laplace distribution such as [109, 108]. In addition, the spatial qual-

ity is defined in 2D image space and as such, PDQ can only be computed for 2D

probabilistic detection results with no straightforward extensions for 3D probabilistic

object detection. However, these issues are just a subset of the problems that affect

the use of PDQ to evaluate probabilistic object detectors. In particular, we show in

Chapter 6 that PDQ is not a proper scoring rule, allowing practitioners to game PDQ

for performance without predicting distributions that are close to the data generating

distribution.

5.6 Experiments and Results

A major challenge for new researchers and practitioners entering the probabilistic ob-

ject detection domain is the lack of a consistent benchmark among methods presented

in literature. This problem is evident when looking at Tables 5.1 and 5.2, where one

can see that it is uncommon for state-of-the-art methods to use the same dataset and

evaluation metric combinations, leading to difficulty in determining which method

works best for probabilistic object detection. In this section, we attempt to alleviate

this problem by performing a study of the performance of BayesOD in comparison to

state-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors using the same base network, datasets,
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and evaluation metrics.

Section 5.6.1 summarizes the configurations of probabilistic object detectors used

for the comparative study, while Section 5.6.2 provides the implementation details

for training and inference. Section 5.6.3 presents the results of BayesOD as published

in [62] on general object detection datasets. Section 5.6.4 provides a more thorough

extensive study on autonomous driving datasets, and concludes with takeaways and

recommendations.

5.6.1 Our Probabilistic Object Detectors

For a fair evaluation, we re-implement the various uncertainty estimation mechanisms

described in Section 5.3 using a 2D image-based object detector, RetinaNet [97], as the

base network. This base network models the bounding box parameters as multivariate

Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices, and uses the softmax function to predict

the parameters of categorical distributions for object classification. The probabilistic

extensions to RetinaNet that are employed are summarized in Table 5.3.

To extend RetinaNet for modeling aleatoric uncertainty, we implement three ap-

proaches: Loss Attenuation, BayesOD, and Output Redundancy, which are summa-

rized in rows 1 − 3 of Table 5.3. Loss Attenuation uses direct modeling through

variance networks to directly estimate the uncertainty in regression and classification

outputs, by predicting the means and variances for bounding box regression variables.

The network is trained using the attenuated regression losses and the cross-entropy

classification loss. BayesOD modifies the post-processing step of Loss Attenuation to

replace non-maximum suppression (NMS) with data association followed by Bayesian

Inference as proposed in [62]. We use non-informative priors for both category and

bounding box distributions in BayesOD, and as such, comparing the performance of

BayesOD to Loss Attenuation provides insights on how useful Bayesian inference is

when compared to standard NMS. The final approach for estimating aleatoric un-

certainty is Output Redundancy, which leaves the base network and detection head

of the deterministic RetinaNet model intact, only modifies the post-processing step

to cluster redundant output detections. To estimate category and bounding box

uncertainty, Output Redundancy extracts sample statistics from clusters of output

detections, avoiding the auxiliary variance predictions used in most probabilistic ob-

ject detection approaches.

To model epistemic uncertainty, the uncertainty estimation method proposed in

[111, 112] is implemented by incorporating dropout into the detection head of a deter-

ministic RetinaNet model. We refer to this method as Black Box (row 8 of Table 5.3),

and follow the implementation described in [112] which clusters output after the NMS
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‡ A: Aleatoric uncertainty, E: Epistemic uncertainty

Method Unc.

Type‡
Base

Network

Detection Head Post-processing

1. Output Redundancy A Unchanged Unchanged Data Association → Sample Statistics

2. Loss Attenuation A Unchanged Reg and Cls variance NMS

3. BayesOD A Unchanged Reg and Cls variance Data Association → Bayesian Inference

4. Loss Attenuation +

Dropout

A + E Unchanged Reg and Cls variance,

MC-Dropout

NMS

5. BayesOD + Dropout A + E Unchanged Reg and Cls variance,

MC-Dropout

Data Association → Bayesian Inference

6. Pre-NMS Ensembles A + E Ensembles Reg and Cls variance,

Ensembles

Data Association → Gaussian Mixture →
NMS

7. Post-NMS Ensembles A + E Ensembles Reg and Cls variance,

Ensembles

NMS → Data Association → Gaussian

Mixture

8. Black Box E Unchanged MC-Dropout NMS → Data Association → Gaussian

Mixture

Table 5.3: A summary of uncertainty modeling methods used for the Base Network, Detection Head, and Post-processing stages of each of our
implemented probabilistic object detectors.
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step. Since the Black Box and Output Redundancy implementations do not explicitly

model the variance parameters of the bounding box output of RetinaNet, comparing

the quality of their bounding box output uncertainty to methods that use direct mod-

eling of the variance parameters should provide an indicator on the value of direct

modeling in probabilistic object detection.

Finally, the probabilistic object detectors which jointly model epistemic and aleatoric

uncertainties are summarized in rows 4− 7 of Table 5.3. To model both types of un-

certainty, we allow Loss Attenuation and BayesOD to perform multiple stochastic

dropout runs by modifying the detection head with dropout layers with two exten-

sions: Loss Attenuation + Dropout and BayesOD + Dropout. Loss Attenuation +

Dropout extends Loss Attenuation by performing multiple stochastic MC-dropout

runs during inference, followed by the standard NMS. The same setting has been

implemented in [38]. BayesOD + Dropout performs MC-dropout during inference,

and then associates detections by a Gaussian Mixture Model to fuse aleatoric and

epistemic uncertainty estimates according to Equations 2.10. This method has been

implemented previously in [62].

For our comparative study, we additionally train independent Loss Attenuation

models to construct deep ensembles as suggested by Lakshminarayanan et al. [86].

We provide two implementations to compute a Gaussian Mixture from detections

from ensemble results: Pre-NMS Ensembles fuses detections before the NMS step,

and Post-NMS Ensembles performs data association and fusion after the NMS step.

These ensemble approaches have not been previously attempted in literature, and can

be considered a direct application of the uncertainty estimation mechanisms in [86] to

the object detection problem.

5.6.2 Training and Inference

For all probabilistic object detectors mentioned above, we follow the training setup

proposed in the original RetinaNet paper [97], using the authors’ original open source

implementation provided by the Detectron2 [51] 2D object detection library. More

specifically, we use RetinaNet with a Resnet-50 backbone and a feature pyramid

network (FPN). We train all models with a batch size of 4 for 90k iterations using

stochastic gradient descent with 0.9 momentum. We use a base learning rate of

0.0025 which is dropped by a factor of 10 at 60, 000 and then at 80, 000 iterations.

For methods requiring dropout, the dropout rate of 0.1 is selected. We find that using

higher dropout rates resulted in an up to 10% drop in mAP when compared to the

original RetinaNet model. The number of categorical samples H used by BayesOD

in Equation (5.7) is empirically set to 1000.
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During inference, we use an NMS threshold of 0.5 for methods requiring NMS.

For methods requiring data association, we use the Basic Sequential Algorithmic

Scheme (BSAS) with a spatial affinity threshold of an IOU of 0.9 as recommended

in [112]. For methods requiring dropout, we perform 10 stochastic dropout runs, as

suggested by [74]. Since the deep ensemble method is computationally expensive,

we use an ensemble of 5 independently trained but identical models, the minimum

number recommended in [86].

5.6.3 Results at the Time of Publication

At the time of publication, BayesOD outperformed all state-of-the-art baselines on

commonly used evaluation metrics [62]. We present results of the full proposed sys-

tem, BayesOD + Dropout in comparison to three baselines: Loss Attenuation +

Dropout, BlackBox, and Output Redundancy, as published in our work [62].

We perform this preliminary evaluation on two commonly used 2D object detec-

tion datasets. We train and evaluate all models on the COCO [98] dataset, with

223K frames that contain instances from 81 different object categories, and an offi-

cial 118K/5K training/testing split. Models trained on COCO are also evaluated on

5823 frames from Pascal VOC [36], which shares 20 object categories with the COCO

dataset. Models used for testing are not allowed to observe instances from the Pascal

VOC. At the time of publication, evaluation of probabilistic object detectors relied

on three main metrics which we used: mAP, PDQ, and MUE. We evaluate the MUE

for the bounding box regression (GMUE) and the category classification (CMUE)

separately.

Table 5.4 shows the results of evaluating the four methods in comparison to

BayesOD, on the four testing datasets. BayesOD is seen to outperform all four meth-

ods on mAP when tested on the COCO and PASCAL VOC datasets by a margin

of 1.33%− 1.7% over the second best method. Similarly, BayesOD also outperforms

all four methods on PDQ when tested on the COCO and Pascal VOC datasets by

a margin of 0.46% − 1.28% over the second best method. Note that considering the

performance on PDQ, it cannot be determined if a method can distinguish between

true and false positives based on the estimated predictive distribution. On the other

hand, the GMUE/CMUE are capable of providing a quantitative measure of how well

the estimated uncertainty can be used to separate correct and incorrect detections.

BayesOD provides a significant reduction of 9.77%− 13.13% in GMUE over the next

best method on the two datasets used from testing. Combined with BayesOD’s per-

formance on the PDQ metric, it can be inferred that BayesOD not only estimates

correct probability distributions for true positive detections, but also assigns high en-
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Datasets

Method mAP(%) ↑ PDQ

Score(%) ↑
GMUE(%)

↓
CMUE(%) ↓

COCO/COCO

Black Box 33.71 21.87 45.26 28.68

Output Redundancy 29.94 17.63 43.74 31.13

Loss Attenuation + Dropout 32.68 23.08 42.90 26.51

BayesOD 35.41 23.15 30.23 24.13

COCO/Pascal VOC

Black Box 54.67 12.77 48.90 29.42

Output Redundancy 51.56 13.06 48.67 39.64

Loss Attenuation + Dropout 55.43 11.62 49.99 30.14

BayesOD + Dropout 56.00 13.23 36.36 24.19

Table 5.4: The results of the evaluation of state-of-the-art methods compared to BayesOD as published in [62].
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tropy distributions to false positives when compared to true positives. Finally, when

comparing CMUE, BayesOD provides a reduction between 1.63% − 5.23% over the

next best method on all four datasets. We perform a more thorough evaluation on

autonomous driving datasets in the next section.

5.6.4 Extensive Evaluation on Autonomous Driving Datasets

This section presents a more extensive evaluation of BayesOD using three common

object detection datasets with RGB camera images for autonomous driving, better

performing baselines, and more representative evaluation metrics. Our experiments

aim to not just show the effectiveness of BayesOD in comparison to the baselines,

but also to provide recommendations for researchers on which architectural decisions

from all baselines to use (or avoid) to estimate high quality predictive distributions.

Our experiments are are performed on three datasets:

• Berkeley Deep Drive 100K (BDD) Dataset [159] has 80, 000 image frames at a

1280 × 720 resolution, with 70, 000/10, 000 training/validation data split. The

BDD dataset was recorded in North America with diverse scene types such as

city streets, residential areas, highways, and in diverse weather conditions. The

dataset contains an equal number of frames recorded during daytime and night-

time.

• KITTI autonomous driving dataset [48] contains 7, 481 image frames at a reso-

lution of 1242× 375. The dataset was recorded in Europe, only in clear weather

and in daytime hours.

• Lyft autonomous driving dataset [75] has 158, 757 image frames at a 1224×1024

resolution. The Lyft Dataset was recorded in a single city (Palo Alto) in the

US, and only contains 3D bounding box annotations. We generate 2D bounding

box annotations for objects in the scene by projecting 3D bounding boxes using

the Lyft Dataset API. Similar to KITTI, the Lyft dataset was captured during

daytime and in clear weather.

All probabilistic object detectors are trained using the official training frames of BDD

to detect seven common dynamic object categories relevant to autonomous driving:

Car, Bus, Truck, Person, Rider, Bicycle, and Motorcycle. The detectors are then

evaluated across all three datasets to quantify the uncertainty estimation quality

with or without dataset shift.

Evaluation without Dataset Shift. First, we conduct comparative experiments

without dataset shift, by testing the probabilistic object detectors on the official BDD
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Figure 5.6: Sample images from BDD, Lyft and KITTI datasets showing differences in aspect
ratios, camera view points, and scene appearance between the three datasets. Top Right: Plot of
the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the grayscale intensity values of all images
in BDD, KITTI, and Lyft datasets. The CDF of KITTI is much closer to that of BDD than the
CDF of Lyft.

validation dataset. This experimental setup corresponds to common object detection

experiments in the literature, which quantify the performance of probabilistic object

detectors on a test dataset with similar data distribution to the training set.

Evaluation with Dataset Shift. Both KITTI and Lyft have a different camera

view point, image resolution, and image quality compared to BDD, which is visible

when looking at example images from the three datasets in Figure 5.6. Furthermore,

Figure 5.6 also shows that the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

the greyscale intensity value of images from the KITTI dataset is much closer to the

CDF of BDD than the CDF of Lyft, suggesting a smaller domain shift from BDD to

KITTI than that from BDD to Lyft. The CDF plots in Figure 5.6 provide insight

on the lack of exposure compensation in the Lyft dataset, where ∼ 60% of pixels

have an intensity greater than 250, and are therefore very bright (see Figure 5.6).

The dataset shift from BDD to Lyft is further amplified as 2D bounding boxes are

directly labeled on images for the BDD dataset, whereas 2D bounding boxes are

generated by projecting 3D labels in the Lyft dataset. In summary, both KITTI and

Lyft data are naturally shifted from the data in the BDD dataset, with KITTI having

a lower magnitude of shift when compared to Lyft.

To quantify performance under dataset shift, probabilistic detection models trained

only on the BDD dataset are tested on 7, 481 frames from the KITTI [48] dataset

and 5, 000 randomly chosen frames from the Lyft [75] autonomous driving dataset.
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The results on Lyft and KITTI are then compared against the results on the BDD

validation dataset. Here, we only evaluate on the Car and Person object classes, as

they are the only two classes that have the same definition in all three datasets.

Experiments and Results

Table 5.6 presents the results of our comparative experiments on BDD validation data

split without dataset shift, where metrics are averaged over the seven dynamic object

categories of interest. We quantify the performance of probabilistic object detection

using the mean Average Precision (COCO mAP) and Probability Detection Quality

(PDQ), as well as the negative log likelihood (NLL). The negative log likelihood is

evaluated for both the estimated category and bounding box distributions of true

positive detections (similar to PDQ), which have IOU > 0.7 with ground truths in

the scene. This IOU threshold of 0.7 was chosen following the standard threshold

set by the KITTI and BDD datasets when evaluating 2D object detection. Table 5.6

also shows the runtime of each probabilistic object detection method on a machine

with an Nvidia Titan V GPU and Intel i3770k CPU, in order to show the potential

for deploying those methods on autonomous vehicles.

The first row of Table 5.6 shows that our deterministic RetinaNet baseline achieves

28.62% mAP, an acceptable value that conforms to the 28% − 30% mAP range re-

ported by baselines provided in the original BDD dataset paper [159]. We notice that

all implemented probabilistic extensions to RetinaNet have less than 2% mAP differ-

ence compared to the deterministic baseline. On the other hand, Table 5.5 presents

the mAP of the implemented probabilistic object detectors under dataset shift, evalu-

ated only on the Car and Person categories on the BDD validation, KITTI, and Lyft

datasets. Table 5.5 shows that when we only consider the Car and Person categories

for our evaluation, all detection methods show an increase of mAP values from ∼ 28%

to ∼ 40% on the BDD dataset, because detecting two object categories is easier than

seven categories. Compared to the mAP performance on the BDD dataset, a slight

drop of 2− 3% mAP is observed when evaluating on the KITTI dataset, as well as a

substantial drop of over 30% mAP on the Lyft dataset. This is because the domain

shift from BDD to Lyft data is much stronger than from BDD to KITTI data (See

Figure 5.6).

Table 5.6 shows mAP to be correlated to the classification negative log likelihood

(NLL). As an example, the method that achieves the lowest mAP in Table 5.6, Out-

put Redundancy, is seen to have the highest classification NLL and as such the worst

classification performance. On the other hand, Table 5.6 shows mAP to have no

correlation to the regression NLL. As an example, Table 5.6 shows that Black Box
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Method BDD KITTI Lyft
Deterministic RetinaNet (Baseline) 40.63 37.11 5.33

Output Redundancy 38.75 34.99 5.21
Loss Attenuation 41.09 39.15 5.96

BayesOD 41.33 39.32 6.01
Loss Attenuation + Dropout 40.39 38.90 5.97

BayesOD + Dropout 40.52 38.99 5.98
Pre-NMS Ensembles 41.85 39.50 5.953
Post-NMS Ensembles 41.95 39.52 5.949

Black Box 40.53 37.01 5.231

Table 5.5: Mean average precision (mAP) results of evaluation under dataset shift. The mAP scores
are computed using the car and pedestrian categories on the BDD, Lyft, and KITTI datasets.

has a regression NLL that is two orders of magnitude larger than other probabilistic

detectors, while still performing on par with other probabilistic object detectors on

mAP. Unlike mAP, we notice a direct correlation between PDQ and regression NLL,

where the lowest PDQ is achieved by methods with the highest regression NLL (Black

Box and Output Redundancy), while the highest PDQ is achieved by the methods

with the lowest regression NLL. However, the magnitude of increase in PDQ between

probabilistic object detectors is not proportional to the magnitude of decrease in

regression NLL. As an example, Table 5.6 shows that a reduction of 384.85 in re-

gression NLL when comparing Output Redundancy to Black Box translates into an

increase of 0.18 in PDQ. Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 show bar plots of

the regression and classification NLL, calibration errors, and minimum uncertainty

errors [62] respectively. The uncertainty estimation values are averaged over the Car

and Person categories from the BDD validation, KITTI, and Lyft datasets. For eval-

uating calibration performance, we use the Marginal Calibration Error (MCE) metric

for category classification and Expected Calibration Error (ECE) for bounding box

regression (both metrics have been introduced in Section 2.3.2). Regarding the uncer-

tainty estimation in classification, Figure 5.7 (left) shows that all probabilistic object

detectors exhibit lower classification NLL scores on KITTI, but higher classification

NLL scores on Lyft when compared to those on BDD. However, Figure 5.8 (left)

shows that the classification marginal calibration error increases to similar values on

both KITTI and Lyft when compared to the marginal calibration error on the BDD

validation set. We conclude that although our probabilistic object detectors provide

sharper categorical distributions on KITTI compared to BDD, the distributions of

KITTI detections are have worse calibration than those of BDD detections. Figure 5.9

(left) also shows that the classification minimum uncertainty error follows the same

trend as the classification negative log likelihood in Figure 5.7 (left) for all evaluated

probabilistic object detectors. Regarding the uncertainty estimation in regression,
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Method mAP (%) ↑ PDQ (%) ↑ Cls NLL ↓ Reg NLL ↓ Frame

Rate (FPS) ↑
Deterministic RetinaNet (Baseline) 28.62 - 0.70 - 22.01

Output Redundancy 26.90 18.40 0.91 2421.67 15.21

Loss Attenuation 28.54 33.29 0.70 15.27 14.97

BayesOD 28.65 36.55 0.70 13.06 9.75

Loss Attenuation + Dropout 27.51 32.34 0.74 15.36 2.61

BayesOD + Dropout 27.60 36.02 0.75 13.03 2.21

Pre-NMS Ensembles 29.23 33.21 0.71 15.24 6.06

Post-NMS Ensembles 29.18 32.47 0.69 15.23 3.35

Black Box 28.10 18.22 0.69 2806.52 2.45

Table 5.6: An evaluation with no dataset shift by testing detectors on the BDD validation dataset. Results are averaged over all seven dynamic object
categories. Note that for NLL, lower values mean better performance.
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the right plots from Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 show that regression met-

rics have little variation under dataset shift. The reason for this phenomenon might

be that we only evaluate well-localized regression outputs, where regressed bounding

boxes are required to achieve an IOU ≥ 0.7 with ground truth boxes.

Classification Regression

Figure 5.7: Bar plots of the negative log likelihood of the category classification and bounding box
regression probabilistic output for various probabilistic detection methods implemented with the
RetinaNet architecture as a backend.

Classification Regression

Figure 5.8: Bar plots of the calibration errors of the category classification and bounding box
regression probabilistic output for various probabilistic detection methods implemented with the
RetinaNet architecture as a backend.

Classification Regression

Figure 5.9: Bar plots of the minimum uncertainty errors for the category classification and bounding
box regression probabilistic output for various probabilistic detection methods implemented with the
RetinaNet architecture as a backend.

Finally, looking at the runtime of each probabilistic object detector in the last

column of Table 5.6, we notice that all probabilistic extensions necessarily introduce

a drop in frame rate when compared to deterministic RetinaNet. However, the drop

introduced by methods that estimate aleatoric uncertainty, such as Loss Attenuation,

is much lower than the drop introduced by parameter-sampling methods that estimate
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epistemic uncertainty (MC-Dropout and Deep Ensembles).

Discussion and Takeaways

This section aims to first provide additional insight on the effectiveness of BayesOD,

and then highlight the most prominent takeaways from our comparative study.

Bayesian Inference Proposed by BayesOD provides better regression un-

certainty qualities when compared to standard NMS. We confirm our findings

in Section 5.6.3 by noting that the design choices in BayesOD provide a substantial

improvement in the quality of regression predictive distribution when compared to

baselines.

Table 5.3 shows that BayesOD follows the same probabilistic detection architec-

ture as Loss Attenuation, with the only difference being BayesOD replacing NMS with

the Bayesian Inference. Table 5.6 shows that with this change, BayesOD gains 3% in

PDQ and reduces the regression NLL by 2.24 points compared to Loss Attenuation.

Similarly, Figure 5.8 shows that BayesOD has the lowest regression calibration error

among all baseline methods. Figure 5.9 shows that BayesOD is the only method with

a regression minimum uncertainty error substantially lower than 0.48, implying that

the regression entropy output from BayesOD can be used to distinguish false positive

detections from true positive detections. Unfortunately, the improvement in regres-

sion uncertainty estimation performance comes at a cost to runtime. Table 5.6 shows

that replacing NMS with Bayesian Inference in BayesOD causes FPS to drop from

15.21 to 9.75 when compared to Loss Attenution, which corresponds to approximatly

37ms more inference time. We therefore recommend that Bayesian Inference be used

as a replacement for standard NMS if better calibrated bounding box distributions

are desired and the cost of additional computational can be afforded. As a final note

on BayesOD, the classification NLL is not improved when using Bayesian inference

as a replacement to NMS. We suspect that this is mainly due to evaluation on true

positive detections, detections that are correctly classified with a high enough score

such that the NLL does not substantially change when comparing different baselines

to BayesOD.

Estimating regression uncertainty through direct modeling is essential for

high quality predictive distributions. Table 5.6 shows that Black Box and Out-

put Redundancy have a ∼ 50% drop in PDQ scores when compared to the rest of

the implemented methods. Table 5.6 also shows that the regression NLL values of

Black Box and Output Redundancy are two orders of magnitude larger than all other
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implemented probabilistic detectors. This observation is consistent when looking at

results under dataset shift in Figure 5.7, where regression NLL values of Black Box

and Output Redundancy are seen to be around ∼ 103 on BDD, KITTI, and Lyft

data while the remaining probabilistic detectors have a regression NLL values that

are closer to 101. In addition, Figure 5.8 shows that the regression calibration error

of both Black Box and Output Redundancy is around 0.04, on par with the best

calibrated method, BayesOD, on the BDD dataset. However, the regression calibra-

tion error is seen to increase as the magnitude of the dataset shift increases, where

Black Box and Output Redundancy become the methods with the highest regression

calibration error on the Lyft dataset.

Table 5.3 shows that the common design decision in both Black Box and Output

Redundancy is the lack of direct modeling of uncertainty in their detection head.

Instead, both Black Box and Output Redundancy methods use redundant output

detections to compute estimates of the sample covariance for regression output. The-

oretically, estimating the sample covariance would require at least 2 independent out-

put boxes to be computed, and much more samples if this estimation is to be reliable.

In addition, sample covariance estimates are highly sensitive to outliers [73]. Spatial

clustering approaches used by the Black Box and Output Redundancy by definition

need to sacrifice localization accuracy to obtain larger cluster sizes, increasing the

probability of having outliers as cluster members. The Black Box method uses a low

number of redundant boxes that are clustered after the non-maximum suppression

(NMS) stage for regression uncertainty estimation, which is seen in Table 5.6 as a

higher regression NLL than that of Output Redundancy. On the other hand, Output

Redundancy uses a large number of redundant output boxes collected before NMS,

resulting in a better regression NLL at the expense of a much worse classification

NLL, because low scoring detections are included in averaging their classification

scores. For these reasons, we recommend the direct modeling approach for explicitly

estimating the uncertainty of regressed bounding boxes when designing probabilistic

object detectors.

Sampling-based epistemic uncertainty estimation does not show big impact

on the quality of estimated predictive distributions. Table 5.6 and Table 5.5

show Loss Attenuation and BayesOD to exhibit a mAP drop when MC-Dropout is

added to model epistemic uncertainty. On the other hand, both Pre-NMS and Post-

NMS variants of ensembles are seen to provide a slight improvement to mAP, both

for evaluation without dataset shift in Table 5.6 and for evaluation with dataset shift

in Table 5.5. However, the difference of mAP is only within 2− 3% range.
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Figure 5.7 shows that ensemble methods do not provide a substantial improve-

ment in the quality of predicted uncertainty estimates compared to a single model,

when evaluated using classification and the regression NLL. The same conclusion can

be reached by observing calibration and MUE results in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9

respectively, where methods using ensembles exhibit similar performance to a single

model trained with Loss Attenuation. On the other hand, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8,

and Figure 5.9 show Loss Attenuation + Dropout and BayesOD + Dropout models

to have a worse performance when compared to models trained with no dropout on

NLL, calibration errors, and MUE respectively.

The reason behind the lack of significant improvement from Ensembles can be

explained by looking at the size of the training dataset. As Kendall et al.suggested

in [74], epistemic uncertainty can be explained away under large data situations such

as our training on 70K frames from the BDD dataset. MC-Dropout on the other hand

has been shown to significantly under-perform ensembles and other methods on simple

predictive uncertainty estimation tasks such as classification in [139, 4], so it does not

come as a surprise that MC-Dropout enabled models do not provide improvement in

the quality of predictive uncertainty. One final disadvantage of these sampling-based

methods is how computationally expensive both MC-Dropout and ensemble-based

methods are, with both methods having the slowest runtimes in Table 5.6. We there-

fore conclude that the current methods used for epistemic uncertainty estimation do

not provide enough improvement in the quality of estimated uncertainty, while using

up substantial computational resources.

Using mAP as the only evaluation metric is not sufficient for quantifying

the quality of predicted uncertainty in probabilistic object detectors. It is

important to emphasize this point due to the widespread practice of using only mAP

as an evaluation metric when comparing state-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors

(See Table 5.2). mAP is clearly not related to the quality of uncertainty estimates

provided by probabilistic object detectors, a quality that can be quantitatively ob-

served in Table 5.5. In this table, the mAP scores among different probabilistic object

detection methods are comparable, with only 2− 3% mAP differences. However, the

uncertainty scores (such as regression NLL) vary significantly, indicating very differ-

ent uncertainty estimation performance. Taking a closer look at the performance of

BayesOD and Pre-NMS ensembles, the table shows that BayesOD outperforms Pre-

NMS ensembles on regression NLL, classification NLL and PDQ, but under-performs

the same method in mAP, resulting different rankings of BayesOD and Pre-NMS

ensembles. Since mAP is important for evaluating the performance of deterministic
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object detectors, we argue that a good probabilistic object detector should maintain

competitive mAP when compared to deterministic counterparts. We suggest that

researchers use NLL and calibration errors as the main metrics alongside mAP for

comparing and ranking probabilistic object detectors. PDQ can also be used for

comparison, although we show in Chapter 6 that the metric is flawed and is easily

gameable through simple post-processing of output predictive distributions.

5.7 Final Remarks

This chapter introduces the probabilistic object detection problem and presents our

solution, BayesOD, an original contribution that is shown to outperform baselines in

literature. Experiments using BayesOD show that replacing NMS with Bayesian in-

ference allows for more meaningful estimated category and bounding box uncertainty

in deep object detectors. Qualitative results of BayesOD on autonomous driving

datasets are shown in video format here.

We also perform a comparative study that arrives to the following main takeaways:

• The mean Average Precision (mAP) should not be used as the only evaluation

metric for probabilistic object detectors, as it fails to capture the qualities of

predictive uncertainty. To evaluate probabilistic object detection, it is recom-

mended to use other more appropriate evaluation metrics, such as Negative Log

Likelhood (NLL) and calibration errors in conjunction with mAP.

• Estimating regression variance through the direct modeling approach is essential

for good predictive uncertainty estimates.

• Using epistemic uncertainty estimates from the sampling-based approaches (MC-

Dropout and Deep Ensembles) only shows marginal improvement in uncertainty

estimation, at the cost of high computation and memory.

Limitations of BayesOD

One of the main limitations of BayesOD stems from the non-informative priors that

were used during inference. Future work should study the effect of informative priors

originating from map information [156], multiple object detectors, temporal informa-

tion, and semantic/instance segmentation output on the final predictive distribution

outputs from BayesOD. Another limitation of BayesOD is the reliance on the indepen-

dence of outputs from the object detector used to compute the posterior distributions

in Equations (5.9) and (5.12). We revisit this issue in Section 6.6, and show that the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=TLGG829JZ-3EM2swNzAyMjAyMQ&v=GrLC7d9AHYQ&feature=emb_logo
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independence assumption is not necessarily optimal when used in conjunction with

training loss functions beyond NLL.

Limitations of our Comparative Study.

A limitation of our comparative study stems from restricting the application domain

to 2D object detection in autonomous driving scenes, and using a single neural net-

work architecture to compare between probabilistic detection methods. In chapter 6,

we show that probabilistic object detectors can have large variations in the qual-

ity of their output predictive distributions when built using different deterministic

backends. We also expand our testing to general object detection datasets such as

COCO [98] and OpenImages [84].

Additional Research Questions.

Our work in this Chapter introduced many new research questions to be answered,

questions that directly relate to major trends observed in the surveyed probabilistic

object detection literature. Looking at Table 5.2 one can clearly notice that all

surveyed approaches, as well as BayesOD, draw conclusions about the correctness

of their predictive distributions by using mAP, MUE, or PDQ as their evaluation

metrics. We show in Chapter 6 that such conclusions are misleading, as every metric

previously used in literature is not a proper scoring rule. We also show that evaluating

predictive distributions should be performed on all output object instances, not just

for true positive detection outputs. A second trend that one can notice in Table 5.2

is the use of direct modeling for estimating bounding box predictive distributions to

train models using the NLL loss. We faced substantial stability and performance

issues trying to train object detectors with NLL, leading us to seek more stable loss

functions for training variance networks, which we present in Chapter 6. Finally, all

probabilistic object detectors are built using a deterministic object detection backend,

raising the following question: are deterministic object detection backends optimal

for learning predictive distributions? In the next Chapter, we show that the answer

to this question is “No”, arguing that we need to reconsider how we design object

detection architectures when our end goal is to produce predictive distributions of

objects in the scene.



Chapter 6

Probablistic Detection – Issues and

Solutions

Building on the final remarks of Chapter 5, this chapter aims to provide a statistical

view on object detection, focusing on theoretically founded estimation and evaluation

of predictive distributions provided as outputs from probabilistic object detectors. In

particular, we aim to identify the shortcomings of recent trends followed by state-of-

the-art probabilistic object detectors and propose solutions to resolve the identified

issues.

As a reminder of the observed trends in Chapter 5, we found that the majority of

state-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors build on deterministic object detection

backends to estimate bounding box predictive distributions by modifying such back-

ends with variance networks [30]. The mean and variance of bounding box predictive

distributions estimated using variance networks are then learned using negative log

likelihood (NLL). In addition, all surveyed methods use non-proper scoring rules such

as mAP, PDQ, or MUE when evaluating the quality of their output predictive dis-

tributions. As a reminder, we have introduced proper scoring rules in Section 2.3,

and have shown that proper scoring rules are essential for quantitatively determining

if a probabilistic forecaster is reporting predictive distributions that are close to the

true probability distribution. These observations are evident from the list presented

in Table 5.2.

Contributions and Associated Publications.

Starting with the observed trends, this chapter presents the following contributions:

• We address the widespread use of non-proper scoring rules for evaluating proba-

bilistic object detectors by providing evaluation tools based on well-established

78
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proper scoring rules [52] that are only minimized if the estimated predictive

distribution is equal to the true target distribution, for both classification and

regression. Using the proposed tools, we benchmark probabilistic extensions

of three common object detection architectures on in-distribution, shifted, and

out-of-distribution data.

• We show that under standard training procedures used by common object de-

tectors, using NLL as a minimization objective results in variance networks that

output high entropy distributions regardless of the correctness of an output

bounding box. We address this issue by using the Energy Score [52], a distance-

sensitive proper scoring rule based on energy statistics [144], as an alternative

for training variance networks. We show that predictive distributions learned

with the energy score are lower entropy, better calibrated, and of higher quality

when evaluated using proper scoring rules.

• Finally, we find that ad-hoc approaches used by seminal object detectors for

choosing their regression targets during training do not provide a wide enough

data support for reliable learning of variance networks. We show that there

is no trivially achievable solution for this issue, and conclude that there might

be a need for designing dedicated object detection architectures with predictive

distribution outputs in mind.

This chapter is a reproduction of our paper published at the 2021 International

Conference on Learning Representations:

A. Harakeh and S. L. Waslander, “Estimating and Evaluating Regression

Predictive Uncertainty in Deep Object Detectors”, International Conference on

Learning Representations , (ICLR 2021).

Code for all models, evaluation, and datasets described in this chapter is available

at https://github.com/asharakeh/probdet.git. We hope the work presented in this

chapter induces a shift in the trends observed in probabilistic object detection to

better align with the estimation and evaluation of predictive distributions in other

machine learning tasks.

6.1 Related Work

This section provides a recap of related concepts from Chapters 2 and 5.

https://openreview.net/forum?id=YLewtnvKgR7
https://openreview.net/forum?id=YLewtnvKgR7
https://github.com/asharakeh/probdet.git
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Estimating Predictive Distributions with Deep Neural Networks

Estimating predictive distributions with deep neural networks has long been a topic of

interest for the research community. Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) [104] quantify

predictive uncertainty by approximating a posterior distribution over a set of network

parameters given a predefined prior distribution. Variance networks [118] capture pre-

dictive uncertainty [74] by estimating the mean and variance of every output through

separate neural network branches, and are usually trained using maximum likelihood

estimation [30]. Deep ensembles [86] train multiple copies of the variance networks

from different network initializations to estimate predictive distributions from output

sample sets. Monte Carlo (MC) Dropout [46] provides predictive uncertainty esti-

mates based on output samples generated by activating dropout layers at test time.

We refer the reader to the work of Skafte et al. [30] for an in-depth comparison of the

performance of variance networks, BNNs, Ensembles, and MC dropout on regression

tasks. We find variance networks to be the most scalable of these methods for the

object detection task. Finally, we do not distinguish between aleatoric and epistemic

uncertainty as is done in [74], instead focusing on predictive uncertainty [30] which

reflects both types.

Probabilistic Object Detection

State-of-the-art probabilistic object detectors model predictive uncertainty by adapt-

ing the work of Kendall et al. [74] to state-of-the-art object detectors. Standard

detectors are extended with a variance network, usually referred to as the variance

regression head, alongside the mean bounding box regression head and the resulting

network is trained using NLL [43, 89, 66, 90, 39, 65]. Some approaches combine

variance networks with dropout [38, 78] and use Monte Carlo sampling at test time.

Others [109, 27, 62] make use of the output predicted variance by modifying the non-

maximum suppression post-processing stage. Such modifications are orthogonal to

the scope of the paper. It is important to note that a substantial portion of existing

probabilistic object detectors focuses on non-proper scoring metrics such as the mAP

and calibration errors to evaluate the quality of their predictive distributions. More

recent methods [62, 65] use the probability-based detection quality (PDQ) proposed

by Hall et al. [61] for evaluating probabilistic object detectors, which will also be

shown to be non-proper (See Section 6.2.1). Instead, we combine the error decom-

position proposed by [70] with well-established proper scoring rules [52] to evaluate

probabilistic object detectors.
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6.2 Evaluating Predictive Distributions from Deep Object

Detectors

This section begins by describing the shortcomings of current tools used for the quan-

titative evaluation of probabilistic object detectors. After that, we propose a new

theoretically founded evaluation approach based on proper scoring rules to resolve

these shortcomings.

6.2.1 Current Evaluation Metrics are Not Proper

Since we are proposing a new approach for evaluation, we need to verify the need

for our work by answering the following question: Why are metrics used in literature

(Table 5.2) not adequate for evaluating probabilistic object detectors? We focus on

the three most common metrics: mAP, MUE, and PDQ, all of which have been intro-

duced in Section 5.5. The reader should note that although still useful for analyzing

how well-calibrated neural network predictions are, calibration errors are not proper

scoring rules [139].

Mean average precision is not a proper scoring rule, as does not take into account

uncertainty estimates in category classification or in bounding box regression and

can therefore not distinguish between different predictive distributions at all. When it

comes to bounding box regression, our argument can be trivially proven by noting that

mAP only takes into account the mean of the predicted bounding box distribution.

This is not the case when it comes to category classification, where some might argue

that mAP takes into account category classification when constructing the precision-

recall curve by varying the output classification score. This is not true; the calculation

of mAP1 only uses the provided score for sorting the distributions. The score in fact

does not need to be a valid probability, multiplying the score provided to mAP by

any factor does not change the final mAP result.

The Minimum Uncertainty Error (MUE) is also trivially demonstrated to not be

a proper scoring rule, as it does not take into account the mean of the bounding box

distribution. In addition, we show in Section 5.5.2 that scaling the entropy measure

provided for computing the MUE only changes the threshold at which the uncertainty

error is minimized and not the value of MUE itself.

The final metric currently in use, the Probability-based Detection Quality (PDQ),

is also not a proper scoring rule. Let us assume for the sake of our argument that both

the spatial qualities, QS, and label qualities, QL, in pairwise PDQ (Equation (5.17))

are proper scoring rules. Different combinations of QS and QL can lead to the same

1 COCO mAP calculation code can be found here.

https://github.com/cocodataset/cocoapi/blob/8c9bcc3cf640524c4c20a9c40e89cb6a2f2fa0e9/PythonAPI/pycocotools/cocoeval.py
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(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3

Figure 6.1: A toy example showing the three bounding box distributions used to show the spatial
quality QS to be a non-proper scoring rule. The green bounding box is the ground truth sample,
whereas the red bounding box is the predicted mean of the probability distribution. The 95%
confidence ellipse of bounding box corner predictive distributions is also plotted in red. Case 3 is
one pixel closer in the two image axes to the ground truth box when compared to case 2.

Table 6.1: NLL, ES, and Spatial Quality (QS) results of the three predictive distributions from our
toy example.

Case # NLL ↓ ES ↓ QS ↑ (%)

1 20.49 23.10 51.88
2 20.49 23.10 45.98
3 19.33 21.21 50.02

value of pPDQ. An extreme example would be if QS = 0, pPDQ will be 0 regardless

of the exact value of QL, meaning that any predictive distribution describing the

bounding box will produce the same pPDQ value. Since wildly erroneous predictive

distributions can lead to the same value of pPDQ as perfectly estimated predictive

distributions it is not a proper scoring rule.

A more substantial problem with PDQ relates to the spatial quality QS, which

we empirically show to not be a proper scoring rule. To do so, we will generate a

toy example consisting of one ground truth bounding box and three corresponding

predictive probability distributions. The ground truth bounding box is defined using

the top left and bottom right corners: (umin, vmin), (umax, vmax). We will refer to the

first predictive distribution as case 1, and will assign it the following mean µ1 =

(umin + 15, vmin + 15), (umax− 15, vmax− 15), which is the ground truth bounding box

shrunken by 15 pixels on the two image axes. The second predictive distribution,

case 2 will have µ2 = (umin − 15, vmin − 15), (umax + 15, vmax + 15), which is the

ground truth bounding box expanded by 15 pixels on the two image axes. The final

predictive distribution, case 3, will also be assigned the ground truth bounding box

expanded with 14 pixels as µ3 = (umin−14, vmin−14), (umax +14, vmax +14). All three

predictive distributions will be assigned an identical 4×4 isotropic covariance matrix
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σ2I with σ2 = 50. The three distributions, along with the ground truth bounding

box, can be visually seen in Figure 6.1.

Our argument is simple: if QS is a proper scoring rule, it should rank the three

predictive distributions in an identical manner to NLL and ES. Table 6.1 shows the

NLL, ES, and PDQ results of evaluating the three predictive distributions using the

ground truth box sample. The first thing to note is that the NLL and ES values

for cases 1 and 2 are identical. This is because both distributions share an identical

covariance matrix, as well as an identical error with the ground truth bounding box

(15 pixels in each image axis). However, the value of QS for case 1 is around 6%

higher than that of case 2. This phenomenon is due to the ad-hoc design choices

used to define QS in [61], particularly the way QS is built from a “foreground” and

“background” components. A more definitive proof that QS is not proper stems from

a comparison between the results of cases 1 and 3 in Table 6.1 (rows 1 and 3). Case

3 has an error of 14 pixels in every image axis when compared to the ground truth,

1 pixel less than the error of case 1. The lower error translates to a lower NLL, as

well as ES values for case 3 when compared to case 1, implying that the predictive

distribution of case 3 is of higher quality than that of case 1. However, when using QS
for comparison between the two cases, case 1 has a 2% better value when compared to

case 3. In short, QS can provide a higher rank to lower quality predictive distributions

when compared to higher quality ones (as measured by proper scoring rules such as

NLL and ES), and as such is not a proper scoring rule.

In addition to not being a proper scoring rule, pPDQ is computed on a single

output partition, True Positives, constructed by using optimal assignment to match

each ground truth object to a single detection output. This prevents in-depth analysis

on the sources of errors such as the analysis we perform using our proposed evaluation

in Section 6.4. PDQ has also been shown to be gameable, where ad-hoc modifications

of predictive distributions lead to performance gains, regardless of the theoretical

soundness of such modifications. Contestants in a recent CVPR 2019 probabilistic

object detection challenge that used PDQ for evaluation showed that replacing the

parameters of the categorical output probability distribution with a one-hot vector led

to strictly higher PDQ scores than any method attempting to accurately represent

the data generating distribution (see Sections 4.3 in [2] and 3.2 in [147]). This

phenomenon is mainly due to evaluating only true positives, correct predictions where

one can maximize gains in performance by assigning all probability mass to the most

likely category. The gameability of PDQ highlights the importance of our suggestion

to use proper scoring rules for evaluation, as practitioners could be misled by the

performance of their probabilistic object detector when using non-proper scoring rules
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as evaluation metrics.

6.2.2 Recapitulating the Problem Formulation

For the convenience of the reader, we recapitulate the problem formulation. Let

x ∈ Rm be a set of m-dimensional features, y ∈ {1, . . . , K} be classification la-

bels for K-way classification, and z ∈ Rd be bounding box regression targets as-

sociated with object instances in the scene. When the classification labels are rep-

resented with a one-hot vector, we refer to them as y. Given a training dataset

D = {(xn, yn, zn)}Nn=1 of N i.i.d samples from a true joint conditional probability

distribution p∗(y, z|x) = p∗(z|y,x)p∗(y|x), we use neural networks with parameter

vector θ to model pθ(z|y,x) and pθ(y|x). pθ(z|y,x) is fixed to be a multivariate

Gaussian distribution N (µ(x,θ),Σ(x,θ)), and pθ(y|x) as a categorical distribution

Cat(p1(x,θ), . . . , pK(x,θ)). We denote random variables with bold characters. The

associated ground truth instances of random variables that are realized in the dataset

D are italicized.

6.2.3 Proposed Evaluation Using Proper Scoring Rules

Following the work of Hoiem et al. [70], we partition output object instances into four

categories: true positives, duplicates, localization errors, and false positives based

on their IOU with ground truth instances in a scene. The quality of predictive

distributions belonging to each partition with an associated ground truth object is

then evaluated using proper scoring rules.

Partitioning Errors in Object Detection

To analyze the predictive distributions provided by object detection models, we parti-

tion their filtered results into mutually exclusive subsets by adapting the object detec-

tion error decomposition presented by Hoiem et al. [70]. For every detection instance,

the intersection-over-union(IOU) is calculated with every ground truth instance in the

scene to determine the largest IOU, IOUmax. Based on IOUmax, detection instances

are partitioned into false positives, true positives, localization errors, or duplicates.

False positives are determined as detection instances for which IOUmax ≤ 0.1 whereas

localization errors are defined as ones with 0.1 < IOUmax < 0.5. Multiple localiza-

tion errors can be assigned the same ground truth detection; we argue that such

duplication is an artifact of failed post-processing stages usually found in modern ob-

ject detectors (non-maximum suppression for instance) and should neither be ignored
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Figure 6.2: Detection instances from deterministic Faster-RCNN partitioned into true positives
(blue), duplicates (magenta), localization errors (teal), and false positives (red) according to ηtp =
0.5. Ground truth bounding boxes are shown in green.

nor lumped with false positives. A visual representation of an example of the four

partitions can be seen in Figure 6.2.

To avoid sensitivity of our results to the selection of a specific threshold value

of true positives, we define an IOU threshold range ηtp ∈ {0.5, 0.55, . . . , 0.95} and

consider the detection with IOUmax ≥ ηtp a true positive detection at each range value.

For a finer error decomposition, if two detections are assigned the same ground truth

instance, the one with a lower classification score is considered a duplicate. The use

of the IOU range ηtp is inspired by how mean average precision is computed on the

COCO dataset [98]. By computing averages of evaluation metrics on true positives

and duplicates determined using multiple IOU thresholds, we aim for a fair evaluation

for models that are skewed for better performance at either a low or high IOU.

Unlike the error decomposition presented in [70], we do not combine duplicates

with localization errors as they are expected to have different predictive uncertainty

qualities. Furthermore, we do not put any constraint on the category of ground truth

instances assigned to predicted objects. We argue that well localized but misclas-

sified object instances should not be counted as false positives, but should instead

have their predictive categorical distribution evaluated through classification proper

scoring rules [139]. Finally, we do not consider false negatives in our evaluation, as

analyzing this type of error from a probabilistic detection perspective does not provide

additional insights beyond what was provided by [70].

True positives and localization errors have corresponding ground truth targets,

their predictive distributions can be evaluated using proper scoring rules described

in the next sections for both the category classification and bounding box regression.

False positives are not assigned a ground truth target; we argue that these output

instances should be classified as background and assign them the background category
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as their classification ground truth target. The quality of false positive categorical

predictive distributions can then be evaluated using classification proper scoring rules.

We cannot assign bounding box ground truth targets to false positives and as such

we only look at their differential predictive entropy. Next, we describe the proper

scoring rules used for evaluating each output partition in more detail.

Evaluating Classification Predictive Distributions

Predictive uncertainty for classification tasks has been extensively studied in recent

literature [139, 4]. We find commonly used proper scoring rules such as NLL and the

Brier score [12] to be satisfactory to learn and evaluate categorical predictive distri-

butions for probabilistic object detectors. Given the estimated predictive categorical

distribution pθ(y|xn) and an associated ground truth verification represented as a

one-hot vector yn, one can measure the distribution’s quality using the classification

negative log likelihood in Equation (2.5), repeated here for the readers convenience:

LNLL(p(z|xn,D;θ), zn) =
K∑
k=1

−znk log pk(xn;θ), (6.1)

It is worth mentioning that NLL is also sometimes referred to as the ignorance or

logarithmic score2 in the context of forecast evaluation [52, 103, 14]. Next, we list

some properties to be considered when using classification NLL to evaluate predictive

categorical distributions. The classification NLL:

• is a local proper3 scoring rule that only considers the probability mass that is

assigned to the ground truth classification category [52].

• prefers the higher entropy distribution when used to rank two equally calibrated

distributions (Proposition 2.1 in [103]).

• is undefined for predictions assigning 0 probability to the correct category.

The main drawback of NLL stems from the locality property, which we show through a

toy example. We are given two categorical distributions withK = 4 categories and pa-

rameters: p
(1)
θ (y|xn) = Cat([0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2]) and p

(2)
θ (y|xn) = Cat([0.4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.6]).

Assuming the verification one-hot vector yn is [1, 0, 0, 0], both of p
(1)
θ and p

(2)
θ will

have the same classification NLL, although it is clear that only p
(1)
θ assigns the max-

imum probability mass to the correct category. The results of this toy example are

a direct implication of the locality property, where NLL only considers the predic-

2 The term “ignorance” originates from the information-theoretic interpretation of the log probability.
3 NLL is the only proper scoring rule that is also local [7].
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tive probability mass assigned to the correct class, rather than the whole predictive

distribution.

We can avoid this issue by considering another well-established scoring rule for

classification, the Brier score [12, 145]. The Brier score can be written as

BS(p(y|xn,θ), yn) =
K∑
k=1

(pk(xn,θ)− ynk)2, (6.2)

where pk(xn,θ) is the probability assigned to the kth category of interest, and ynk is

the kth element of the one-hot verification vector. The Brier score:

• is a non-local proper scoring rule that takes into consideration probability mass

assigned to non-correct categories.

• does not discriminate between over-estimating and under-estimating probabili-

ties with the same value (Section 2.1 in [103]).

• is defined for predictions assigning 0 probability to the correct category.

Following the same toy example presented above, the Brier score rewards distributions

that “spread” probability mass not assigned to the correct categories across many

erroneous categories, assigning a lower score for p
(1)
θ when compared to p

(2)
θ . Following

the current standard in literature [139], will be using both NLL and the Brier score

to evaluate the quality of predictive distributions for the classification component of

object detection.

A much more important observation from our toy example is that although proper

scoring rules are necessarily minimized at the correct data generating distribution

(in our case p∗(y|xn) = Cat([1, 0, 0, 0])), one also needs to take into account their

behavior away from the correct distribution when used for training and evaluation.

Specifically, we show in the next section the importance of non-locality of proper

scoring rules used for evaluating regression predictive distributions.

Evaluating Regression Predictive Distributions

Unlike classification tasks, the machine learning literature for evaluating predictive

distributions from regression tasks have overwhelmingly relied on a single proper

scoring rule, the negative log likelihood [74, 86, 30], presented for a multivariate

Gaussian distribution in Equation (2.7), and presented again here for convenience as

LNLL(p(z|xn,D;θ), zn) =
1

2
(zn − µ(xn;θ))ᵀΣ(xn;θ)−1(zn − µ(xn;θ))

+
1

2
log det Σ(xn;θ),

(6.3)
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When used as a minimization objective, the first term of NLL encourages increasing

the entropy of the predictive distribution as the mean estimate diverges from the true

target value. The log determinant regularization term has a contrasting effect, penal-

izing high entropy distributions and preventing the neural network from generating

zero loss by assigning an infinitely high variance to all output data points [74].

Since NLL is a local scoring rule, it should be satisfactory if used to evaluate

pure inference problems [7]. In addition, the choice of a proper scoring rule should

not matter when used for training, as the true parameters governing the predictive

distribution should be (asymptotically) recovered by the neural network through min-

imizing any proper scoring rule [52]. Object detection is not a pure inference problem,

but rather a practical problem with its output used for making decisions in robot sys-

tems. In addition, optimization approaches used by deep neural networks are not

guaranteed to recover the data generating distribution, even when large quantities of

data is available during training. Next, we show the negative implications of using

NLL for learning and evaluating bounding box predictive distributions in deep object

detectors.

When used to evaluate continuous predictive distributions, NLL exhibits charac-

teristics similar to the ones presented in the previous section for the discrete case.

Particularly, NLL prefers predictive densities that are less informative, penalizing

overconfidence even when the probability mass is concentrated on a likely outcome.

We demonstrate the relevance of this property to object detection with a simple toy

example. Bounding box results from the state-of-the-art object detector DETR [16],

trained to achieve a competitive mAP of 42% on the COCO validation split, are as-

signed a single mock multivariate Gaussian probability distribution N (µ(xn,θ), σI),

where σI is a 4 × 4 isotropic covariance matrix with σ as a variable parameter. We

split the detection results into a high error set with an IOU ≤ 0.5, and a low error

set with an IOU > 0.5, where the IOU is determined as the maximum IOU with any

ground truth bounding box in the scene. We plot the value of the NLL loss of both

high error and low error detection instances in Figure 6.3, where NLL is estimated

at values of σ between [10−2, 105]. As expected, the variance value that minimizes

NLL for low error detections is two orders of magnitude lower than for high error

detections. What is more interesting is the behavior of NLL away from its minimum

for both low error and high error detections. NLL is seen to penalize lower entropy

distributions (smaller values of σ) more severely than higher entropy distributions, a

property that is shown to be detrimental for training variance networks in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: A toy example showing values of NLL (Blue), ES (Green) and DMM (Orange) plotted
against the parameter σ of an isotropic covariance matrix σI, when assigned to low error (Solid
Lines) and high error (Dashed Lines) detection outputs from DETR.

6.3 The Energy Score

We ask ourselves whether we can find a complementary proper scoring rule to measure

how well a multivariate continuous predictive distribution pθ(z|xn) describes a sample

from the data generating distribution zn ∼ p∗(z|xn) while resolving the weaknesses of

NLL. A good starting point would be an extension of the Brier score in Equation (6.2)

to evaluate multivariate continuous distributions. Unfortunately, a straightforward

extension of the Brier score would break distance sensitivity, an important property

of non-local scores used for evaluating continuous distributions [77]. In the next

sections, we find that the Energy Score (ES) [52], a distance-sensitive proper scoring

rule, is a suitable complementary candidate for NLL when learning and evaluating

multivariate continuous distributions.

6.3.1 The Energy Score as a Generalization of The Continuous Ranked

Probability Score (CRPS)

Distance-sensitive (non-local) proper scoring rules reward predictive distributions

that assign probability mass to the vicinity of the true target, even if not exactly

at that target. It is trivial to prove that the Brier score in Equation (6.2) is

not distance-sensitive through a simple counter-example. Building on the classifi-

cation toy example provided in Section 6.2.3, let p
(2)
θ = Cat([0.4, 0.0, 0.0, 0.6]) and

p
(3)
θ = Cat([0.4, 0.6, 0.0, 0.0]). When the verification one-hot vector is yn is [1, 0, 0, 0],

both p
(2)
θ and p

(3)
θ will have the same Brier score of 0.72, even though p

(3)
θ assigns prob-

ability mass much closer to the correct materialized category when compared to p
(2)
θ .

One should note that when evaluating categorical distributions predicted for object

detection task, a metric that is not distance-sensitive is required, as the “distance”

between categories is determined when designing the detector and not through the
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data generating process. In simple words, the designer of an object detector deter-

mines if the parameters of the categorical distribution are ordered to describe [Cat,

Dog, Car, Person], [Dog, Car, Cat, Person], or any other permutation of the four

categories, all of which should lead to the same score during evaluation.

The ranked probability score (RPS) [35, 114] is a distance-sensitive extension of

the Brier score written as

RPS(p(y|xn,θ), yn) =
1

K − 1

K∑
m=1

(
m∑
k=1

pk(xn,θ)−
m∑
k=1

1ykn

)2

=
K∑
k=1

BS(k)(p(y|xn,θ), yn),

(6.4)

where K is the number of categories, pk(xn,θ) is the probability of the kth category,

and 1ykn
is an indicator function showing if the kth category materialized. The RPS

can be represented as the sum of K binary Brier scores BS(k) [145] and as such takes

on all the properties of the Brier score in addition to being distance-sensitive.

One way to use the RPS for evaluating continuous distributions is through dis-

cretizing a continuous random variable into categories using multiple manually se-

lected thresholds [145]. To avoid loss of information and the sensitivity to the num-

ber of threshold values, Hersbach [68] proposed to extend the RPS to the continuous

domain, deriving the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) as

CRPS(p(z|xn,θ), zn) =

∞∫
−∞

(F (z|xn)− 1z≥zn)2dz, (6.5)

where F (z|xn) is the predictive cumulative distribution function of p(z|xn), and 1z≥zn)

is the Heaviside step function. CRPS is exactly equal to the RPS when evaluated

at all real-valued thresholds [68]. Note that z is a scalar random variable, and not a

random vector. CRPS can be written as4

CRPS(p(z|xn,θ), zn) = Ez∼pθ |ẑn − zn| −
1

2
Ez∼pθ |ẑn − ẑ′n|, (6.6)

where ẑn and ẑ′n are independent copies of the scalar random variables z ∼ pθ(z|xn),

assuming pθ(z|xn) has a finite first moment. It can be seen that under a single

(deterministic) point prediction, CRPS reduces to the absolute error.

As mentioned earlier, CRPS allows us to evaluate the quality of univariate continu-

ous predictive distributions. Geinting [52] derived the energy score as a generalization

4 See Identity (17) in [143].
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of CRPS for evaluating multivariate predictive distributions, written as

LES(p(z|xn,θ), zn) = Ez∼pθ ||ẑn − zn||β −
1

2
Ez∼pθ ||ẑn − ẑ′n||β, (6.7)

where ||.|| is the Euclidean norm, ẑn and ẑ′n are independent random vector samples

from pθ(z|xn), and β ∈ (0, 2). For β = 1 and a fixed number of samples ẑn,i , i ∈
[1,M ], the energy score can be written as

LES(p(z|xn,θ), zn) =
1

M

M∑
i=1

||ẑn,i − zn|| −
1

2M2

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

||ẑn,i − ẑn,j||, (6.8)

For a multivariate Gaussian distribution, Equation (6.8) has an efficient Monte-Carlo

approximation [53], written as

LES(p(z|xn,θ), zn) =
1

M

M∑
i=1

||zn,i − zn|| −
1

2(M − 1)

M−1∑
i=1

||zn,i − zn,i+1||, (6.9)

which requires only a single set of M samples to be drawn from pθ(z|xn) and allows

us to train probabilistic object detectors with minimal computational overhead.

Since the energy distance is non-local, it favors distributions that place probability

mass near the ground truth target value, even if not exactly at that target. In

addition, the energy score has the following favorable properties:

• It is a non-local, distance-sensitive, and (strictly) proper scoring rule.

• It is defined using expectations, and as such does not put restrictions on the

parametric form of the predictive distribution to be learnt or evaluated.

• If the Euclidean norm is replaced with another analog (L1 norm, etc...), the

resulting score remains proper (see example 11 in [52]).

• It has efficient and differentiable Monte-Carlo approximations, making it a well-

suited candidate for training and evaluating deep neural networks over large

datasets.

Returning to the toy example in Figure 6.3, ES is shown to be minimized at similar

values to the NLL, which is expected given that both are proper scoring rules. Unlike

NLL, however, ES penalizes high entropy distributions more severely than low entropy

ones. In Section 6.4, we observe the effects of this property when using the energy

score as a loss, leading to better calibrated, lower entropy predictive distributions

when compared to NLL. Next, we show the moment-matching capabilities of the
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energy score by deriving its relation to integral probability metrics, specifically by

showing the energy score to be a maximum mean discrepancy measure.

6.3.2 The Energy Score as a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)

Unlike NLL, Equation (6.7) does not provide a clear intuition behind how the Energy

score enables a neural network to learn the moments of a Gaussian distribution. This

section aims to provide such intuition by relating the energy score to maximum mean

discrepancies (MMD). To do so, we will be redefining notation in this section to be

general and unrelated to the object detection task.

Maximum Mean Discrepancy.

Given two sets of samples X = {xi}Ni=1 and Y = {yj}Mj=1, sampled from p(x) and

p(y) respectively, we would like to find whether the samples are generated from the

same distribution, i.e., p(x) = p(y). MMD, also known as the two sample test, is a

frequentist estimator to answer this question [93].

An MMD measure compares the statistics of two sets of samples according to:

LMMD2(p(x), p(y)) =

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

N

N∑
i=1

φ (xi)−
1

M

M∑
j=1

φ (yj)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

=
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
i′=1

φ (xi)
ᵀ φ (xi′)−

2

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

φ (xi)
ᵀ φ (yj)

+
1

M2

M∑
j=1

M∑
j′=1

φ (yj)
ᵀ φ (yj′) ,

(6.10)

where φ : P → H is a mapping from the set P, on which p(x) and p(y) are defined,

to a universally reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H [131]. The choice of φ(·)
determines the moments to be matched with MMD. As an example, if φ(·) is the

identity function, MMD reduces to matching the first order moments of the two sets

of samples. Other choices of φ(·) allows MMD to match higher order moments. As

such, the intuition behind MMD is simple: if the moments of two sets of samples are

similar, then the samples are likely to come from the same distribution. Using the

kernel trick [69], each term involving an inner product in Equation (6.10) can be
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rewritten in terms of a kernel k as

LMMD2(p(x), p(y)) =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
i′=1

k(xi,xi′)−
2

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

k(xi,yj)

+
1

M2

M∑
j=1

M∑
j′=1

k(yi,yj′).

(6.11)

As long as the kernel lifts the sample vectors to a feature space that is a RKHS,

MMD is 0 if and only if p(x) = p(y) [56]. For universal kernels (such as Gaussian

Kernels), a Taylor series expansion results in a feature map φ(·) that matches all

moments between two distributions. Next, we discuss how we can use the kernel trick

for distances [130] to show that the Energy Score is equivalent to MMD.

The Energy Distance

The energy distance [129] is a proper distance between probability distributions writ-

ten as
LED2(p(x), p(y)) = 2Ex,y∼p(x),p(y)||x̂− ŷ||

− Ex∼p(x)||x̂− x̂′|| − Ey∼p(y)||ŷ − ŷ′||,
(6.12)

where x̂, x̂′ are independent samples from p(x), and ŷ, ŷ′ are independent sam-

ples from p(y). The energy distance satisfies all axioms of a metric, particularly

LED2(p(x), p(y)) = 0 if and only if p(x) = p(y). For a fixed set of samples, the energy

distance can be approximated as

LED2(p(x), p(y)) =
2

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

||xi − yj|| −
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
i′=1

||xi − xi′||

− 1

M2

M∑
j=1

M∑
j′=1

||yi − yj′||.

(6.13)

The similarity (up to a negative sign) between MMD (6.11) and the Energy Dis-

tance (6.13) is obvious, but going from (6.11) to (6.13) is not trivial. Scholkop [130]

identified a class of kernels which can be represented as norm-based distances in

Hilbert spaces, meaning that every norm-based distance induces a kernel that lifts

samples to a RKHS. Particularly, the distance induced kernel k(x,y) is generated

from the distance ||x− y|| (Equation 4.2 in [131]) as

k(x,y) =
1

2
(||x||+ ||y|| − ||x− y||) (6.14)
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Using these results, Sejdinovic et al. [131] formally proves the equivalence of the energy

distance to MMD for any kernel k that generates ||x − y||. We refer the reader to

Theorem 22 in [131] for the full proof.

Finally, the energy score in Equation (6.8) is shown to be equal (with a mul-

tiplicative factor of 1
2
) to the energy distance in Equation (6.13) when the set Y

contains a single sample from the data generating distribution (the ground truth ob-

ject instance). We conclude that the energy score is an MMD with moment matching

properties that can be used to determine equivalence between two probability dis-

tributions, making it a suitable candidate for learning and evaluating bounding box

predictive distributions in deep object detectors. In Section 6.4, our experiments will

show the energy score to be a better alternative to NLL for training and evaluating

probabilistic object detectors.

Why Not Directly Match Moments?

One question that might arise due to the moment matching properties of the energy

score is: why not match moments directly through Lp norm losses? To answer this

question, we consider an additional baseline loss function for learning multivariate

Gaussian distributions write as

LDMM = ||zn − µ(xn,θ)||p
+ ||Σ(xn,θ)− (zn − µ(xn,θ))(zn − µ(xn,θ))ᵀ||p,

(6.15)

where ||.||p is the Lp norm. This approach is referred to as Direct Moment Matching

(DMM), and has been previously proposed by [39] as an auxiliary loss to calibrate

3D object detectors using a multi-stage training procedure. DMM matches the mean

and covariance matrix of the predictive distribution to sample statistics obtained

using the predicted and true target values. It is important to note that DMM is

not a proper scoring rule; we show this property with an example. Let the data

generating distribution z ∼ p∗(z|x) be some multivariate Gaussian distribution with

mean µ∗ and covariance matrix Σ∗, both of which are unknowns. Let pθ(z|xn) =

N (µ(xn,θ),Σ(xn,θ)) be the predictive distribution. Let us assume that by random

chance, we sample a verification zn from p∗(z|x) such that (zn−µ(xn,θ)) is a vector

of zeros. In practice, such a case is not “random”, but it is easily realizable during

training when a neural network generates a predictive mean, µ(xn,θ), that is very

close to the ground truth sample, zn. In this case, DMM is minimized only if all

entries of Σ(xn,θ) are 0 regardless of Σ∗, the actual covariance of the data generating

distribution. Since the probability distribution that minimizes LDMM is not the actual

true data generating distribution, LDMM is not a proper scoring rule. We empirically
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show the implications of this phenomenon on the quality of the output predictive

distributions in Section 6.4.

Finally, Figure 6.3 shows the plot of DMM loss (using the L2 norm) for the same toy

example presented above for NLL and the energy score. The resemblance between the

plots of DMM and the energy score provides a weak visual validation of the moment

matching properties of the energy score.

6.4 Experiments and Results

In ths section, we begin by presenting the datasets, deterministic backends, and the

setup used for our experiments. We then present the results of experiments aimed to

answer the following three questions:

1. Is our proposed evaluation method more informative than the one we performed

in Chapter 5?

2. What are the consequences of the high entropy preference of NLL when training

variance networks for probabilistic object detectors? Does training with the

energy score resolve such consequences?

3. Are there any consequences for extending deterministic object detector backends

to build probabilistic object detectors?

6.4.1 Datasets

All probabilistic object detectors are trained on the COCO [98] training data split.

For testing, the COCO validation dataset is used as an in-distribution data. Fol-

lowing recent recommendations for evaluating the quality of predictive uncertainty

estimates [139], we also test our probabilistic object detectors on shifted data distribu-

tions. We construct 3 distorted versions of the COCO validation dataset (C1, C3, and

C5) by applying 18 different image corruptions introduced by [67] at increasing inten-

sity levels [1, 3, 5]. To test on natural dataset shift, we use OpenImages data [84] to

create a shifted dataset with the same categories as COCO and an out-of-distribution

dataset that contain none of the 80 categories found in COCO.

Shifting COCO Dataset With ImageNet-C Corruptions

We corrupt the COCO validation dataset using 18 corruption types proposed in

ImageNet-C [84] at 5 increasing levels of intensity. The frames of the COCO val-

idation dataset are skewed using every corruption type in repeating sequential order,
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such that the first corruption type is applied to frame 1, 19, 37, . . . , the second to

frames 2, 20, 38, . . . , and so on. By increasing the corruption intensity from level

1 to level 5, we create 5 shifted versions of the 5000 frames of the COCO valida-

tion dataset such that every frame is skewed with the same corruption type, but at

increasing intensity.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram comparing the number of instances of every category present in the COCO
validation dataset with those present in our shifted dataset constructed from OpenImages-V4 frames.

Shifted and Out-Of-Distribution Datasets From OpenImages-V4.

To test methods beyond artificially shifted datasets, we create a new dataset that

contains 9, 351 frames from OpenImages-V4 [84] 2D detection data, with instances

belonging to the 80 object categories found in the COCO dataset. This testing data is

naturally shifted due to differences in image quality, and different labeling mechanisms

employed to generate the ground truth object boxes. Figure 6.4 shows the number of

instances belonging to each one of the 80 categories in the COCO validation dataset

when compared to our generated OpenImages dataset. We tried to maintain the

balance of categories found in the COCO validation dataset, as we aim to highlight

performance differences originating from distribution shift, rather than the number

of instances per category.

To test methods on out-of-distribution data, we collect 1, 852 frames from OpenImages-

V4, containing no instances from any of the 80 categories found in the COCO

dataset. All frames were manually checked to minimize the existence of unlabeled

in-distribution category instances.
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6.4.2 Probabilistic Detection Architectures

For our experiments, we follow the trend described in Chapter 5 by extending three

common deterministic object detection methods, DETR [16], RetinaNet [97] and

FasterRCNN [126] with variance networks. We use cross-entropy to learn categorical

predictive distributions and NLL, DMM, or ES to learn bounding box predictive

distributions, resulting in 9 architecture/regression loss combinations. We refer to

these combinations using “architecture-loss” format. As an example, DETR trained

with ES will be referred to as DETR-ES.

The three deterministic backends are chosen to represent one-stage (RetinaNet),

two-stage (FasterRCNN), and the recently proposed set-based (DETR) object de-

tectors. In addition, the implementation of DETR 5, RetinaNet, and FasterRCNN

models is publicly available under the Detectron2 [51] object detection framework,

with hyperparameters optimized to produce the best detection results for the COCO

dataset. The value of p used for computing DMM in equation (6.15) is determined

according to the original norm loss used for bounding box regression in each deter-

ministic backend. For FasterRCNN and RetinaNet, we use the smooth L1 loss, while

for DETR, we use the L1 norm.

Model Implementation.

As described in Chapter 3, RetinaNet, FasterRCNN, and DETR do not directly esti-

mate bounding box corners, but work on a transformed bounding box representation

b = T (z). We train all probabilistic object detectors to estimate the covariance

matrix Σb of the transformed bounding box representation b. To predict positive

semi-definite covariance matrices, each of these three object detection architectures

are extended with a covariance regression head that outputs the 10 parameters of the

lower triangular matrix L of the Cholesky decomposition Σb = LLᵀ. The diagonal

parameters of the matrix L are passed through the exponential function to guaran-

tee that the output covariance Σb is positive semi-definite. We train two models for

each of the 9 architecture/regression loss combinations, one using a full covariance

assumption and the other using a diagonal covariance assumption. We report the

results of the top-performing variant chosen according to its performance on mAP

as well as regression proper scoring rules. Considering the covariance structure as a

hyperparameter was necessary for fair evaluations as RetinaNet training did not con-

verge with NLL and a full covariance assumption. In the case of a diagonal covariance

matrix assumption, off-diagonal elements of Σb are set to 0. The covariance predic-

tion head for each object detection architecture is an exact copy of the bounding box
5 https://github.com/facebookresearch/detr/tree/master/d2
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regression head used by that architecture, taking the same feature maps as input.

Variance networks are initialized to produce identity covariance matrices, which we

find to be essential for stable training, especially with the NLL loss.

Model Inference.

When evaluating our probabilistic detectors, one needs to be agnostic to the source of

probabilistic bounding box predictions. As such, all considered methods are required

to provide a consistent output bounding box representation and a corresponding

covariance matrix Σ. We approximate z ∼ N (µ(xn,θ),Σ(xn,θ)) by drawing 1000

samples from b ∼ N (µb(xn,θ),Σb(xn,θ)), passing those through T−1(·), and then

estimate µ(xn,θ) and Σ(xn,θ) as the sample mean and covariance matrix. Note that

because of the transformation T (·), a diagonal Σb(xn,θ) does not in general lead to

a diagonal Σ(xn,θ). Other than the special consideration required to estimate the

final bounding box probability distribution, the inference process is fixed to be the

one provided in the original implementation for all detectors.

Model Training.

For training all probabilistic extensions of the three object detectors, we use the hy-

perparameters provided by the original implementation whenever possible. Complex

architectures such as DETR need multiple GPU weeks of training on our hardware

setup, and as such, searching for the optimal values of hyperparameters for each

tested configuration is outside the scope of this work. All models are trained using a

fixed random seed, which is shared across all APIs (numpy, torch, detectron2, etc...).

To ensure that empirical results are not determined based on lucky convergence, we

train using 5 random seeds per configuration and find the results to be consistent

with a very small variance in terms of mAP and proper scoring rules. We use cross-

entropy (Equation (2.5) as a loss function to learn categorical predictive distributions

and NLL, DMM, or ES to learn bounding box predictive distributions, resulting in

9 architecture/regression loss combinations. The value of p used for computing ES

in Equation (6.9) and DMM in Equation (6.15) is determined according to origi-

nal norm loss used for bounding box regression in each deterministic backend. For

FasterRCNN and RetinaNet, we use the smooth L1 loss, while for DETR, we use the

L1 norm. All architectures have been described in detail in Chapter 3.

RetinaNet and FasterRCNN both use ResNet-50 followed by a feature pyramid

network (FPN) for feature extraction. Since both models are trained with SGD and

momentum in the original implementation, we use the linear scaling rule to scale

down from a batch size of 16 to a batch size of 4 due to hardware limitations. We
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train our probabilistic extensions of those models using 2 GPUs with a learning rate of

0.0025 for RetinaNet and 0.005 for FasterRCNN. Both models are trained for 270, 000

iterations, and the learning rate is dropped by a factor of 10 at 210, 000 and then

again at 250, 000 iterations. All additional hyperparameters are left intact. Both

RetinaNet and Faster-RCNN were trained using a soft mean warmup stage [30]. This

is achieved through loss annealing, where the bounding box regression loss is defined

as
Lreg = (1− λ)Loriginal + λLprobabilistic,

ω = min(1,
i

250000
)

λ =
100ω − 1

100− 1
,

(6.16)

where Loriginal is the regression loss in the original non-probabilistic implementation

of the respective object detector, and i is the current training step. The value of

100 as a base for the exponent was chosen using hyperparameter tuning. This loss

formulation ensures that the network starts by emphasizing learning of the bounding

box, slowly shifting to learning the probabilistic regression loss as training proceeds.

For the last 20, 000 steps, only the probabilistic regression loss is used for training.

We found this loss formulation to be essential for the convergence of models trained

using the NLL. Each FasterRCNN model takes ∼ 3 days to train using 2 P-100 GPUs.

On the same setup, RetinaNet models take ∼ 4 days to finish training.

DETR also uses ResNet-50 as a base feature extractor. DETR’s original imple-

mentation requires a very long training schedule for convergence, leading us to use

hard mean warmup [30] for all probabilistic DETR models. We use the model pa-

rameters provided by DETR’s authors after training for 500 epochs to reach 42%

mAP on the COCO validation dataset. Weights from this deterministic model are

used as initial weights of all probabilistic extensions of DETR, which are trained for

an additional 50 epochs using the regression scoring rules (NLL, ES, DMM) and the

same hyperparameters of the original deterministic implementation. We reduce the

batch size from 64 to 16, but use the same initial learning rate as used when training

DETR with ADAM. The learning rate is then dropped by a factor of 10 at 30 epochs.

Training for 50 epochs takes ∼ 4 days using 4 T-4 GPUs.

6.5 Analysis of the Results

To maximize mAP, all deterministic detection backends are designed to produce a

fixed number of detections per frame, usually 100 [16], regardless of their classification

score. To avoid performing our probabilistic evaluation on objects that can be trivially
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mAP(%) ↑ MCE (Cls) ↓ CE (Reg) ↓ Counts Per Partition (in-dist)

Detector Loss COCO OpenIm COCO OpenIm COCO OpenIm TP Dup. Loc. FP

DETR

Deterministic 39.87 39.20 - - - - 24844 1236 10095 10241

NLL 37.10 35.16 0.0735 0.0973 0.0512 0.0331 24452 1103 11228 12604

DMM 39.82 38.88 0.0737 0.0996 0.0091 0.0171 24929 1197 10374 10406

ES 39.96 39.31 0.0728 0.0993 0.0068 0.0167 24914 1216 10236 9761

RetinaNet

Deterministic 35.50 34.30 - - - - 23304 2959 9543 6986

NLL 35.11 34.60 0.0260 0.0385 0.0242 0.0176 22733 2835 8992 6654

DMM 36.28 34.84 0.0244 0.0372 0.0102 0.0189 23096 2783 8902 6411

ES 36.02 34.97 0.0245 0.0370 0.0059 0.0138 23096 2783 8902 6411

FasterRCNN

Deterministic 37.03 34.30 - - - - 23178 4710 7641 6916

NLL 37.14 34.30 0.0490 0.0713 0.0049 0.0133 23145 4841 7323 6989

DMM 37.24 34.42 0.0496 0.0854 0.0112 0.0229 23187 4628 7165 6905

ES 37.32 34.75 0.0495 0.0849 0.0051 0.0121 23123 4612 7208 6760

Table 6.2: Left: Results of mAP and calibration errors of probabilistic extensions of DETR, RetinaNet, and FasterRCNN. Right: The number of
output detection instances classified as true positives (TP), duplicates, localization errors, and false positives (FP).
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eliminated by a threshold on the classification score, we filter the output of our

probabilistic detectors based on a classification score that maximizes the F-1 score

on the COCO in-distribution dataset.

Table 6.2 presents the mAP, classification marginal calibration error (MCE) [83],

and regression calibration error [81] results for all probabilistic detectors. The mAP

of each deterministic backend is also presented in Table 6.2, where one can see that

our probabilistic extensions closely match the mAP reported in the original imple-

mentation of their deterministic counterparts. In addition, Table 6.2 shows that the

number of output objects in each of the four partitions is very similar for probabilistic

detectors sharing the same backend, reinforcing the fairness of our evaluation. Du-

plicates are seen to comprise a small fraction of the output detections, and analyzing

them is not found to provide any additional insight over the evaluation of the other

three partitions. Results for duplicates on all three architectures can be found in

Appendix F of our published work [63].

Figures 6.6 show the results of evaluating the classification and regression pre-

dictive distributions for true positives, localization errors, and false positives under

dataset shift and using proper scoring rules. Figure 6.6 also shows that the bounding

box mean squared errors (MSE) for probabilistic extensions of the same backend are

very similar, meaning that differences between regression proper scoring rules among

these methods arise from different predictive covariance estimates and not predictive

mean estimates. Similar to what has been reported by [139] for pure classification

tasks, we observe that the quality of both category and bounding box predictive distri-

butions for all output partitions degrades under dataset shift. Probabilistic detectors

sharing the same detection backend are shown in Figure 6.5 to have similar classi-

fication scores, which we expect given that we do not modify the classification loss

function. However, when comparing regression proper scoring rules in Figure 6.6,

the rank of methods can vary based on which proper scoring rule one looks at, a

phenomenon we explore later in this section.

6.5.1 Advantages of Our Evaluation

This section aims to determine if our proposed evaluation offers any new insights over

the evaluation performed in Chapter 5. Note that our evaluation in Chapter 5 was

the first to use NLL as a metric in the context of probabilistic object detection. Ear-

lier evaluation methods relied on mAP, PDQ, and MUE as presented multiple times

in earlier chapters. We show that unlike the evaluation in Chapter 5 which com-

putes a single local proper scoring rule on a single output partition (True Positives),

our evaluation: 1) independently evaluates the quality of predictive distributions for
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(b) Localization Errors
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(c) False Positives

Figure 6.5: Average over 80 classification categories of NLL and Brier score for classification predic-
tive distributions generated using DETR. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals around
the mean. Similar trends were observed for RetinaNet and FasterRCNN backends (Appendix F in
[63])
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(a) True Positives
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(b) Localization Errors

Figure 6.6: Average over 80 classification categories of NLL, ES, and MSE for bounding box predic-
tive distributions estimates from probabilistic detectors with DETR, RetinaNet, and FasterRCNN
backends on in-distribution (COCO), artificially shifted (C1-C5), and naturally shifted (OpenIm)
datasets. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals around the mean.

various types of errors, and 2) uses multiple proper scoring rules, both local and non-

local. We show that these two points lead to a more insightful analysis of predictive
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distribution outputs from probabilistic object detectors.

We begin by analyzing the classification predictive distributions of probabilistic

object detectors with DETR backend. Figure 6.5 presents point plots of the clas-

sification negative log likelihood and the Brier score for true positives, localization

errors, and false positives on the in-distribution and the shifted datasets. Looking

at the Brier score, the trend is clear, where true positives exhibit the lowest score,

followed by localization errors, and then false positives. However, looking at the

negative log likelihood shows a different trend. True positives still have the lowest

negative log likelihood, but unlike what we saw with the Brier score, false positives

have a lower negative log likelihood when compared to localization errors. Our analy-

sis leads us to conclude the following: the DETR architecture assigns its false positives

a high probability mass to the correct target category while simultaneously assigning

high probability mass to a small number of other erroneous categories. This leads

to a lower classification negative log likelihood, but a higher Brier score when com-

pared to localization errors for which the probability mass is distributed across many

categories. In simple words, false positives result from the network being confused be-

tween a small number of categories, while localization errors spread their categorical

probability mass more evenly across many categories.

Our example sheds light on the need to look beyond true positives when evaluating

probabilistic object detectors. Ad-hoc modifications to predictive distributions used

to game PDQ would not work when evaluation occurs on localization errors and false

positives, as assigning a one-hot vector as the parameters of the categorical predictive

distribution for all output object instances will lead to false positives having a Brier

score of 1 and an NLL of infinity. In the next section, we show that our proposed

evaluation yields even more benefits when used to compare regression predictive dis-

tributions from networks trained using various proper scores as loss functions.

6.5.2 Pitfalls of Training and Evaluation Using NLL

Training with NLL Can Lead To High Entropy Distributions

Figure 6.7 shows the differential entropy of bounding box predictive distributions

plotted against the error, measured as the IOU of their means with ground truth

boxes. As a reminder, IOU ranges between 0 and 1 where high IOU implies low error

and vice versa. When using DETR or RetinaNet as a backend, variance networks

trained with the negative log likelihood are shown to predict higher entropy values

when compared to those trained with the energy score regardless of the error. This

observation does not extend to the FasterRCNN backend, where variance networks
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Figure 6.7: Top: Differential Entropy vs IOU with ground truth plots for bounding box predictive
distribution estimates on in-distribution data. Bottom: Histograms of the IOU of ground truth
boxes with boxes assigned as regression targets during network training, plotted at 0%, 50%, and a
100% of the training process. The red dashed line signifies the 0.5 IOU level on both plots.

trained with the negative log likelihood or the energy score are seen to have similar

predictive entropy values. Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of errors, measured as

IOU with ground truth, of targets used to compute regression loss functions during

training of all three detection backends. At all stages of training, DETR and Reti-

naNet backends compute regression losses on targets selected to have a much lower

IOU than those used by FasterRCNN, which are seen in Figure 6.7 as low IOU tails

in their estimated histograms. We observe a direct correlation between the number

of low IOU regression targets used during training and the overall magnitude of the

entropy of predictive distributions learned using NLL. DETR, using the largest num-

ber of low IOU regression targets, is seen in Figure 6.7 to learn the highest entropy

predictive distributions, while FasterRCNN using the fewest number of low IOU re-

gression targets learns the lowest entropy predictive distributions. Variance networks

trained with ES do not exhibit similar behavior, producing a consistent magnitude

for entropy regardless of their backend. Table 6.2 shows NLL to have a ∼ 2.7%,

∼ 0.9%, and ∼ 0.14% reduction in mAP compared to ES and DMM when used to

train DETR, RetinaNet, and FasterRCNN, respectively.
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Figure 6.7 shows that the drop in mAP when using NLL for training is directly

correlated to the number of low IOU regression targets chosen during training by

the three deterministic backends. Training with the energy score not only reduces

the magnitude of the predictive entropy, but also results in probabilistic detectors

(DETR-ES, RetinaNet-ES) in Table 6.2 that achieve a substantially lower regression

calibration error than high entropy distributions of DETR-NLL and RetinaNet-NLL.

Unfortunately, one cannot only rely on non-proper scoring rules such as calibration

errors and mAP to show the effectiveness of the energy score for training variance

networks.

Evaluating with NLL Rewards High Entropy Distributions

Figure 6.6 presents point plots for the mean squared error, negative log likelihood,

and energy score for all 9 architecture/loss combinations evaluated on true positives

and localization errors. Column 1 of Figure 6.6 shows with point plots that the mean

squared error of true positives is very similar for all architectures. Columns 2 and 3

of Figure 6.6 show DETR-ES and RetinaNet-ES to have lower negative log likelihood

and energy score for bounding box predictive distributions of true positives when

compared to DETR-NLL and RetinaNet-NLL. For localization errors6 (Columns 4

and 5), the deviation from the mean is large, and as such the high predictive entropy

provided by DETR-NLL and RetinaNet-NLL leads to lower values on proper scoring

rules when compared to DETR-ES and RetinaNet-ES. We notice that if one uses

only NLL for evaluation, networks can achieve a constant value of NLL by estimating

high entropy predictive distributions regardless of the deviation from the mean, as

seen for DETR-NLL on true positives in Figure 6.6. We can mitigate this issue by

evaluating with the energy score, which is seen to distinguish between correct and

incorrect high entropy distributions. As an example, DETR-NLL is shown to have

lower negative log likelihood but a much higher Energy score when compared to

DETR-ES for true positives on shifted data. On the other hand, DETR-NLL shows

a slightly lower energy score when compared to DETR-ES on localization errors,

meaning the energy score can indicate that the high entropy values provided by

DETR-NLL are a better estimate for localization errors than the low entropy ones

provided by DETR-ES. Considering that true positives outnumber localization errors

by at least two in Table 6.2, we argue that it is more beneficial to train with the

energy score for higher quality true positives predictive distributions over training

with the negative log likelihood and predicting high entropy distributions regardless

of the true error.

6 Although not shown in this figure, the mean squared error of localization errors is also similar for all architectures.
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Evaluating Regression Predictive Distributions With Multiple Proper Scoring Rules

A question arises as to whether it would be sufficient for us to perform our evaluation

using the energy score as the only proper scoring rule. We show that evaluating only

with the energy score also has disadvantages. Specifically, the energy score does not

sufficiently discriminate between the quality of low entropy distributions, and the

negative log likelihood is required as a complementary metric to determine the qual-

ity of low entropy distributions. Figure 6.6 shows that networks trained using DMM

predict the lowest entropy (Figure 6.7), achieving similar values of energy score, but

much higher values of negative log likelihood when compared to networks trained

with ES. The higher negative log likelihood scores in Figure 6.6 show that networks

trained with DMM lead to lower quality distributions when compared to networks

trained with ES, specifically at the correct ground truth target value. Our results also

support the argument that one cannot merely perform direct moment matching to

learn the moments of a Gaussian distribution. ES provides a theoretically founded ap-

proach to perform moment matching and leads to higher quality and better-calibrated

distributions (Table 6.2) when compared to DMM.

6.5.3 Pitfalls of Common Approaches For Regression Target Assignment

Figure 6.7 shows the entropy for all methods with the DETR backend to steadily

decrease as a function of decreasing error. On the other hand, the entropy of meth-

ods using RetinaNet and FasterRCNN backend is seen to have two inflection points,

one at an IOU of 0.5 and another at a higher IOU of around 0.9. As a function

of decreasing error, the entropy increases before the first inflection point decreases

between the two and then increases again after the second inflection point. We hy-

pothesize that this phenomenon is caused by the way backends choose their regression

targets during training. DETR uses optimal assignment to choose regression targets

that span the whole range of possible IOU with GT, even during the final stages

of training, as is visible in Figure 6.7. On the other hand, RetinaNet and Faster-

RCNN use ad-hoc assignment with IOU thresholds [126], a method that is seen to

provide regression targets concentrated in the 0.5 to 0.9 IOU range throughout the

training process, resulting in much narrower data support when compared to DETR.

We conclude that outside the data support, variance networks with RetinaNet and

FasterRCNN backends fail to provide uncertainty estimates that capture the quality

of mean predictions.

The correlation presented in Figure 6.7 is not sufficient to demonstrate causation.

We perform the following experiment to further show that our hypothesis is indeed
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Figure 6.8: Top: Differential Entropy vs IOU with ground truth plots for bounding box predictive
distribution estimates on in-distribution data for FasterRCNN-ES trained using FasterRCNN’s re-
gression target assignment while varying the IOU thresholds to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. Bottom:
Histograms of the IOU of ground truth boxes with boxes assigned as regression targets during net-
work training, plotted at 0%, 50%, and a 100% of the training process. The dashed lines represent
the 0.1 (green), 0.3 (orange), 0.5 (blue), and 0.7 (pink) IOU levels on both plots.

valid. For our experiment, we modify the training of the FasterRCNN-ES architecture

by changing the allowed IOU with the ground truth from the default 0.5 threshold to

0.1, 0.3, and 0.7. We plot the results of the Differential Entropy vs IOU as well as the

histograms of the IOU of ground truth boxes with regression targets in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8 clearly shows that as we allow FasterRCNN to learn using lower IOU re-

gression targets, its Differential Entropy vs IOU curve becomes closer in shape to the

curve of DETR-ES in Figure 6.7, empirically verifying our hypothesis. At 0.7 IOU

target selection threshold, Figure 6.8 validates that the restriction of the data support

during training is what leads to failure of the variance network to provide accurate

predictive distribution over the whole range of errors during inference. Our conclusion

is not unprecedented, [30] has previously shown variance networks to perform poorly

out of the training data support for multiple simple regression tasks. However, our

analysis pinpoints the reason of such behavior in probabilistic object detectors, show-
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ing that well-established training approaches based on choosing high IOU regression

targets work well for predictive mean estimation, but are not necessarily optimal for

estimating predictive uncertainty.

A question that arises is if the solution to this problem is to simply reduce the

IOU threshold used for regression target selection during training. Unfortunately, the

answer to this question is no. At a threshold of 0.5 IOU, FasterRCNN-ES achieves

an mAP of 37.32%. Reducing this threshold to 0.3, reduces the mAP to 30.29%. A

further reduction to 0.1 IOU results in an mAP of 19.13%, almost cutting the object

detection performance in half. Surprisingly, increasing the IOU threshold used for

regression target selection during training to 0.7 also reduces the mAP to 29.69%.

Although not a proper scoring rule, mAP remains important for aggregating aspects

of detection performance not measured by our evaluation (number of missed objects

for example). We would want our probabilistic object detectors to maintain similar

deterministic detection performance as measured by mAP when compared to deter-

ministic detectors. We conclude that modern object detectors are brittle algorithms

founded on a specific choice of hyperparameters for generating the highest mAP, we

might need to revisit the design of these detectors if the end goal is to provide prob-

ability distributions, rather than point estimates as outputs.

6.5.4 Performance on Out-of-distribution (OOD) Data

Finally, Figure 6.9 shows histograms of regression predictive entropy of false positives

from probabilitic detectors with DETR and FasterRCNN backend on in-distribution,

naturally shifted, and out-of-distribution data. Variance networks trained with any

of the three loss functions considered achieve the highest predictive differential en-

tropy on out-of-distribution data, followed by the skewed data and achieve the lowest

entropy on the in-distribution data, showing that variance networks are capable of

reliably capturing dataset shift when used to predict uncertainty.

6.6 A Short Critique of BayesOD

Equipped with our new findings, we revisit BayesOD to gain a deeper understanding of

why Bayesian Inference is seen to provide higher quality predictive distributions when

compared to traditional NMS. We find that Bayesian Inference is a band-aid solution

for the high entropy distributions generated when training with NLL. In particular,

we find that standard Bayesian inference hurts performance when used with networks

that generate low entropy predictive bounding box distributions, ones trained using

ES. Our findings are shown through experiments that replace NMS with Bayesian in-
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Figure 6.9: Histogram of differential entropy for false positives bounding box predictive distributions
produced by probabilistic detectors with DETR, FasterRCNN, and RetinaNet as a backend.

ference in the same RetinaNet implementation used for the above experiments, then

train the network to estimate bounding box covariance matrices using NLL or ES.

The results of these experiments are shown in Table 6.3. It is clear from comparing

rows 1 and 2 in Table 6.3 that for RetinaNet trained with NLL, Bayesian Inference

provides better calibrated and more accurate probability distributions for true posi-

tive detections, leading to a lower negative log likelihood and energy score values on

true positive detections. However, when comparing rows 4 and 5 in Table 6.3, we no-

tice that RetinaNet-ES using Bayesian Inference generates lower quality distributions

when compared to RetinaNet-ES using standard NMS, leading to a higher negative

log likelihood and energy score, as well as a much higher calibration error values.
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True Positives Localization Errors

Loss Inference mAP (%) Calib. Error NLL ES NLL ES

RetinaNet-NLL
NMS 35.11 0.0242 15.60 19.73 32.54 90.37

Bayesian Inference 35.42 0.0096 14.14 14.74 387.46 100.95
Covariance Intersection 35.46 0.0246 15.58 19.52 33.23 91.25

RetinaNet-ES
NMS 36.10 0.0059 16.29 14.26 245.92 101.96

Bayesian Inference 36.44 0.0289 107.29 15.49 4359.29 106.88
Covariance Intersection 36.45 0.0058 15.68 14.01 235.59 102.59

Table 6.3: mAP, regression calibration error, negative log likelihood, and energy score results of Reti-
naNet trained with NLL and ES using standard NMS, Bayesian Inference, or Covairance Intersection
during inference.

Fusing Bounding Boxes with Unknown Correlations Using Covariance Intersection.

How does BayesOD reduce the entropy of the bounding box predictive distributions?

To answer this question, we look at the equations of the mean (5.11) and covariance

matrix (5.10) after Bayesian Fusion of cluster members, which we repeat here for

convenience:

Σ′′(X) =

(
M∑
m=1

Σ′(xm)−1

)−1

(6.17)

µ′′(X) = Σ′′(X)

(
M∑
m=1

Σ′(xm)−1µ′(xm)

)
. (6.18)

A major assumption that governs these equations is that cluster members generated

by a neural network are assumed to be independent. Let us consider the worst case

that would violate this assumption, where members of the cluster are identical copies

of a single predictive distribution, and as such are perfectly correlated. The final

mean and covariance matrix of a cluster after Bayesian Inference, in this case, would

be:

Σ′′(X) =
Σ′(xm)

M
(6.19)

µ′′(X) = µ′(xm). (6.20)

In this case, µ′′(X) would be the mean of these identical copies. On the other hand, the

elements of the covariance matrix would be shrunk by a factor of M , although exact

copies of a single measurement should offer no new information to be used to reduce

uncertainty. The described problem is not unique to our setup, in fact, the common

simplification of assuming measurements to be uncorrelated has been well studied

in Bayesian Filtering literature [138], where Kalman filters are shown to produce

non-conservative estimates of the covariance matrix under unknown correlations.
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A solution from filtering literature is covariance intersection [138]. Given two

sources of information µa,Σa and µb,Σb with unknown correlations, covariance in-

tersection fuses those sources of information to get µc,Σc according to:

Σ−1
c = ωΣ−1

a + (1− ω)Σ−1
b (6.21)

µc =
(
Σc(ωΣ−1

a µa + (1− ω)Σ−1
b µb

)
, (6.22)

where ω is a scaling factor computed by minimizing log det(Σc). It is easy to see

that given identical copies of the same measurement, covariance intersection would

not reduce the uncertainty in the fused covariance estimate, but instead will just pass

the covariance matrix shared by those measurements as is.

We implement covariance intersection to fuse the multivariate Gaussian predictive

distributions of box cluster members instead of naive Bayesian inference and present

the results in Table 6.3. When used with RetinaNet-NLL, covariance intersection

performs slightly better than NMS when considering the negative log likelihood and

the energy score of predictive distributions of true positive detections (rows 1 and 3

of Table 6.3). However, Bayesian inference (row 2 of Table 6.3) still outperforms both

standard NMS and covariance intersection when used with RetinaNet-NLL, showing

a lower regression calibration error as well as lower negative log likelihood and energy

score. We hypothesize that the reason for the performance boost achieved by Bayesian

Inference is the shrinkage of the covariance of high entropy distributions predicted by

detectors using NLL.

To verify our hypothesis, we evaluate the performance of standard NMS, Bayesian

inference, and covariance intersection on RetinaNet-ES. Since RetinaNet-ES predicts

low entropy distributions, Covariance Intersection is seen to output much higher

quality predictive distributions when compared to Bayesian inference on negative log

likelihood and the energy score (rows 4 and 5 of Table 6.3). Covariance Intersection

is also shown to provide a slight improvement in performance over standard NMS.

In conclusion, Bayesian Inference reduces the entropy of distributions predicted

from networks using NLL for training. BayesOD was designed to optimize mAP,

MUE, and PDQ, all of which are non-proper scoring rules. More importantly, these

metrics only take into consideration true positive detection, making it very difficult to

observe that the low entropy distributions generated by Bayesian Inference degrade

the performance of predictive distributions of high error output detections (localiza-

tion errors).

This section is not aimed to undermine the usefulness of BayesOD. At the time of

BayesOD’s design, NLL was still the only proper scoring rule available for training
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probabilistic object detectors, and any solution to reduce the entropy of predicted

distributions should be welcome. However, we performed this critique of our own

work to highlight the importance of the novel evaluation protocol we presented in

this chapter. In particular, when researchers (including ourselves) focus on chasing

state of the art metrics (e.g., mAP, PDQ) without putting enough attention into

statistical issues (such as using local proper scoring rules for training and non-proper

scoring rules for evaluation), important details surrounding new algorithms can be

hidden, hindering progress in probabilistic object detection. For more details around

this argument, we refer the reader to our discussion with reviewers of our work on

OpenReview. We hope that this chapter provides clear directions to improve proba-

bilistic object detectors and advance the state of the art beyond just chasing common

metrics.

6.7 Final Remarks and Takeaways

We propose to use the energy score, a proper and non-local scoring rule to train

probabilistic detectors. Answering the call to aim for more reliable benchmarks in

numerous setups of uncertainty estimation [4], we also present tools to evaluate prob-

abilistic object detectors using well-established proper scoring rules. We summarize

our main findings below:

• No single proper scoring rule can capture all the desirable properties of cate-

gory classification and bounding box regression predictive distributions in prob-

abilistic object detection. We recommend using both local and non-local proper

scoring rules on multiple output partitions for a more expressive evaluation of

probabilistic object detectors.

• Using a proper scoring rule as a minimization objective does not guarantee good

predictive uncertainty estimates for probabilistic object detectors. Non-local

rules, like the energy score, learn better calibrated, lower entropy, and higher

quality predictive distributions when compared to local scoring rules like NLL.

• IOU-based assignment approaches used by established object detectors for choos-

ing regression targets during training overly restrict data support to high IOU

candidates, leading to unreliable bounding box predictive uncertainty estimates

over the full range of possible errors.

• Variance networks are capable of reliably outputting increased predictive dif-

ferential entropy when presented with out-of-distribution data for the bounding

box regression task.

https://openreview.net/forum?id=YLewtnvKgR7
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Limitations of the Energy Score: We have discussed in this chapter how the

energy score cannot sufficiently distinguish between low entropy distributions, arguing

that evaluation should be performed using both the energy score and the negative

log likelihood. However, a more theoretical limitation of the energy score has been

presented by Pinson in [120], where it was shown that although the energy score is

proper, it is much more sensitive to errors in the mean and diagonal elements of the

covariance matrix than errors in the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.

We leave the exploration of alternatives to the energy score as future work.

Limitations of Our Evaluation: While we pointed out many of the problems

of current evaluation metrics, we want to also highlight their main advantage over

our proposed evaluation, a single output score describing the performance of a (prob-

abilistic) object detector. Our evaluation uses 4 proper scoring rules over 4 output

partitions and requires substantial analysis of results for determining which of two

detectors perform better when generating predictive distributions. A single value

that summarizes our evaluation, while maintaining the proper rule requirements is

not trivial to generate and is left as future work.

Limitations of Our Baselines: In this chapter, we provide better tools for

estimation and assessment of predictive distributions, by using variance networks with

existing object detection architectures as a backend. Designing novel architectures that

aim for accurate bounding box predictive distributions, rather than just accurate

predictive means, remains an important open question.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

This dissertation presents multiple contributions related to object detection, with

an emphasis on how to predict probability distributions describing categories and

bounding box locations of objects in the scene. We close with a summary of our

novel contributions followed by a discussion of several challenges and directions for

future work in probabilistic object detection.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

7.1.1 AVOD: Aggregate View 3D Object Detection (Chapter 4)

We presented AVOD, a deterministic 3D object detector that uses information from

3D LiDAR point clouds and 2D images to perform object detection in 3D. Our con-

tributions can be summarized as follows:

• Inspired by feature pyramid networks (FPNs) [96] for 2D object detection, we

propose a novel feature extractor that produces high resolution feature maps

from LIDAR point clouds and RGB images, allowing for the localization of small

classes in the scene.

• We propose a feature fusion Region Proposal Network (RPN) that utilizes mul-

tiple modalities to produce high-recall region proposals for small road-scene cat-

egories such as pedestrians and cyclists.

• The proposed neural network architecture exploits 1 × 1 convolutions at the

RPN stage allowing high computational speed and a low memory footprint while

maintaining detection performance.

• We propose a novel 3D bounding box encoding that conforms to box geometric

constraints, allowing for higher 3D localization accuracy.

114
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7.1.2 Probabilistic Object Detection Survey and BayesOD (Chapter 5)

We presented BayesOD alongside a survey of recent literature concerning probabilistic

object detection. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We survey existing methods and the evaluation metrics designed specifically for

probabilistic object detection.

• We propose BayesOD, a probabilistic object detector that provides a Bayesian

treatment for every step of the inference procedure of anchor-based object detec-

tors, allowing the incorporation of anchor-level and object-level priors in closed

form, and replacing standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with Bayesian

inference.

• We perform controlled comprehensive experiments using multiple probabilistic

object detection baselines to quantify the quality of the estimated predictive

distributions on three commonly used 2D object detection datasets, Berkeley

Deep Drive, Kitti, and the Lyft datasets. We show that BayesOD provides

higher quality predictive distributions when compared to surveyed methods in

literature.

7.1.3 Limitations of Recent Trends in Probabilistic Object Detection, and

Proposed Solutions (Chapter 6)

We identify the shortcomings of recent trends followed by state-of-the-art proba-

bilistic object detectors, and propose solutions to resolve the identified issues. Our

contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We address the widespread use of non-proper scoring rules for evaluating prob-

abilistic object detectors by providing evaluation tools based on well established

proper scoring rules [52] that are only minimized if the estimated predictive

distribution is equal to the true target distribution, for both classification and

regression. Using the proposed tools, we benchmark probabilistic extensions

of three common object detection architectures on in-distribution, shifted, and

out-of-distribution data.

• We show that under standard training procedures used by common object de-

tectors, using NLL as a minimization objective results in variance networks that

output high entropy distributions regardless of the correctness of an output

bounding box. We address this issue by using the Energy Score [52], a distance-

sensitive proper scoring rule based on energy statistics [144], as an alternative
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for training variance networks. We show that predictive distributions learnt with

the energy score are lower entropy, better calibrated, and of higher quality when

evaluated using proper scoring rules.

• We find that ad-hoc approaches used by seminal object detectors for choosing

their regression targets during training do not provide a wide enough data sup-

port for reliable learning in variance networks. We show that there is no trivially

achievable solution for this issue, and conclude that there might be a need for

designing dedicated object detection architectures with predictive distribution

outputs in mind.

• Finally, we provide clear recommendations to avoid the pitfalls described above,

and encourage researchers to design probabilistic object detectors with a goal of

correctly estimating the data generating distribution, rather than just chasing

state-of-the-art metrics.

7.2 Outlook and Future Work

We end this dissertation with an outlook on probabilistic object detection and poten-

tial future work.

7.2.1 Efficient Epistemic Uncertainty Estimation

Based on the papers reviewed, explicitly modeling epistemic uncertainty in probabilis-

tic object detection usually requires a sampling mechanism such as MC-Dropout or

Deep Ensembles, which are highly time-consuming and memory-intensive. Recently,

several works attempted to design sampling-free approaches to estimate epistemic

uncertainty. As an example, Postel et al. [121] propose to approximate epistemic

uncertainties by an error propagation method. In general, error propagation methods

have not yet been employed in probabilistic object detection. Furthermore, Sensoy

et al. [132] and Amini et al. [1] have shown it is possible to directly predict the

high-order conjugate priors of network output distributions (a Dirichlet prior for the

multinomial distribution in classification [132], and a Inverse-Gamma prior for the

Gaussian distribution in regression). These methods only require a single inference

run to estimate epistemic uncertainty. Incorporating such error propagation and

direct-modeling methods in probabilistic object detectors would be an interesting

direction of future work.
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Figure 7.1: Uncertainty categorization according to the procedure of developing and deploying a
perception system. Seven distinct sources of uncertainty are defined. Adapted from [28].

7.2.2 Aleatoric Uncertainty Decomposition

Aleatoric uncertainty, defined as the observation noise inherent in sensor measure-

ments, can be decomposed into several sources. For example, aleatoric uncertainty

arises from varied weather conditions (e.g. consider night-time, fog, or rain scenarios

in camera perception), sensor precision and quality, as well as data annotation errors

or ambiguity (e.g. labeling a car with a mountain bike on its roof only as “Car” class,

instead of as “Car” and “Bike” objects). Czarnecki et al. [28] defined seven sources of

uncertainty a perception module can model, as shown by Fig. 7.1. However, current

probabilistic object detectors only model aleatoric uncertainty as a whole. It is an

interesting future research direction to decompose aleatoric uncertainty and model

each source of uncertainty separately. In this way, the uncertainty interpretability

and detection performance may be potentially improved.

7.2.3 Uncertainty Propagation to Downstream Modules

The majority of work we surveyed on probabilistic object detection focuses on how to

leverage uncertainty to improve the detection accuracy. However, object detection is

only a building block in the long chain of subsequent tasks in a robot autonomy stack.

Propagating the frame-by-frame estimated uncertainty to the sequential downstream

modules is expected to improve both the safety and robustness of a robot system as

a whole. For example, multi-target tracking, an essential autonomous driving task,

could benefit from estimated localization uncertainty of detected objects, which can

be used to bootstrap object states in multi-target trackers based on Bayesian filtering

[45]. Another task that could benefit from uncertainty estimates from object detection

is the object-based simultaneous localization and mapping [117], where the predicted
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mean and covariance matrices from bounding boxes can be used as measurement

updates. Finally, using uncertainty estimates from probabilistic object detection for

behavior prediction of multiple agents in road scenes [71] or for driver assistance

systems [100] could be other interesting directions. We encourage further research

on methods to incorporate predicted uncertainty from probabilistic object detection

into the various tasks required by autonomous robots.

7.2.4 Better Evaluation of Probabilistic Object Detection

Although switching to proper scoring as metrics (Chapter 6) for evaluating proba-

bilistic object detectors is a very important step to push the field forward, one might

argue that probabilistic object detection should be evaluated in context of the full

autonomous robot stack (i.e. from perception and prediction to planning and action).

Such evaluation is not trivial, and requires access to an autonomous robot platform

with complete software stacks that support the integration of predictive distribution

outputs from probabilistic detectors in subsequent tasks. High fidelity robot simu-

lators could help alleviate this problem. An important future research direction is

to build such simulators that could take the predictive uncertainty from probabilistic

object detectors as inputs, and evaluate probabilistic detection in a full software stack

with performance on complex robot tasks as a metric.

7.2.5 Ground Truth Uncertainty from Datasets

Current open datasets in object detection (e.g. COCO [98], OpenImages [84]) only

provide ground truth boxes and object categories, which can be used to train deter-

ministic object detectors, or probabilistic object detectors through proper scoring rule

loss functions. What if such datasets provide information to reflect the uncertainty

(or ambiguity) of human annotations? Such information can easily be collected by

collecting labels from multiple human annotators, then computing the sample statis-

tics of these labels. Having access to an estimate of the data generating distribution

would allow us to use f-divergences such as the KL-Divergence, or integral probability

metrics such as the Wasserstein distance or the MMD to directly learn probability

distributions without relying on scoring rules that are a function of a single sample

from the data generating distribution. Unfortunately, generating accurate ground

truth uncertainty will require multiple iterations of labeling, a process that is expen-

sive and time consuming. It would be an interesting direction to explore alternative

methods that reduce the annotation effort required for estimate predictive distribu-

tions.
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7.3 Beyond Object Detection: Correctness of Knowledge in

Robot Systems for Lifelong Learning

Throughout my graduate career, we came to a realization on the disadvantages of

robots that rely on statistical machine learning models that are trained in isolation,

without the ability to improve their performance or learn any new tasks during de-

ployment. Humans never learn in isolation or from scratch, instead we accumulate

and maintain the knowledge learned from previous experiences, and then use it seam-

lessly in learning new tasks and solving new problems. I would like to think that

most (definitely not all) humans become more adept at solving new problems we

face, realizing that many of these problems are not really new and can relate well to

ones we previously faced and successfully solved. Lifelong robot learning attempts

to replicate the human learning mechanisms in robots by allowing robot systems to

use knowledge gained during their life span to improve their performance, learn new

tasks, and solve new problems.

Lifelong robot learning depends on being able to quantify the correctness of knowl-

edge [25]. Leveraging incorrect past knowledge when solving new problems can result

in additional incorrect knowledge, which is then used to solve newer problems and so

on. Humans (again hopefully) have quite effective solutions to this problem. Even

when mistakes are made, we can efficiently correct them later if new contradictory

evidence appears.

We would like to think that the work presented in this dissertation is a very

preliminary attempt to tackle some of the issues that are required to transform current

isolated learning paradigms dominant for robot perception tasks to enable lifelong

learning. By estimating sharp and well-calibrated predictive distributions, we enable

robots to quantify the degree of uncertainty in both past and current knowledge. By

incorporating prior information, we enable robots to use previous knowledge when

faced with a new task, while also providing the tools required for correcting previous

knowledge when contradictory evidence appears.

As the number of robots deployed in the real world continues to increase during

the next couple of decades, we believe that lifelong learning will become of utmost

importance for enabling reliable, safe, and sustainable operation of robots when inter-

acting with humans and other autonomous agents. We believe that it is time to move

beyond isolated learning paradigms in robot tasks solved with deep neural networks,

and to put a significant amount of effort to push lifelong/continual deep learning

research forward.
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Additional Results

A.1 Quantitative Results
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Figure A.1: Point plots showing the results of the mean squared errors, NLL, and Energy score when
used to evaluate regression predictive distributions from from probabilistic detectors with DETR
(Top), RetinaNet (Middle), and FasterRCNN (Bottom) backends on in-distribution (COCO), arti-
ficially shifted (C1-C5), and naturally shifted (OpenIm) datasets for duplicate detections. Results
of regression metrics seem to have the same trend as those of true positives, while results of clas-
sification metrics follow those of localization errors. This is no surprise given true positives and
duplicates can have the same IOU with ground truth, the only difference being duplicates having a
lower class probability.
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(c) False Positives

Figure A.2: Point plots of the Brier Score and NLL for results from RetinaNet. The same trends are
seen as in Figure 6.5, with the expection of false positives having a lower Brier score than localization
errors and duplicates. We suspect that this is due to usage of multilable classification with sigmoid
instead of multiclass classification with softmax in the original RetinaNet implementation.
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Figure A.3: Point plots of the Brier Score and NLL for results from FasterRCNN. The same trends
are seen as in Figure 6.5.
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A.2 Qualitative Results

Figure A.4: Qualitative results of AVOD for cars (top) and pedestrians/cyclists (bottom). Left:
3D region proposal network output, Middle: 3D detection output, and Right: the projection of
the detection output into image. The 3D LIDAR point cloud has been colorized and interpolated
for better visualization.
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(a) DETR-NLL (b) DETR-ES (c) DETR-DMM

Figure A.5: Qualitative results from probabilistic detectors with a DETR backend. The color of
bounding boxes signifies the entropy of their categorical distributions, where yellow means low en-
tropy, orange means moderate entropy, and red means high entropy. We also plot the 95% confidence
ellipse of bounding box corner predictive distributions. The bounding box predictive distributions for
DETR-NLL detections are of much higher uncertainty than the predictive distributions of DETR-ES
and DETR-DMM detections. Ground truth bounding boxes are shown in green.
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(a) RCNN-NLL (b) RCNN-ES (c) RCNN-DMM

Figure A.6: Quantitative results from probabilistic detectors with a Faster-RCNN backend. The
color of bounding boxes signifies the entropy of their categorical distributions, where yellow means
low entropy, orange means moderate entropy, and red means high entropy. We also plot the 95%
confidence ellipse of bounding box corner predictive distributions. It can be clearly seen that the
bounding box predictive distributions for RCNN-NLL, RCNN-ES and RCNN-DMM have very sim-
ilar uncertainty values. Ground truth bounding boxes are shown in green.



Appendix B

Additional Background

B.1 Convolutional Neural Networks for Learning on Data

with a Grid-like Topology

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) specializes in processing input data with

a grid-like topological structure, such as 2D images and 3D voxel grids. Figure B.1

shows the famous VGG-16 [136] CNN architecture used for image classification. CNNs

use two specialized layers to process inputs on grids, the convolutional and pooling

layers shown in green and blue , respectively, in Figure B.1.

B.1.1 Convolutional Layers

The convolutional layer is a main building block of CNNs that transforms one volume

of activations to another using a differentiable set of learnable filters. Despite their

name, convolutional layers are usually implemented in deep learning libraries using the

cross-correlation operation. The cross-correlation operation transforms the elements

of a 2D tensor input X to a 2D output tensor H according to:

H(i, j) =
K∑
u=1

K∑
v=1

X(i+ u, j + v)k(u, v), (B.1)

where k ∈ RK×K is a 2D learnable kernel. The cross-correlation operation is followed

by an element-wise non-linear activation function, in a similar manner to the fully

connected layer described in Equation (2.1).

Three hyperparameters control the final size of the output volume: the depth D′,

the stride S, as well as the padding P of the input volume. Figure B.2 shows the

volume transformation performed using a convolutional layer. Given a K ×K kernel

with Dkernel filters, the width W ′, height H ′, and depth D′ of the output volume can
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Figure B.1: A visualization of the VGG-16 [136] CNN for image classification. Convolutional layers
can be seen in green, pooling layers in blue, and fully connected layers in orange. The output
dimensions are reported below each layer as [Width, Height, Depth] triplets.

be computed as

W ′ =
W −K + 2P

S + 1
,

H ′ =
H −K + 2P

S + 1
,

D′ = Dkernel.

(B.2)

Figure B.2: Volume transformation using a convolutional layer.

Convolutions offer two important advantages when used to learn over grid-like

structures such as images and voxel grids. First, as a space of learned functions,

convolutions have an inherent inductive bias due to their translation equivariance

and locality. Specifically, the translation equivariance property allows output feature

locations to be equally shifted when input volumes are transformed using a translation

operation. As such, translation equivariance is very useful for tasks that require

accurate localization such as object detection and instance segmentation. Second,

convolutions employ parameter sharing through passing the same K × K kernel at

multiple spatial positions of the input volume. Parameter sharing greatly reduces the

number of parameters of convolutional layers when compared to fully connected layers
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Figure B.3: Max pooling operation with stride 2 for reducing the spatial size of the input volume
by a factor of 2.

by making the assumption that if one feature is useful to compute at some spatial

position, then it should also be useful to compute at other spatial positions in the

input volume. A reduction in the number of parameters when switching from fully

connected to convolutional layers reduces the capacity of a machine learning model,

acting as additional regularization as well as a way to reduce the computational

burden required to perform the task at hand.

B.1.2 Pooling Layers

A second important building block of CNNs shown in Figure B.1 is the pooling layers

(Figure B.3). Pooling layers are usually inserted in between convolutional layers to

progressively reduce the width and height of the output volume while maintaining

the input depth. Given a pooling kernel of size K × K applied with a stride S, an

input volume of shape W ×H ×D is transformed to an output volume with shape:

W ′ =
W −K
S

+ 1,

H ′ =
H −K
S

+ 1,

D′ = D.

(B.3)

Reducing the spatial size leads to less computation in subsequent convolutional

layers. More importantly, pooling layers are claimed to induce translation invariance,

a property that is seen to be beneficial for image classification tasks. Although once

an established dogma in the design of CNN architectures, the usage of pooling layers
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has seen a decline in recent years as 1) the reduction in spatial dimensions can be

achieved using convolutional layers by varying the stride, and 2) the recommendation

to discard pooling layers when training CNN-based generative models [124]. As a final

note, the spatial size of input volumes can be increased using an operation referred

to as the transposed convolution [102].

B.1.3 Vgg-16 Example

Figure B.1 shows VGG-16 [136], an overwhelmingly simple CNN architecture that

took second place in the ImageNet ILSVRC-2014 image classification challenge. The

effect of convolutional layers and pooling layers on the shape of the output volume

can be observed in Figure B.1. Convolutional layers maintain spatial dimensions

while increasing the depth of the output volume as it is propagated deeper into

the neural network architecture. On the other hand, pooling layers are inserted in

between every two or three convolutional layers to reduce the spatial dimensions of

the output volume. Such an approach is motivated by the assumption that early CNN

layers can do with a small number of filters, as these layers capture low-level features

such as edges and corners. On the other hand, deeper layers capture more complex

representations and as such require a larger number of filters per convolution kernel.

B.2 Transformers for Sequence-to-Sequence Mapping

Transformers were first proposed by Vaswani et al. [146] as an alternative for recurrent

neural networks (RNN) for natural language processing (NLP) applications. Since

then, transformers have been breaking records and pushing the state-of-the-art in

NLP as well as other domains such as image classification [32].

Figure B.4 shows a visualization of the original transformer architecture proposed

in [146]. At the high level, the encoder (highlighted in pink) transforms an input

sequence into a learned abstract representation that holds information on how the

input sequence members relate to each other, as well as what members are important

for the task at hand. The decoder uses the encoder’s abstract representation as well

as a learned representation of previous output sequence members, to generate the

next output sequence member. The described architecture was initially proposed for

solving neural machine translation and has been adapted to process image input for

solving the classification [32] and 2D object detection [16] tasks. In the next sections,

we summarize the various building blocks of a transformer architecture. For more

information, we refer the reader to the original paper by Vaswani et al. [146].
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Figure B.4: The transformer architecture with its encoder highlighted in pink, and its decoder
highlighted in grey. The figure shows one layer for both the encoder (pink) and the decoder (gray)
that can be repeated N times for a deeper transformer architecture. Figure adapted from [146].

B.2.1 Input Embeddings and Positional Encoding

The first step of a transformer architecture is to project inputs to learned embed-

dings with a fixed size dmodel. This projection operation can be a simple linear layer,

a lookup table that grabs a learned representation, or a convolutional feature extrac-

tor (when the inputs are images). The learned input embeddings are injected with an

encoding of their spatial position, as unlike RNNs, transformers lack the positional

inductive biases achieved through recurrence. The positional encoding originally pro-

posed in [146] is the sine and cosine functions computed at various frequencies:

PE(POS,2i) = sin
(
POS/100002i/dmodel

)
PE(POS,2i+1) = cos

(
POS/100002i/dmodel

)
,

(B.4)
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Figure B.5: (Left) Scaled Dot-Product Attention. (Right) Multi-Head Attention with h parallel
attention layers. The dimensionality of each intermediate computation is shown in red. Figure
adapted from [146].

where POS is the spatial position of the learned embeddings and i ∈ {1, . . . , dmodel} is

the current learned embeddings dimension. The computed positional encodings are

summed with the learned embeddings before being fed into the encoder. As shown

in Figure B.4, a similar operation can be performed on previous output sequence

members before being fed into the decoder.

B.2.2 Multi-Head Attention

The Multi-Head attention layer is the main building block of both the encoder and

the decoder components of a transformer architecture. An attention function is a

mapping from a query q and a set of key-value pairs {k,v} to an output o. The

output is computed as a weighted sum of the values v, where the weights are learned

to represent the compatibility of every member of the keys to every member of the

query. The most common attention function in current applications of transformers

is the Scaled Dot-Product Attention, shown in Figure B.5. Given k, q ∈ Rdk and

v ∈ Rdv , Scaled Dot-Product Attention computes the output as

o = Attention(q,k,v) = softmax(
qkᵀ

√
dmodel

)v. (B.5)
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Multi-Head Attention is comprised of multiple Scaled Dot-Product Attention layers

computed in parallel. First, the learned embedding with dimension dmodel is linearly

projected h times using fully connected layers to v ∈ Rdv ,k ∈ Rdk , q ∈ Rdk triplets.

On each of these projected versions, the attention function in Equation (B.5) is

computed in parallel to produce an output of dimension dv. The h outputs with

dimension dv are concatenated, then projected again yielding a final output with

dimension dmodel. The dimensions of all computations is shown in red in Figure B.5.

More formally, Multihead Attention is computed as

MultiHead(q,k,v) = Concat(o1, . . . ,oh)Woutput, (B.6)

where {o1, . . . ,oh} are computed using Equation (B.5), and Woutput ∈ Rhdv×dmodel is

the parameter matrix of the last linear layer that generates the output.

The first Multi-head Attention layers in both the encoder and the decoder in

Figure B.4 use copies of a single vector for q, k, and v. In that case, the Multi-head

Attention layer is referred to as a self-attention layer. Another important note is that

the masking layer shown in the Scaled Dot-Product Attention diagram in Figure B.5

is used to preserve the auto-regressive property of the decoder in NLP applications by

preventing the conditioning on future word output tokens. Such masking is optional

and is usually ignored in transformers when used for computer vision applications.

B.2.3 Layer Norm and Feed-Forward Networks

Figure B.4 shows that the encoder and decoder also employ fully connected feed-

forward layers for further processing. The feed-forward networks in the original

transformer paper comprised of two linear layers with a ReLU activation in between.

Additionally, layer normalization [5] with a skip connection is applied after every

Multi-Head Attention layer and feed-forward network. The reasoning behind such

design choices is not described in the original paper and is treated as hyperparame-

ters in subsequent works using the transformer architectures.

B.2.4 Benefits of Transformers

The power of transformers comes from their attention mechanism, which, unlike

RNNs, enables them to have extremely long-term memory. Given enough compu-

tational resources, attention mechanisms have an infinite window of reference when

looking at large input sequences, with the added benefit of being more interpretable

than recurrent architectures by allowing practitioners to qualitatively inspect atten-

tion distributions.
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For computer vision tasks, a transformer’s autoregressive property is a sharp

contrast to the locality property of convolutional layers. Nevertheless, Dosovit-

skiy et al. [32] have recently shown that transformer architectures work surprisingly

well for computer vision tasks given enough training data. Architectures using trans-

formers were shown to be capable of outperforming architectures using convolutional

layers, even though transformers lack explicit image-specific inductive biases such as

translation equivariance and locality.
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